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Résumé en Français 
Dans le présent travail, nous avons étendu aux solvants organiques notre méthodologie 
radiolytique de synthèse de polymères conducteurs (PCs), initialement développée en 
solutions aqueuses.   Dans ce contexte, la polymérisation des PCs a été étudiée par radiolyse 
gamma dans différents solvants organiques et sous différentes conditions expérimentales. La 
synthèse radio-induite a, en particulier, été optimisée dans le dichlorométhane grâce à la 
variation et à l’ajustement de différents paramètres : atmosphère, dose, débit de dose, 
concentration des monomères, etc. Cette synthèse a ainsi pu mener à la préparation de 
différents types de polymères conducteurs : poly (3,4-éthylènedioxythiophène) (PEDOT),  
poly (3-thiophène acétique acide) (PTAA) et poly (3-hexylthiophène) (P3HT). Ces derniers 
ont été totalement caractérises en solutions ou après dépôt par des techniques analytiques, 
spectroscopiques et microscopiques complémentaires. Nous avons en particulier démontré la 
simplicité et la versatilité de la polymérisation radio-induite de TAA que ce soit dans le 
dichlorométhane ou dans l’eau, et avons mis en évidence quelques différences notables entre 
ces deux voies de synthèse. Nous avons, par ailleurs, évalué l’influence de la nature des 
espèces radiolytiques oxydantes générées dans le dichlorométhane, via la variation de 
l’atmosphère de travail (N2, air ou O2), sur les propriétés des polymères conducteurs radio-
synthétises, en particulier dans le cas de P3HT. Parmi les nombreuses propriétés physiques 
chimiques que nous avons sondées dans le cas de tous nos polymères conducteurs radio- 
synthétises les propriétés électroniques et électrochimiques ont fait l’objet d’une attention 
particulière. Nos matériaux ont alors été incorporés au sien de cellules solaires à pérovskite 
hybrides organiques-inorganique (PSCs) et y ont été utilisés comme matériaux de transport de 
trous (HTMs). Notre nouvelle stratégie radiolytique de synthèse décrite et étende dans le 
présent manuscrit, ouvre sans aucun doute la voie à la préparation de nouveaux PCs 
nanostructurés, de morphologie contrôlée et aux propriétés augmentées : par exemple grâce à 
l’utilisation d’une polymérisation en microémulsions ou par le développement d’une 
copolymérisation raisonnée.   
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2 Introduction to the research interest 
1 Conducting polymers (CPs) 
 
1.1 Brief background 
Conducting polymers (CPs) by definition are organic polymers that are characterized by 
their electrical conductance.
1
 The ancestry of (CPs) discovery backs to 19th century when 
Fritzche reported the synthesis of polyaniline (PANI).
1-3
 In the same time period, Henry 
Letheby worked on the investigation of the electrochemical behavior of PANI.
4
 The merit of 
that work evinces the electrochromic behavior of CPs through showing that PANI is colorless 
in reduced state while in oxidized state, it is deep blue. 
4
  Since then, there were many 
research which works studied and investigated relevant materials. In 1958, Giulio Natta 
elaborated for the first time linear polyacetylene. The produced polyacetylene as dark powder 
was not stimulating to scientific community due to its low processability, insolubility, air 
sensitivity and instability.
5 Not far from that date, exactly in 1963, Weiss and coworkers 
described the preparation of polypyrrole (Ppy) at high conductivity degree.
6
 Perhaps, the most 
paramount research in the end of 20th century is the 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry "for the 
discovery and development of conductive polymers».
7-9
 The prize was awarded to three 
scientists, Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa. In 1977, the trio 
figured out that the doping of polyacetylene can change its behavior from insulating to 
metallic.
7-9
 Although, polyacetylene was not usable for practical applications, the discovery of 
conducting polymers drew the attention to these types of materials.
1
 On top of that, such 
incident is an important milestone because it called attention to new fields of researches in 
chemistry and condensed matter physics.
7
 Accordingly, CP induced the progression to 
understanding fundamental chemistry and physics of -bonded macromolecules.7 Admittedly, 
the extraordinary features of these materials have made their development growing rapidly in 
short time period. Today CPs are major of importance and offer great profits in a wide range 
of areas.
10-13
 No doubts, the world intensively accelerated the commercialization of these 
materials due to their promising practical use in daily life. 
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3 Introduction to the research interest 
1.2 Types of CPs 
Unlike saturated polymers, CPs are characterized by a backbone chain of alternating 
double-bond and single-bonds. The duplication of π-bonds along the polymer chain gives CPs 
an intrinsic electrical conductivity.
7
 Essentially, the π-conjugation in CPs is similar to the 
spine column whatever the side groups or functional groups. This unique chemical structure 
led up to investigate and explore a large variety of this sort of conducting material.
7, 9
 What’s 
more interesting that modifying or changing the side chains and functional groups on building 
blocks of CPs can enhance their physical and chemical properties. In another word, by 
judiciously choosing the molecular combinations, CPs can be easily customized and tailored 
for almost any specific purposes.
7, 14-16
 Thus, CPs can be categorized into a long list according 
to their chemical compositions. For instance, polypyrrole (PPy) and polyaniline (PANI) are 
nitrogen-containing conducting polymers while polythiophenes (PTs) and their derivatives are 
sulfur-containing conducting polymers. The table below shows some examples of the most 
investigated CPs (Figure 1):
17
  
One of the most important CPs are poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), Poly 3-
hexylthiophene (P3HT), polypyrrole (PPy) and polyaniline (PANI). They are well known as 
being easy to synthesize, possessing good processability and presenting excellent 
properties.
18-22
 Due to the appropriate characters of these CPs, synthesis and processing of 
these materials besides their derivatives are of great interests as they are promising candidates 
for interesting applications such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs). Therefore, investigations 
on the mechanism and principles of the electrical conductivity of CPs are of great importance. 
Figure 1 Chemical structures of some conducting polymers 
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1.3 The Principle of electrical conductivity  
In saturated polymers, such as polyethylene, the hybridization of each carbon atoms is sp
3
. 
In another word, the four valence electrons of carbon atom are used up in sigma covalent 
bonds. These sigma-bonding electrons are not free to move throughout the structure and 
therefore do not contribute to the electrical conductivity. The case of CPs is substantially 
different and the electrical conductance of CPs is driven by several processes. CPs have 
backbones of contiguous sp
2
pz hybridized carbon centers (Figure 2).
23, 24
 Each carbon atom 
supplies a pz orbital perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. If the conjugated system is 
planar, the pz orbitals overlap with another adjacent pz orbital across an intervening σ bond 
along the backbone of polymer chain
7
. The conjugated pz orbitals form a one-dimensional 
electronic band, and the electrons within this band become mobile when it is partially 
emptied. This possible when CPs are doped by oxidation leading to removal of some of 
delocalized electrons.
7
 In such a case, the pz orbitals are available for electrons delocalization 
along the backbone of polymer (Figure 2, 1). These electrons have high charge mobility and 
are free to move throughout the polymer structure, and consequently give rise to properties 
such as electrical conductivity.
7, 8
 Since there are no partially filled orbital, CPs are typically 
semiconductors.
8
 Thus, the electronic structure of CPs determines their electrical 
conductance. This is represented by chain symmetry the number and kind of atoms within the 
repeat unit and besides the more conjugated the -system is, the better conductivity and 
properties are expected (Figure 2, 2). With all these features, such polymers can have metallic 
conductivity or can be semiconductors.
25, 26
  
Figure 2 Delocalized set of pz orbitals (1), cis-isomer and trans-isomer of polyacetylene, 
PAC (2), illustration energy diagram showing the decrease in energy band gap when 
number of -conjugation in conducting polymers increases (3) 
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5 Introduction to the research interest 
If we look at the chemical structure of polyacetylene ,-(CH)x, it is possible to differentiate 
two configurations: cis and trans (Figure 2, 3).
27
 The cis-isomer is considered as insulator 
since its electrical conductivity is extremely low (1.7 × 10−9 S. cm−1), whereas the trans-
form is semiconductor due to its higher electrical conductivity (4.4 × 10−5 S. cm−1). 
However, the electrical conductivity can be easily tuned by doping upon oxidation.
27, 28
 This 
process can drastically increase the electrical conductivity (Figure 3). That was evident when 
the electrical conductivity of -(CH)x films increased by many orders of magnitude upon 
treatment with halogen vapor (i.e. I2, Cl2 or Br2).
7, 9, 27, 29
 After doping process, the resulted -
(CH)x possesses at room temperature electrical conductivity not far from metal one 
(105 S. cm−1).30, 31 Such an expansive degree of adjustability of CPs, to be varied from 
insulators to conductors, was indeed revolutionary. Therefore, CPs are called as “synthetic 
metals”.8   
 
1.3.1 Energy band gap theory 
To better understand the molecular basis of electrical conductivity, it is a must to introduce 
the band gap theory. As mentioned, the overlapping of -conjugated orbitals along the 
backbone of polymer form electronic band. In band theory, two bands can be identified: - 
and *- band.32 Knowing that each band complies with two electrons of different spin,-band 
is filled and *-band is empty.7 The first band (-band) represents the valence band (VB) 
corresponding to the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO). The second band (*-
Figure 3 The electrical conductivity scale of conducting polymers compared with insulators and metals 
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band) represents the conduction band (CB) corresponding to the Lowest Unoccupied 
Molecular Orbital (LUMO). The difference between the two energy levels is called -* 
energy band gap, Eg and it is given in electron volts (eV) (Figure 4).  The level in-between 
VB and CB is defined as Fermi’s level that indicates the work required to move an electron 
between different electronic states. The position of the Fermi level with the relation to the 
band energy levels is a crucial factor in determining electrical properties. Thus, Electrons 
feasibility to move between valence band and conduction band defines the electrical 
conductivity and hence three groups of materials are recognized: metals, insulators and 
semiconductors.
25
  
In case of metals, the Eg is null because VB and CB are overlapped and subsequently the 
electrons are fully free to mobilize between them. On the contrary, the Eg for insulators is 
quite immense and the transition of electrons from VB to CB is impossible. In 
semiconductors, the energy difference between the -band and *-band is relatively small. 
What makes the semiconductors electrically conductive is that upon excitation the occupied 
electrons in the VB can be mobilized to CB. Subsequently, this electronic mobility forms the 
electrical conductivity. The excitation requires a specific minimum amount of energy for the 
electronic transition. The required energy differs with different materials. The electrons can 
be excited by absorbing either a phonon (heat) or a photon (light). This electron mobility can 
be adjusted according to the applied conditions (i.e. doping by oxidation) and hence 
Figure 4 Energy band structure of conductors, semiconductors and insulators. 
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controlling the band gap of conductive material. Controlling the band gap allows us to design 
material for specific applications 
33
, such as laser diodes and solar cells. It is worth 
mentioning that, the band gap in semiconductors can be either direct or indirect, depending on 
the electronic band structure. Moreover, in semiconductors, there is a distinction difference 
between “optical band gap” and “electrical band gap”. The difference between them can be 
significantly large especially in some systems such as organic solar cells or organic light 
emitting diodes (OLEDs). 
1.3.2 Direct and indirect band gap  
In direct band gap, the maximum energy level of the valence band aligns with the 
minimum energy level of the conduction band with respect to momentum. By contrast, in an 
indirect band gap semiconductor, the maximum energy of the valence band occurs at a 
different value of momentum to the minimum in the conduction band energy (Figure 5). The 
difference between the two is most important in optical devices. For example, direct bandgap 
materials are used for manufacturing light emitting and laser diodes, while photovoltaics are 
always made of indirect band gap materials. 
1.3.3 Optical and electronic band gap 
The optical bandgap is the threshold for photons to be absorbed, while the transport gap is 
the threshold for creating an electron-hole pair that is not bound together. The electronic band 
gap is larger than the optical band gap, as well known that the measurement by 
electrochemistry requires additional energy because of Coulomb interactions and hence, the 
electronic band gap is slightly higher when compared to optical band gap.
34
 In a solar cell, the 
Figure 5 Direct band-gap semiconductor and indirect band-gap semiconductor 
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only important value is the optical gap, because the excitation is induced by photons. In a 
light emitting diode, however, applying a potential that corresponds to the optical gap will not 
be enough and therefore a potential corresponding to the electronic gap must be applied.  
1.3.4 Determination of energy band gap 
Generally the optical band gap (Egap) in an amorphous semiconductor is determined by 
Tauc’s polt .35 A Tauc plot is used to determine the optical band gap in semiconductors. From 
Tauc’s equation (1), (hυ)1/n is principally plotted as function of photon energy (hυ): 
(αhυ)1/𝑛 = A(hυ − Egap)            (1) 
Where α, h, υ and Egap are respectively the absorption coefficient, Planck constant, light 
frequency, oprical band gap energy and A is a constant. The value of the exponent n denotes 
the nature of the transition.
35, 36
 The exponent n is 0.5 for direct allowed transitions, 1.5 for 
direct forbidden transitions, 2 for indirect allowed transitions, and 3 for indirect forbidden 
transitions.  
Another possible way to estimate the optical band gap is directly from the UV-Vis 
absorption spectrum of the material. By determining the absorption edge wavelength, λedge, 
(see Figure 6)
37
 the Egap values can be calculated according to the equation (2):  
𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝 =  
1240
𝜆𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒(𝑛𝑚)
 (𝑒𝑉)                        (2) 
The Eg value of insulators is normally larger than 6 eV and the Egap value of 
semiconductors is around 1 eV.
33
 The Eg value of doped CPs is generally detected within the 
bounds of semiconductors scale between 1.0~3.0 eV.
25, 26
  
Figure 6 UV-vis absorption spectrum in which shows the onset of absorption 
band (λedge) and the way for determining its value.
37 
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Cyclic voltammetry (CV) enables the determination of the electronic band gap. The CV 
profile gives information about the oxidation Eox and reduction Ered potentials of the materials. 
Figure 7 shows an example of CV profile of poly (3-thiophene acetic acid) (PTAA) as well as 
a CV profile of ferrocene that were obtained in this work. In the Figure 7 we can clearly see 
where Eox and Ered occur and also the way of determination of ferrocene ionization potential 
(EFc) from cathodic (Epc) and anodic (Epa) potentials. Knowing these potential values, the 
energy levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the energy of lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) can be calculated according to the empirical 
equations(3) and (4)
38
, using the ferrocene ionization potential value as the standard (EFc):  
from ionization potential,  𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂(𝑒𝑉) =  −4.8 −  𝑒(𝐸𝑜𝑥  − 𝐸𝐹𝑐)   (3) 
from electronic affinity,  𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂(𝑒𝑉) =  −4.8 −  𝑒(𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑  − 𝐸𝐹𝑐)    (4) 
Where e is the elementary charge and where 4.8 eV is the corrected value of ferrocene 
potential vs. vacuum which is widely adopted and this value is based on the calculations 
obtained by Pommerehne et al.
39
  
The energy difference between the calculated EHOME and ELUMO enables the determination 
of electronic band gap.   
Figure 7 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) profiles of poly (3-thiophene acetic acid) (PTAA) and 
ferrocene that have been analyzed in this work showing the way of determination of their 
oxidation and reduction potentials   
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1.4 Doping of CPs 
Doping is defined as the injection of charge onto conjugated semiconducting 
macromolecular chains.
40
 Accordingly, there are several ways which result in doping, such as, 
chemical doping, electrochemical doping , photodoping, etc.
7
  
As mentioned before, upon doping treatment with halogen, the conductivity of 
polyacetylene (C2H2)x drastically increase. Based on the final conducting mode of the CPs, 
the doping treatment can be divided into two kinds: p-doping and n-doping. For example, the 
p-doping and n-doping of (C2H2)x can be expressed as follows: 
Oxidation with Iodine (p-doping):                 (C2H2)x + 
3𝑛
2
𝐼2 → (C2H2)x
n+ 
+ nI3
-                       
(5) 
Reduction with sodium metal (n-doping):     (C2H2)x + nNa   → (C2H2)x 
n-
 + nNa
+                 
(6) 
In the case of p-doping, oxidation of the CPs occurs forming cations by extracting 
electrons from polymer backbones. The oxidant becomes anions by reduction and works as 
the counter ions. The p-doping process forms p-type CPs. Inversely, reduction of the CPs 
happens during the n-doping injecting electrons to the polymer backbones, forming negatively 
charged CPs while reductant is oxidized into cations. The n-doping by reduction makes CPs 
n-type conductors. CPs can be doped by many different means: chemical doping, 
electrochemical doping, protonation by acid-base chemistry, photo-doping and charge 
injection have been successfully performed.  
Evidently, upon doping process the polymer chains of CPs are charged. In the electronic 
structure of conjugated polymers, charge carriers (electrons or holes), appearing on polymer 
chains, are energetically favorable to be localized and coupled to the distortions in the 
backbone. This process causes the presence of localized electronic states in the band gap due 
to the shift of the valence band and conduction band.
41
 In p-doping, the removal of one 
electron from the CPs chain leads to the formation to what is called polarons (Figure 8). 
When two polarons are close enough, their energy decreases by sharing the same distortions, 
which leads to an effective attraction between the polarons. Subsequently, formation of 
bipolaron is favorable and thermodynamically more stable than two polaron (Figure 8).
7, 41, 42
 
As a consequence of formation of polarons and bipolarons in the chain, two new optical 
transitions are emerged below the band gap.
41
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As the doping level increases, the population of polaron and bipolaron increases and thus 
the energy band gap is becoming sufficiently small to ensure high electrons mobility (Figure 
8).
43
  
The high electrical conductivity of conducting polymers at high doping levels is thus 
reasonable. Therefore, the electrical conductivity of conjugated polymer can be well 
controlled by the doping process.
31
  
1.5 Applications 
There is no doubt that what makes CPs unique among the other materials is their 
innumerable of applications.
7, 10
 The most attracting properties of CPs are their tunable 
electrical conductivity and excellent optical properties which enable CPs to possess unique 
electrical conductivity and good transparency.  
Among the CPs, PEDOT and P3HT polymers are the most known used materials in the 
field of organic photovoltaics (OPVs).
44-47
 OPVs based on semiconductor polymers have 
attracted a great attention as a potential and promising source of renewable energy due to their 
low cost production, flexibility and easy to commercialize. Generally, P3HT is incorporated 
in OPVs as electron donor (p-type semiconductor) and accompanied with electron acceptor 
(n-type semiconductor) such as [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). 
Conducting polymer blends of poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and poly(styrene 
Figure 8 Schematic structure of poly (3-alkylthiophene) showing the formation of 
polaron and bipolaron along a polymer chain.
43
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sulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS), are commonly used in OPVs as hole transport material (Figure 9). 
OPVs based on the blend system of P3HT:PCBM and PEDOT:PSS shows, relatively, good 
performance and high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs). Liang et al. studied the whole 
simulation of a traditional bulk-heterojunction apparatus based on P3HT. The power 
conversion efficiency of state of the art PSCs has been reported more than 9% for single cells, 
10% for tandem cells and 11% for the PSC based on P3HT.
48
  
Another remarkable field of use of CPs is electrochromism. Electrochromic polymers (EC) 
are a phenomenal class of CPs.
49
 Their specialness is the capability to change color upon an 
application of a voltage or current. PEDOT and PANI are mainly used due to their 
exceptional electrical conductivity and optoelectronic properties.
50
 This property has led to 
the development of flat panel displays.  
The list of CPs application is endless but it is possible to mention some of the most 
prominent applications such as organic transistors, data storage, batteries, super capacitors 
chemical sensors, gas sensors, biosensors, etc.
51-55
  
1.6 Potential synthesis methods  
The great interest on CP instituted tremendous efforts towards their development and 
upgrading their synthesis methodologies which all aim the easy preparation of new and novel 
CP structures, stable in different solvents such as water. An important and possible synthesis 
method of conducting polymers is the chemical synthesis. The synthesis can be carried out 
Figure 9 Organic photovoltaic device fabricated in this work. It shows the main components which are 
involved in its structure. 
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through Ni-catalyzed polymerization of Grignard reagents and in presence of brominated 
monomers (e.g. 2,5-dihalothiophenes).
56, 57
 The advantages of this method are the ability to 
select diversely wide range of organic monomers and to synthesize perfectly regioregular 
substituted PTs. In contrast to chemical synthesis that requires brominated monomers, 
oxidation induced polymerization is another way to obtain conducting polymers.
58
 CPs are 
commonly synthesized by chemical polymerization through adding oxidizing reagents or 
electrochemical polymerization by applying a potential across a solution containing the 
monomers.
59-62
 Based on these two methods, intensive researches are performed to develop 
these methods, optimize the preparation conditions and control the polymers morphology in 
order to obtain better optical and electrical properties, and subsequently, good performances 
and higher efficiency in their applications.
63
    
CPs are chemically synthesized, through the oxidation of monomers typically by using 
oxidizing species (i.e. FeCl3, K2S2O8)
60, 61
 or reduction of monomers by chemical reductants 
(i.e. N2H4, LiAlH4)
64, 65
 which in turn induces polymerization of corresponding monomers. 
The chemical oxidants have higher redox potential than that of monomers and oxidize the 
monomers into cations which undergo further polymerization into polymers. The chemical 
method induced polymerization has been proposed to proceed according to a step-by step 
growth procedure and not according to chain reaction.
66
 One of the advantages of chemical 
polymerization is producing CPs with high molar masses.
67
  
Electrochemical polymerization is one of the most important methods to produce CPs due 
to its simplicity, cost-effective, reproducibility, etc. CPs are mostly prepared by anodic 
oxidation and much less often by cathodic reduction.
67
 In general, the initiation of monomers 
polymerization is achieved by applying an oxidation potential on the working electrode. The 
monomers are oxidized into radical cations which dimerize by eliminating two H atoms. 
Then, dimers are oxidized and react with dimer cations producing the oligomers. Elongation 
of oligomers through the same procedure finally results in the polymers on the surface of 
working electrode.
10
 By adjusting the oxidation potential, the oxidation of different monomers 
can be successfully realized. Therefore, both traditional chemical and electrochemical 
methods more generally involve the oxidation of monomers to initiate the polymerization and 
a step-by-step mechanism is often proposed. Nevertheless, chain reaction mechanism is 
alternatively proposed as it is suggested that radical cations can directly react with monomers 
forming a dimer cation.
68
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Even though these previously mentioned methods are well understood and their 
mechanism is relatively well understood, still remain some problems such as chemical 
contamination, purification steps and sometime need to use a catalyst. However, there are 
other potential synthesis methods that are rarely proposed in literature such as, photochemical 
method
69
, methathesis method
70, 71
, plasma polymerization
72
, concentrated emulsion method
73
, 
etc.
67
 Radiation induced polymerization via the interaction of high energetic rays with the 
matter is narrowly used to prepare CPs.
74
  Karim et al. synthesized PPy using γ-radiation 
induced oxidative polymerization with ammonium peroxy-disulfate (APS) as chemical 
oxidant.
75
 And besides, he prepared buckyball shaped conducting polythiophene by gamma 
induced polymerization method in presence of FeCl3 as chemical oxidant.
76
 The same 
approach was attained by Pillalamarri et al. to synthesize PANI nanofibers in the presence of 
APS.
77
 Radiation method based on radiation chemistry in the absence of any additional 
oxidizing agents with γ-irradiation or pulse radiolysis for the synthesis of CPs has recently 
been reported. Using water soluble monomers, Samy Remita‘s team used an original synthetic 
method to polymerize EDOT and Py by γ radiolysis of water.74, 78 Lattach et al. produced 
PEDOT polymers with different morphologies using γ irradiation by varying the reactive 
species.
79
 Coletta et al. studied the growth mechanism of PEDOT polymers initiated by 
accelerated electrons.
80
 Koizumi et al. endeavored to use -radiolysis method to polymerize 
water insoluble monomer, 3-octylthiophene, in several organic solvents.
81
  
As it appears, radiation method, can be performed under various experimental conditions, 
and is free from the metal contaminations. Moreover, this method leads to formation of nano- 
structured CPs. Research reports showed that nanostructured conducting polymers in the form 
of nanofibers and nanosponges, showed significantly improved capacitance values as 
compared to their non-nanostructured counterparts.
82, 83
 Therefore, radiation method based on 
γ-irradiation may offer a useful method for the synthesis of CPs possible in the bulk of a 
solution and even on a solid substrate (conductive or not). In order to expand the development 
of this method and to reach better level of reliability, processability and applicability, new 
materials were synthesized in the present work via an original radiolysis route.  
2 Objective of the work 
In this research work, the main aim is to extend the radiolysis methodology based on 
radiation chemistry to synthesize different kinds of conducting polymers in organic solvents 
and besides to investigate their application opportunities. Contrarily to the previous radiolytic 
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route that based on -radiolysis of water, in which relies on the generation of hydroxyl 
radicals to initiate the oxidation induced polymerization, nevertheless this approach no longer 
valid. That is due to low processability and solubility or sometimes insolubility of some of 
organic monomers. Thus, the restrictions on use of aqueous solutions for radiation induced 
synthesis of CPs stimulated us to investigate -induced polymerization in more processable 
media. 
The use of organic solvents to synthesize CPs was came into view when Koizumi et al. 
studied the mechanism of oxidative polymerization of conducting polymers in several organic 
solvents by -irradiation.81 The study was performed on 3-octylthiophene, 3OT, and the 
oxidative polymerization initiated by -radiolysis of chloroform, hexane and neat monomer 
solution. The polymerization was successfully induced in chloroform. The study showed that, 
the products contain large amount of small oligomers, and the yield of polymers with high 
molecular weight is low. Furthermore, high irradiation dose and removal of the oligomers is 
necessary to obtain usable polymers for any potential applications. Actually, halo-methanes, 
in particular chloroform and dichloromethane, are wieldy used as solvent to carry out 
polymerization reactions of CPs either chemically or electrochemically. Furthermore, -
irradiation of halo-methanes is generating several oxidizing species and they are defined as 
strong oxidizing agents towards organic materials.
84
 Among halo-methanes solvents, 
dichloromethane has been used to carry out electrochemical or radiolytic one-electron 
oxidation of solutes.
85-87
 Moreover, it has been proved that irradiated CH2Cl2 is a good 
oxidizing system.
84
 The oxidative polymerization of CPs induced directly by -irradiation of 
dichloromethane has not been reported in literature. In these studies, in order to develop a new 
synthetic method and to study mechanism of oxidative polymerization of CPs in organic 
solvent, polymerization of 3-hexylthiophene, 3HT, and 3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene, EDOT 
and 3-thiophene acetic acid, TAA, in dichloromethane were examined by -irradiation. The 
work was mainly addressed to investigate the appropriate synthesis conditions of different 
kind of CPs by -radiolysis of dichloromethane. The discussion for application opportunities 
was opened for OPVs and electrochromism. Hence, the research work can be stated as 
follows:   
In the first chapter, all the chemical agents and radiolysis methodologies are reported and 
explained. In addition, all the techniques applied for detecting and characterizing radio-
synthesized CPs are briefly introduced. Ultimately, the fabrication steps of OPVs are viewed.  
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In the second chapter, the use of radiolysis route as original and alternative method to 
synthesize CPs in aqueous media by Samy Remita‘s team (that I was in as a member) is 
discussed. The state of art of the potential synthesis of CPs via radiolysis route in organic 
solvent is summarized.   
Chapter 3 studies in details the polymerization of EDOT by -radiolysis of 
dichloromethane. The polymerization is examined under different atmospheres: N2, O2 and 
air. The chapter also reviews the optimized conditions that guarantee the successful formation 
of PEDOTs. The work includes the potential attempts to enhance the properties and to 
increase the molecular weights of radio-synthesized PEDOTs in dichloromethane. The 
ultimate product was eventually characterized and its optical and electrical properties were 
checked    
Chapter 4 is allocated to synthesize a new derivative of polythiophene, namely poly (3-
thiophene acetic acid), PTAA that the monomers of which are soluble in water and 
dichloromethane. In this particular study, two radiolysis routes are considered: water 
radiolysis and dichloromethane radiolysis. The merit of this work is that 3-thiophene acetic 
acid is directly polymerized in one step without using oxidizing agents or any prior 
esterification. This chapter reviews detailed comparative study, in term of the electrical and 
optical properties for radio-produced materials. 
In chapter 5, the polymerization of a monomer insoluble in water, namely 3-
hexylthiophene is described in details, in dichloromethane under different atmospheres 
relying on the use of dichloromethyl, chloromethyl and their corresponding peroxyl radicals. 
Applications possibilities, in particular, photovoltaics (PVs), are previewed in chapter 6 
including fabrication of different types of PVs and their photo-activity performance.  
Finally, the highlighted parts and achievements realized in my work are summarized to 
draw general conclusions. The synthesis of CPs with new radiolytic methodologies as well as 
the possible improvement suggestions of radio-synthesized CPs, are mentioned in 
perspectives. 
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The use of radiolysis seems to be a good approach to understand the mechanism of 
conducting polymers growth and eventually to improve the synthesis procedure. The 
polymerization by irradiation is based on the interaction of ionizing radiation with solvent 
molecules which produces reactive species, like radicals, which can initiate the 
polymerization. As will be discussed in the next chapters, the aim of this work is to develop a 
new method of synthesis of conductive polymers in an organic solvent based on radiation 
chemistry which is in one hand, easy and efficient comparing to chemical and electrochemical 
polymerization routes, and on the other hand processable towards the variety of corresponding 
monomers of CPs.  
In this chapter, all the chemicals that have been used for synthesis and post treatment of 
CPs will be presented and also all the instruments that have been used during this work for 
CPs characterization will be described. Furthermore, you will be acquainted with all the 
radiation methods used for the preparation of CPs will be discussed in details. The final part 
of this thesis is dedicated to the elaboration of OPVs and testing their photoactivities. This 
part was done in collaboration with Laboratoire de Physicochimie des Polymères et des 
Interfaces (LPPI) of University of Cergy Pontoise. Most of the experiments were performed 
by me in LPPI laboratory. Thus, the present chapter will also include the fabrication process 
of photovoltaic devices with all their concomitant characterizations and tests. 
 
1.1. Chemicals 
In the following section, all chemical products used during preparation of solution are 
described. The choice of products are explained and discussed. Finally the procedure of 
solution preparation is detailed. 
 
1.1.1. Monomers 
3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT). EDOT (C6H6O2S) monomer (molecular weight of 
142.18 g.mol
-1
) in Figure 1. 1 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with purity of 97% and 
used as received. The derived polymer (PEDOT) in Figure 1.1 is known for its high 
conductivity and good optical trasparency in the visible spectral region.
1
 EDOT is not very 
soluble in water (2.1 g.L
−1
 at 20 ⁰ C or 15 mM at 25 ⁰ C).2-3 Due to its low solubility in water 
only relatively low concentrations in EDOT were used. By contrast, EDOT is highly soluble 
in dichloromethane. By  taking the variation of the absorption as a function of the 
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concentration, the solubility of EDOT in dichlormethane was found in this work to be more 
than 50 mM. 
 The concentrations 10 mM in EDOT in aqueous solutions and up to 50 mM in 
dichloromethane were used for solutions preparation. All the solutions were prepared at room 
temperature. The monomers concentrations of prepared aqueous and dichloromethane 
solutions were always checked by recording UV-Vis absorption spectra before and after 
irradiation.  In both aqueous and dichloromethane solutions, EDOT has two characteristic 
bands that are observed at 235 nm and 255 nm in aqueous solution and at 242 nm and 259 nm 
in dichloromethane (Figure 1.2).  
Figure 1.1 Chemical structures of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) and poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). EDOT structure displays the free ,’ positions where 
polymerization could occur. 
Figure 1.2 UV-Vis absorption spectra of aqueous and dichloromethane solutions 
containing 10 mM in EDOT diluted 10 times before irradiation. The path length is 
0.2 cm and the reference is the pure solvent. 
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By recording the variation of the absorbance as a function the concentration thanks to 
Beer Lambert law, we were able to deduce the values of the extinction coefficients at the 
maximal absorbances. 
Table 1.1 shows the extinction coefficients that were estimated in aqueous solution in a 
previous work
4
 as well as in dichloromethane that were estimated in present work
5
: 
 
Extinction coefficients 
in water (
L.mol-1.cm-1) 
Extinction coefficients 
in dichloromethane ( 
L.mol-1.cm-1) 
    
5650 7048 4747 6020 
Table 1.1 The estimated extinction coefficients values of EDOT in water
4
 and dichloromethane
5 
3-thiopheneacetic acid (TAA). TAA (C6H6O2S) monomer (molecular weight of 142.18 
g.mol
-1
) in Figure 1.3 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with purity of 98% and used as 
received. TAA has limited solubility in aqueous media.
6
 In fact, the solubility of TAA in 
aqueous solution was found after heating up to 60 ° C higher than 20 mM. However, TAA 
exhibits good solubility in dichloromethane, which has been shown to be higher than 50 mM 
in this work. In this work, we chose to work with concentrations of 10 mM in TAA both in 
aqueous solutions and in dichloromethane. These concentrations were then used for solutions 
preparation.  
The monomers concentration of prepared aqueous and dichloromethane solutions were 
always checked by recording UV-Vis absorption spectra before and after irradiation. The UV-
Vis spectra of TAA molecules in water and dichloromethane (Figure 1.4), show maximum 
absorptions at 235 nm with a molar extinction coefficient: Ɛ235 (H2O) = 7304 and Ɛ235 
(CH2Cl2) = 6896 L.mol
-1
.cm
-1
. 
Figure 1.3 Chemical structures of 3-thiopheneacetic acid (TAA) and poly 
(3-Thiopheneacetic acid) (PTAA) 
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3-hexylthiophene (3HT). 3HT (C10H16S) monomer (molecular weight of 168.30 g.mol
-1
) 
in Figure 1.5 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with purity higher than 99% and used as 
received. 3HT is used as starting reagent in the synthesis of P3HT (Figure 1.5).  
Contrarily to PEDOT and TAA 3HT is water insoluble monomer due to its hydrophobic 
substituent (Hexyl group). However, 3HT has very good solubility in common organic 
solvents including dichloromethane. The absorption spectrum of 10 mM in 3HT in 
dichloromethane is displayed in Figure 1.6. 3HT has absorption maximum at 238 nm and 
also shows very good solubility in dichloromethane higher than 50 mM as found in this work. 
Thus, concentrations up to 50 mM in 3HT were used in DCM for solutions preparation.  
Figure 1.5 Chemical structures of 3-hexylthiophene (3HT) and poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 
Figure 1.4 UV-Vis absorption spectra of aqueous and dichloromethane solutions 
containing 10 mM in TAA diluted 10 times before irradiation. The path length is 0.2 
cm and the reference is the pure solvent. 
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The extinction coefficient has been calculated and it was found to be ε238= 5570 L.mol
-
1
cm
-1
. The monomers concentration of prepared dichloromethane solutions were always 
checked by recording UV-Vis absorption spectra before and after irradiation. 
 
1.1.2. Solvents and reagents 
Distilled water (Millipore system 18.2 Ω.cm-1) was used for preparation of aqueous 
solutions of EDOT and TAA and also for washing. Sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS 
(C12H25NaO4S) was bought from Sigma-Aldrich with purity ≥98.5 %) and was used as 
surfactant. Sodium azide (NaN3, ≥ 99%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. It was used 
radiolytically to produce azide radicals N3
•
 as oxidants to initiate the polymerization of EDOT 
in aqueous solutions. Isopropanol (from Sigma-Aldrich, with purity ≥ 95 %) was used as HO• 
scavenger. 
Hydrochloric acid (HCl) (VWR International S.A.S., 37 %) and perchloric acid (HClO4) 
(Sigma-Aldrich, ACS grade) were used as hydrated electrons eaq
−
 scavenger during 
radiolysis of acidic solution solution scavenger and to adjust the pH of the aqueous medium. 
 Isopropanol (from Sigma-Aldrich, purity ≥ 95 %) was also used as eaq
−
 scavenger. 
Anhydrous dichloromethane, DCM (CH2Cl2) with purity ≥99.80 %, chloroform (CHCl3) 
with purity ≥99.50 %Anhydrous carbon tetrachloride, (CCl4) with purity ≥99.50 % were 
purchased from Sigma- Aldrich and were used for preparation of solutions of EDOT, TAA 
and 3HT and study of their oxidative polymerization. 
Figure 1.6 UV-Vis absorption spectrum of dichloromethane solutions containing 10 
mM in 3HT diluted 10 times before irradiation. The length path is 0.2 cm and the 
reference is the solvent. 
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Nitrogen (N2), nitrous oxide (N2O) and oxygen (O2) (from Air Liquid Co. with purity 
99.99 %) were used for solutions degassing and for the selection of reacting radicals upon 
radiolysis.  
Anhydrous tetrahydrofuran, THF (C4H8O) with purity ≥ 99.9 % was used purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich and was used for size exclusion chromatography analysis and some of cyclic 
voltammetry measurements. Acetonitrile (bought from Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%) was also used 
as solvent to perform some cyclic voltammetry measurements. Tetrabutylammonium 
hexafluorophosphate ((CH3CH2CH2CH2)4N(PF6), TBAPF6, was bought from Sigma-Aldrich, 
with purity ≥99 %) which was used as electrolyte during electrochemistry measurement. 
Ferrocene (bis(cyclopentadienyl)iron, di(cyclopentadienyl)iron), Fe(C5H5)2, with purity of 98 
%) was used  as standard during cyclic voltammetry measurements to estimate the electronic 
band gaps of radio-synthesized conducting polymers.  
Pure water, Ethanol absolute (from VWR) and acetone (from Sigma-Aldrich) were used 
for washing the samples.  
Chlorobenzene, 1,2-dichlorobenzene, chloroform and DMSO (bought from Sigma-
Aldrich) were used to test the solubility of radio-synthesized conducting polymers for organic 
solar cells application.  
 Also hydrochloric acid and ammonium hydroxide solution (NH4OH) (VWR, 25%) were 
used to undope and redope the radio-synthesized conducting polymers. 
Nitrosyl tetrafluoroborate 95% (NOBF4) was bought from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 
dopant for electrical conductivity measurements.  
 
1.2. Gamma-irradiation and radiolytic routes 
In the Laboratoire de Chimie Physique d’Orsay, there are two sources of ionizing 
radiations: 
60
Co source and ELYSE electron accelerator. These two facilities allow the study 
of the polymerization by steady-state radiolysis and by pulsed radiolysis respectively. I would 
like to mention that during my thesis I only worked and performed experiments using 
60
Co 
gamma source.  
 
1.2.1. The irradiation platform: Cobalt 60 (60Co) as source of -rays 
As an important ionizing radiation source, γ-rays released by radioactive cobalt (60Co) 
have been widely applied in both industry and research. The decay of 
60
Co isotopes produces 
γ-rays with high energy and the half-life period of 60Co is 5.27 years (Figure 1.7).7 It is well 
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known that γ-rays are highly energetic waves and the penetration ability of gamma photons is 
strong which needs protection by the way of lead walls.  
  
In order to describe the energy absorbed during a γ-irradiation, the concept of dose (D) is 
introduced to quantify the amount of energy deposited in the irradiated media (aqueous 
solutions or DCM solutions in this work). Normally, D is counted with the unit of gray (Gy) 
which is defined as the energy of 1 J absorbed by 1 kg of irradiated medium or 1 L in case of 
aqueous solutions since water density is 1 g.mL
-1
. Therefore, the dose of 1 Gy corresponds to 
1 J.kg
-1
 or 1 J.L
-1
 for water solution.
8
 In addition, within a per unit time (min or h), the amount 
of energy deposited is termed as the dose rate (Gy.min
-1
 or Gy.h
-1
). Thus, the energy absorbed 
during the γ radiation of water can be calculated as follows: 
D (Gy) = Dose rate (Gy.min
-1
 or G.h
-1
) × Time (min or h)         (1.1) 
In the gamma source (LCP, University Paris-Sud), the 
60
Co is stored in a lead jar and 
mechanically lifted up for irradiation which is controlled by the operator (Figure 1.8 left). To 
irradiate the samples by γ-rays, all the glass vials containing aqueous solutions are put on the 
plat inside the irradiation room at fixed positions (Figure 1.8 right). The dose rates at 
different positions depend on the distance to the source and are determined with Fricke‘s 
dosimetry.
9
 
As a result, when the dose rate is determined, the dose, D, deposited by γ-irradiation can 
be calculated according to equation (2.1).  
Figure 1.7 Decay scheme of 
60
Co isotopes 
5.272 year 
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Knowing the radiolytic yield (G) (which will be defined in the next paragraph) values of 
the different radiolytic species, their produced concentrations can be determined according to 
the following equation: 
C (mol∙L-1) = D (Gy) × G (mol∙J-1) × d (kg. L-1)         (1.2) 
Where d is the density of the irradiated solution 
In the same way, the dose which is necessary to quantitatively oxidize or reduce a solute 
in the solution can be deduced from this equation knowing the yield of its disappearance. 
1.2.2. Water radiolysis 
Upon -irradiation -rays interact with all molecules of the irradiated medium. But since 
the molecules of the solvent are in large excess, only we neglect the effect of g-rays onto the 
solutes (direct effect). We only consider the effect on the solvent which generates reactive 
species which will react on the solutes (indirect effect). Thus, in this work radiation method is 
based on the radiolysis of solvent which produces various oxidizing and reducing species.
4
 
The initiators produced using radiation method can induce as we will see the oxidation of 
organic monomers making it a new method for the synthesis of CPs and reduction of metal 
ions into metal nanoparticles. Compared with traditional chemical method, radiation method 
avoids the addition of chemical oxidants or reducing species while just needs the common 
solvent making the polymerization process clean and environment friendly. Furthermore, 
radiation method can realize the production of large quantity of CPs or CPs nanocomposites 
Figure 1.8 Photographs of 
60
Co gamma source installation (LCP, Paris-Sud 
University). Control panel (left) and irradiation plate (right) 
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which overcomes the limitation of electrochemical method.
10
 The history of radiation 
chemistry is long and investigations on radiation chemistry of different solvents have already 
been carried out.
11-13
 However, both complex physical processes and chemical reactions 
happen during the radiation process. For the moment, the mechanism of radiolysis of water is 
relatively well understood.
12
  
As the most commonly used and abundant solvent, water (H2O) is of great importance 
and the radiolysis of water is meaningful. Ionizing radiation can be initiated by gamma (γ)-
rays, X-rays and accelerated particles (electrons, α-particles) which possess high energy. 
When water is exposed to ionizing radiation, both physical and chemical stages undergo as a 
function of the time (Figure 1.9).
14-15
 
After the physico-chemical stage, complex reactions occur and stable species are 
produced at the ns time scale. At the chemical stage, the kinds and amounts of produced 
species can be known. Therefore, the radiolysis of water under N2 atmosphere at neutral pH 
can be summarized as follows:
13
  
H2O ⇝  eaq
−
, HO•, H•, H3O
+, H2O2, H2            (1.3) 
In order to quantify the amounts of the different species produced by water radiolysis, the 
concept of radiolytic yield (G-value) is used to express and quantify the production or 
consumption of the evolved different species. G value is defined as the amount of species 
Figure 1.9 Time scale of events of the primary products that are 
generated during water radiolysis 
14-15 
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(mol) formed or disappeared in the medium when one joule (J) is absorbed and the commonly 
used unit of radiolytic yield is mol J
-1
.
16
 In the early literature, G value is termed as the 
number of molecules produced when the energy of 100 eV is absorbed.
13
 These two 
definations could be transferred into each other by 
1 molecule (100 eV)−1 = 1.036 × 10−7mol. J−1   (1.4) 
The G-values of the different radiolytic species involved in water radiolysis which 
evidently depend on the experimental conditions are summarized and listed for different 
radiation types and pH values under N2 atmosphere (Table 1.2).
14
  
 
Radiation 𝐞𝐚𝐪
−
 𝐇𝐎• 𝐇• 𝐇𝟐 𝐇𝟐𝐎𝟐 𝐇𝐎𝟐
•  

Electrons (0.1-10 
MeV) 
pH=3-11 
0.28 0.28 0.06 0.047 0.073 0.0027 

Electrons (0.1-10 
MeV) 
pH=0.5 
0 0.301 0.378 0.041 0.081 0.0008 
5.3 MeV  particles 
pH=0.5 
0 0.052 0.062 0.163 0.150 0.011 
Table 1.2 Radiolytic yields (μmol.J−1) as a function of the type of radiation and the pH of water under 
N2 atmosphere.
14
 
According to Table 1.2, γ-radiolysis of water under N2 atmosphere in neutral medium 
produces in our experimental conditions (Co source in LCP laboratory) different species the 
G- values of which are:
13
  
 
GHO• = 2.8 × 10
−7mol. J−1                       (1.5) 
 
Geaq
−
= 2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1                        (1.6) 
 
GH• = 0.6 × 10
−7mol. J−1                             (1.7) 
 
G𝐻2 = 0.46 × 10
−7mol. J−1                           (1.8) 
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GH2O2 = 0.73 × 10
−7mol. J−1                       (1.9) 
 
GHO2• = 0.027 × 10
−7mol. J−1                       (1.10) 
 
It is clear that among the various species produced by the γ-radiolysis of water under N2 
atmosphere in neutral medium, HO
•
 and eaq
−
 are the major species. The effect of pH on the 
G- values of the different species produced during the radiolysis of water by γ-rays and 
accelerated electrons has to be taken into account. Also the variation of the yields with the pH 
is shown (Figure 1.10).
17-18
  
Therefore, the production of different species can be adjusted by controlling the pH. In 
particular, one can observe that hydrated electrons are scavenged by H+ leading to H. atoms 
according to: 
 
eaq
−
+ H+  →   H•          (1.11) 
 
 
Figure 1.10 Effect of pH on the yields of primary products of water radiolysis. 
Yields are for γ-rays and fast electrons under N2 atmosphere with energies of the of 
the order of 1 to 20 MeV 
17-18 
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 In addition, the G values of different species can be tuned by adding scavengers during 
the radiolysis. Under different conditions, by changing the atmosphere, by adding specific 
scavengers or changing the pH values, the amount of different species can be varied and both 
reducing species and oxidizing species can be obtained. Therefore, the species produced can 
be adjusted by changing the radiolytic conditions.
19-21
 
 
1.2.2.1. Radiolysis of aqueous solutions under different atmospheres and 
environmental conditions  
As mentioned before, the radiolysis of water with γ rays produces a wide variety of 
species and the G-values of the different species depend on the radiolytic conditions. During 
the radiolysis of water, oxidizing and reducing species are formed. As a result, both produced 
species may work as initiators of oxidation radicals to induce monomers polymerization or of 
reduction reactions to lead to metal nanoparticles and have the potential application for the 
synthesis of CPs and their metal composites. Under the oxidative conditions, reducing species 
(such as eaq
−
) should be scavenged and converted into secondary radicals to optimize and to 
increase the yield of oxidation. In order to quantify the polymerization of monomers with the 
oxidizing species produced by γ-radiolysis of water, it is necessary to know the kinds and 
amounts of all oxidizing species produced under the given experimental conditions. 
 
a. Radiolysis of aerated aqueous solutions 
When the radiolysis of water undergoes in presence of oxygen (O2), H
•
 atoms and eaq
−
 
are scavenged by O2 to produce respectively perhydroxyl radicals (HO2
  •) and superoxide 
radicals (O2
  •−) which are the two acid-basic forms of the couple HO2
  •/ O2
  •− (pKa (HO2
  •/O2
  •−) 
= 4.8 at 298 K).
12
 As a consequence, when irradiating aerated aqueous solutions at neutral pH, 
only two short lived transient species are formed: HO• and O2
  •−  with the following radiolytic 
yields: 
22
 
 
GHO• = 2.8 × 10
−7mol. J−1                                      (1.12) 
 
G(O2
  •−) =  GH• + Geaq
−
= 3.4 × 10−7mol. J−1       (1.13) 
 
It is well known that HO• is a strong oxidizing species since its apparent standard redox 
potential at pH = 7 amounts to E°'(HO•/H2O) = 2.2 VSHE
22
 enabling the oxidation of organic 
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monomers. These HO• radical can add onto organic molecules to afford radical 
adducts.
23
Nevertheless, O2
  •− is also oxidizing species with a redox potential E°'(O2
  •−/H2O2) = 
0.9 VSHE.
12
 However, its redox potential is relatively low and its oxidizing power is poor. 
Thus, the presence of latter species can be neglected at neutral pH.  
 
b. Radiolysis under N2O 
When irradiating nitrous oxide (N2O, 25 mM) saturated aqueous solutions at neutral pH, 
 eaq
−
 is quantitatively converted into HO• according to the following reaction: 24 
 
eaq
−
+ N2O +  H2O →   HO
•  +  HO− +  N2               (1.14) 
 
Therefore, the main oxidizing species produced under N2O atmosphere is HO
• 
radicals 
with the radiolytic yield of: 
G(HO•) =  GHO• + Geaq
−
= 5.6 × 10−7mol. J−1    (1.15) 
 
Note that H
•
 atoms are still present in such conditions (GH• = 0.6 × 10
−7mol. J−1). 
Nevertheless, due to its relatively small amount and unknown reactivity, the presence of H
•
 
atoms is often neglected.
25
 
 
c. Radiolysis under N2O in presence of NaN3 
When the radiolysis of water occurs under N2O atmosphere and in the presence of 
sodium azide (NaN3) (100 mM), HO• radicals are very quickly scavenged by N3
  − ions leading 
to the quantitative formation of azide radicals (N3
•
) according to: 
26-27
 
 
HO• +  N3
  − →  HO− + N3
  •                     (1.16) 
 
It is well known that N3
  • radicals are an alternative oxidizing system more selective 
than HO•. It is a soft one-electron oxidant E°'(N3
  •/N3
  −) = 1.33 VSHE at pH=7 leading to radical 
cations of organic molecules. 
26-28
 Thus, when irradiating N2O saturated aqueous solutions at 
neutral pH in the presence of NaN3, the main oxidizing species produced is N3
  • radicals with a 
radiolytic yield of formation which amounts to:
29
 
 
G(N3
  •) =  GHO• + Geaq
−
= 5.6 × 10−7mol. J−1        (1.17) 
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H
•
 atoms also remains in these conditions with (GH• = 0.6 × 10
−7mol. J−1) and its 
presence is neglected. 
 
d. Radiolysis under N2O at pH 0 
When the radiolysis of water happens under N2O atmosphere in acidic medium such as 
under N2 (Figure 2.10), eaq
−
 can  quickly be transformed into H
•
 atoms by reacting with 
hydronium ions (H
+
):
20
 
 
eaq
−
+ H+  →   H•        (1.1) 
 
As can be seen in equations (1.14) and (1.1) in such expected conditions (presence of 
N2O and H
+
), the hydrated electrons are quickly scavenged according to these two 
competitive reactions leading to additional amounts of HO• with a yield of production noted 
G′HO• and to additional amounts of H
• with a yield noted G′H•. Evidently, as illustrated in 
equation (1.18) 
 
G′HO•  + G′H• = Geaq
−
= 2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1             (1.18) 
 
Knowing the concentrations in H
+
 and N2O in the solution and knowing the rate constants 
of reactions (1.11) and (1.14), one can calculate the ratios between G′HO• and G′H•. Then 
considering equation (1.18), it is possible to calculate the yields G′HO• and G′H• whatever the 
pH.
30
 In particular in our previous work 
25
, it was found that only one hundred percent of 
hydrated electrons are converted, under N2O at pH 0, into HO• (G′HO•  ~ 0). In turn, our 
calculations highlighted that nearly all eaq
−
 are converted into H• atoms (G′H•~ Geaq
−
=
2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1). Under such conditions (under N2O at pH =0), the yield of production of 
HO•and H•  can be calculated as follows: 
 
G(HO•) = GHO•  + G′HO• = 2.8 × 10
−7mol. J−1    (1.19) 
 
G(H•) = GH•  +  G
′
H• = 3.4 × 10
−7mol. J−1           (1.20) 
 
Thus, at pH 0, two reactive species can be considered in the irradiated medium: 
HO• and H•. This is the case when perchloric acid (HClO4) is used to adjust the pH of the 
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aqueous solution since (ClO4
  −) remains unreactive upon irradiation (R). Therefore HO• is the 
only oxidative species in the medium. Nevertheless, as highlighted thanks to equations (1.19) 
and (1.20), H• becomes predominant at pH 0 and thus its reactivity onto organic monomers 
should not be omitted as demonstrated in some cases in literature 
31
.  
In the case of the use of hydrochloride acid (HCl) instead of HClO4 to adjust the pH 
under N2O, HO• radicals are quantitatively transformed into dichloride radical 
anions (Cl2
  •−) 21 and therefore its radiolytic yield is equivalent to that of HO•: 
 
G(Cl2
  •−) = 2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1           (1.21) 
 
Such as HO•, Cl2
  •− is a strong oxidizing species with a very high standard redox 
potential: E
°
(Cl2
  •−/Cl 
−
) = 2.1 VSHE.
19
 This should enable, as in the case of hydroxyl radicals 
and azide radicals, the oxidation of organic monomers (EDOT, TAA) by Cl2
  •− and as we will 
their polymerization into CPs. 
Here also, H• remains with a yield of GH• = 3.4 × 10
−7mol. J−1 (1.20). 
 
e. Radiolysis under N2 in presence of isopropanol 
When radiolysis of water takes place under N2 atmosphere with isopropanol (0.2 M), 
while Geaq
−
 remains stable HO• radicals and H• atoms quantitatively react with isopropanol 
leading to isopropanol radical ((CH3)2C
•
OH) is generated according to: 
32
 
 
(CH3)2CHOH + HO
•  →    (CH3)2C
•OH + H2O     (1.22) 
 
(CH3)2CHOH + H
•  →    (CH3)2C
•OH + H2          (1.13) 
 
The redox potential of this alcohol radical (CH3)2C
•
OH which is also a reducing species 
amounts to -1.8 VSHE at pH=7.40 Although  H• atoms are also powerful reducing species with 
a redox potential of -2.3 VSHE, both the HO• radicals and H• atoms are tranformed into 
(CH3)2C
•
OH.
17
 Therefore, radiolysis of water under N2 atmosphere with isopropanol 
produces two main reducing species eaq
−
 and (CH3)2C
•
OH with the radiolytic yields: 
 
Geaq− = 2.8 × 10
−7mol. J−1      (1.24) 
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G((CH3)2C
•OH) = GHO•  +  GH• = 3.4 × 10
−7mol. J−1     (1.25) 
 
Both eaq
−
and (CH3)2C
•
OH are reducing species which are usually employed in metal 
ions reduction and should be used, as we will see, for the reduction of organic monomers. 
 
1.2.2.2.   Radiation induced polymerization  
As demonstrated in paragraph (1.2.2.1b) concerning radiolysis of water under N2O, 
HO• radical is produced with radiolytic yield which amounts to G(HO•) = 5.6 ×
10−7mol. J−1.  HO• radicals are strong oxidizing species and its standard redox potential at pH 
= 7 amounts to E°'(HO•/H2O) = +2.2 VSHE 
22
, and thus significantly, hydroxyl radical (HO•) 
under these experimental conditions, are the most abundant species with very high reactivity. 
These radicals are definitely able to initiate the oxidative polymerization and leads to 
production of conducting polymers as demonstrated in case PEDOT and Polypyrrole.
4, 33-34
  
In addition, other oxidizing species can alternatively to HO• be generated in the aqueous 
and efficiently enable the oxidative polymerization of CPs. These radicals can be simply 
generated by changing the environmental conditions of the irradiated aqueous solutions in the 
presence of certain substances. As said in paragraph 1.2.2.1d, when irradiating a very acidic 
aqueous solution containing organic monomers under N2O atmosphere in the presence of 
HCl, a very strong oxidizing species, namely Cl2
  •−, are produced instead of HO•. Also, the 
presence of NaN3 in the irradiated aqueous solution under N2O leads to formation oxidizing 
species, namely N3
  •, which enables the oxidation of organic molecules and leads to 
production of conducting polymers. In addition, when irradiating aqueous solution at 0 °C 
containing organic monomers under Ar atmosphere in the presence of tert-butanol (as  HO• 
radicals scavenger) and in the presence of potassium persulfate (K2S2O8), hydrated electrons 
reacts quickly with S2O8
2-
 anions under these conditions, producing sulfate radicals (SO4
•-
).
35
 
These radical are very strong oxidizing species with a redox potential estimated to be 2.6 
VSHE.
36
  
Subsequently, taking the radiation induced polymerization of organic monomers, 
oxidizing radicals first react with the organic monomers such as EDOT or Py, then with 
dimers, then with oligomers. The quantitative synthesis of CPs polymers throughout such a 
step-by-step mechanism necessarily implies the use of two oxidizing radicals for the oxidation 
of one monomer (as in the case of EDOT and Py polymerization). Noting that all the 
produced radicals (HO•,  N3
  •, SO4
•-
,  Cl2
  •−) by different radiolytic route are quantitatively able 
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to oxidize the organic monomers and thus the yield of organic monomers oxidation equals to 
yield of the oxidizing species present in the medium 
[Gox (mol J
-1
) = G (oxidizing species production)]. Thus, in order to initiate the oxidation of 
organic monomers and realize complete polymerization, the amount of oxidizing species 
should be twice that of the amount of organic monomers as already demonstrated.
4, 29, 34
 
Therefore, the total dose needed for quantitative polymerization is 
D (Gy) =
2[monomers]0 (mol L
-1
)
Gox (mol J
-1
) d (kg L-1)
           (1.26) 
Where [monomers]0 is the initial concentration and where Gox is the effective yield of 
monomers oxidation by all the oxidizing species present in the medium (HO•,  N3
  •, SO4
•-
, 
 Cl2
  •−) and where d is the density of the aqueous solution (d = 1 kg.L
-1
). 
 
1.2.3. Radiolysis of some organic solvents 
The extension of original radiolytic methodology to the use of organic solvents is a need 
since radiation-induced polymerization in aqueous solution cannot always be used. In fact, 
there are several obstructions that have been faced with -radiolysis of aqueous solutions, 
such as the poor processability, low solubility and even sometimes the insolubility of some of 
organic monomers, namely 3-alkylthiophenes. Thus, the -radiolysis of many organic solvents 
was investigated in this work in presence of 3HT and other monomers such as EDOT and 
TAA in order to produce some conducting polymers. 
 
1.2.3.1. Ethanol radiolysis under N2O atmosphere 
-irradiation of ethanol induced polymerization was used in literature to synthesize some 
polymers such as poly-butadiene 
37
 and poly-acrylamide 
38
. In fact gamma radiolysis of liquid 
ethanol at 25 
ο
C in presence of nitrous oxide (N2O) yields to various oxidizing species 
according to the following reactions 
39
: 
 
CH3CH2OH ⇝  [CH3CH2OH]
•+, e−,  H•,  H2     (1.27) 
 
In the presence of N2O, solvated electrons yield to N2 and O 
 •− the alkaline from of HO•: 
 
 esolv
−
+  N2O →    O 
 •− +  N2            (1.28) 
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At high concentration in N2O, N2O reacts again with  O 
 •− producing superoxide O2
  •−: 
 
 O 
 •− +  N2O →    O2
  •− +  N2          (1.29) 
 
In summary, the main reactive products are [CH3CH2OH]
•+ and O2
  •−. Thus, we want to 
use these radicals as oxidizing species in order to initiate the oxidative polymerization of 
organic molecules.  
1.2.3.2. Radiolysis of halo-methanes (Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), Chloroform 
(CHCl3) and Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2)) 
Halo-methanes are very good solvents for many organic compounds and their gamma- 
radiolysis has been studied in literature in different conditions. Moreover, -irradiation of 
halo-methane solvents yields to several oxidizing radicals which could be employed to induce 
polymerization of organic monomers.  
In chloroform and in an oxygen free atmosphere (under N2 for instance), the radiolysis of 
chloroform leads to the production of many primary species: Cl
•
, CHCl2
•
, CCl3
•
 and Cl
•
 
40
. In 
case of dichloromethane and under inert atmosphere, -radiolysis generates basically CH2Cl
•
, 
CHCl2
•
 and Cl
•
 radicals 
41-43
 whereas carbon tetrachloride irradiation by -rays or X-rays 
yields under inert atmosphere to primary radicals: Cl
•
 and CCl3
•
.
44
 Table 1.3 exhibits the 
primary action of  -radiation on these three halo-methane solvents.  
Carbon tetrachloride 
CCl4 
Chloroform 
CHCl3 
Dichloromethane 
CH2Cl2 
CCl4 → [CCl4]
 •+
 + e
- 
e
-
 + CCl4 → 
•
CCl3 + Cl
-
 
CCl4 → 
•
CCl3 + Cl
• 
Cl
•
 + CCl4  → 
•
CCl3 + Cl2 
 
CHCl3 ⇝ [CHCl3]
+ 
+ e
-
 
[CHCl3]
+ 
 → 
•
CCl3 + H
+ 
CHCl3 + e
-
 → CHCl3
•-
  
CHCl3
•-
 → 
•
CHCl2 + Cl
- 
The net reactions: 
2CHCl3→ 
•
CCl3+
•
CHCl2+ HCl 
CH2Cl2 → [CH2Cl2]
 • +
 + e
-
 
or CH2Cl2 → 
•
CH2Cl +Cl
• 
e
-
 + CH2Cl2 → 
•
CH2Cl + Cl
-
 
Cl
•
 + CH2Cl2 → 
•
CHCl2 + HCl 
[CH2Cl2]
 •+
 → 
•
CHCl2 + H
+ 
The net reaction: 
2CH2Cl2 → 
•
CH2Cl + 
•
CHCl2 + HCl 
 
Table 1.3 The primary action of -irradation on CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solvents under N2 
atmosphere 
In all cases, the generated radicals are known as strong oxidants. For instance, chlorine 
radicals Cl
• 
have an ionization potential of 11,48 (eV) 
45
, while the halo-methane radical 
cations have an ionization potential between 11,35 and 11,47 (eV).
41
 Table 1.4 shows the 
ionizing potentials of these produced species.
41
 It is also worth to mention that it has been 
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proved the possibility of oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons by neutral chloromethyl (
•
CH2Cl) 
and dichloromethyl (
•
CHCl2) radicals in spite of their relatively lower redox potentials. In 
general halo-methane radicals can efficiently oxidize aromatic hydrocarbon molecules.
42, 46
 
In this thesis, the polymerization of 3HT in CCl4 did not proceed for further investigation 
due to the toxicity of this solvent. Also, the results and data that came out from CH2Cl2 were 
more encouraging and promising than those obtained with CHCl3. Thus, I only proceeded my 
investigations with dichloromethane due to the fact that dichloromethane is being used to 
carry out electrochemical or radiolytic one-electron oxidation of solutes.
42, 47
 Additionally the 
oxidative polymerization of conducting polymers (CPs) induced by gamma irradiation of 
dichloromethane has never been studied in literature. During my thesis I focused my 
investigations on radiolysis of aerated, deaerated and O2-saturated solutions of 
dichloromethane. 
 
Solvent S
•+
/S I.P., eV R
+
/R
•
 I.P., eV 
CCl4 CCl4
 •+
 /CCl4 11.47 CCl3
+ /
•
CCl3 8.78 
CHCl3 CHCl3
•+/CHCl3 11.42 CHCl2
+ /
•
CHCl2 9.30 
CH2Cl2 CH2Cl2
•+/CH2Cl2 11.35 CH2Cl
+ /
•
CH2Cl 9.32 
CH3Cl CH3Cl
•+ /CH3Cl 11.30 CH3
+ /
•
CH3 9.83 
Table 1.4 Ionizing potentials of generated species during halo-methane radiolysis
41 
a. Radiolysis of N2-saturated solutions of dichloromethane  
It is well established that γ-irradiation of deoxygenated solutions of dichloromethane 
(under N2 for instance) leads, within short nanosecond time scale, to the formation of solvated 
electrons in addition to neutral radicals and solvent radical cations which quickly lead to 
dichloromethyl ( •CHCl2
 
) and chloromethyl ( •CH2Cl
 ) radicals
41-43
  
 
CH2Cl2 →
→ [𝑒− + Cl• + CH2Cl2
•+] →→  •CHCl2 +  
•CH2Cl
 + HCl    (1.30) 
 
The yield of production of these radicals has not been determined in literature. As a 
consequence, since the yield of monomers oxidation is not known the dose which should be 
necessary for quantitative polymerization cannot be calculated. Nevertheless, as it will be 
shown later in the manuscript, radiation-induced oxidation of organic monomers by generated 
radicals upon DCM radiolysis is possible under N2 atmosphere. As demonstrated in this thesis 
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and as highlighted in chapter 3, the radiolytic yield, Gox, of solutes oxidation by these radicals 
under N2 atmosphere amounts to: 
5
 
 
𝐺𝑜𝑥 =  4.12 × 10
−7mol. J−1     (1.31) 
b. Radiolysis of aerated and O2-saturated solutions of dichloromethane  
In fact introduction of oxygen into the sample has practically no effect on production of the 
organic monomer radical cations. In aerated and O2-saturated solutions of dichloromethane, 
the produced dichloromethyl and chloromethyl radicals are rapidly scavenged by the 
molecular oxygen (O2) to produce the corresponding peroxyl radicals: CH2ClO2
•
 and 
CHCl2O2
•
:
42-43
 
•
RCl + O2  → RClOO
•       (1.32) 
It is worth noting that, the oxidizing power of CH2ClO2
•
 and CHCl2O2
• 
is higher with 
respect to the original carbon centered radicals.  
Contrarily to the case of N2 atmosphere, under air the total yield of oxidation of organic 
compounds in dichloromethane solutions containing various solutes has already been 
calculated in literature by way of pulse radiolysis.
42
 The total yield of oxidation by the 
primary radicals and the peroxyl radicals in these conditions amounts to:  
 
Gox =  7.77 × 10
−7mol. J−1       (1.33) 
In this thesis, the total yield of monomers oxidation (in DCM under N2, under air or 
under saturated with O2) will be verified and evaluated in order to quantitatively synthesized 
CPs. 
 
1.2.3.3. Radiation induced polymerization in dichloromethane  
The oxidative polymerization of the three different derivatives of thiophenes, namely 
EDOT, TAA and 3HT has been studied in this work. In case of EDOT and TAA, the 
oxidation by neutral radicals and solvent radical cations is possible since their ionization 
potential is high enough (see table 2.4) in comparison to ionization potential of EDOT and 
TAA monomers that have relatively low ionization energies.
48
 By contrast, 3-alkylthiophene 
derivatives possess higher ionizing potential and in particular when the length of the alkyl 
side chain increases.
49
 Therefore, the oxidative polymerization of 3-hexylthiophene in 
deaerated solution of dichloromethane will supposedly be to a lesser degree than those of 
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EDOT and TAA. Thus, oxygen was introduced to increase the oxidizing power of the 
generated species and make the oxidation of 3-hexylthiophen (i.e. 3HT) feasible.  
As demonstrated in our previous works conducted in water
4, 29, 34
, the mechanism of CPs 
is not a chain reaction but proceeds through a step-by-step oxidation mechanism and thus if 
we consider that the growth mechanism is similar in organic solvents, the theoretical 
irradiation dose which should lead to the quantitative formation of CPs is twice the dose 
necessary for the total oxidation of organic monomers. As a consequence, the dose Dmax 
needed for a quantitative polymerization can be once again calculated according to equation: 
 
D(Gy) =  
2[monmer]0(mol.L
−1)
𝐺𝑜𝑥 (mol.J−1) × d (kg.L−1)
                   (1.26) 
 
   where [monomer]0 is the initial concentration of the organic monomer and where 𝐺𝑜𝑥 is 
the radiolytic yield of the generated oxidizing species from dichloromethane radiolysis and where d 
is dichloromethane density (d = 1.35 kg.L
-1
).  
 
1.2.3.4. pH adjustment of the prepared solutions 
pH meter was used to measure the pH values of prepared aqueous solutions before and 
after irradiation. The pH-meter was also used to adjust then pH values before gamma 
irradiation by adding acids. For this purpose a Radiometer pH/Ionmeter PHM 250 
(Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP, Paris-Sud University) (Figure 1.11) was used. 
Figure 1.11 Radiometer pH/Ionmeter PHM 250 available at 
(Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP, Paris-Sud University) 
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1.3. Post-processing treatment of radio-synthesized CPs 
In case of aqueous solutions, after irradiation the solutions or suspensions obtained as 
well as the materials dispersed in the liquid phase were characterized without any treatment. 
In order to carry out analyses and characterizations in solid state, material powders were 
obtained by treating aqueous solutions or suspensions with drying process centrifugation or 
lyophilization.  
In case of irradiated dichloromethane solutions, the irradiated solutions were to remove 
the solvents and the produced organochlorides were removed either by using a rotary 
evaporator or by using centrifuge machine at a speed of 13×10+3 rpm.s-1 for 20 min. In all 
cases the obtained powders were placed in the oven for desiccation at 50 °C for 24 h and 
lastly the powders were used for further characterizations and spectral analysis.   
 
1.3.1. Drying tools 
After gamma irradiation some of the aqueous solutions are dried by lyophilization with a 
Heto PowerDry® LL1500 (Thermo Electron Co., France) to obtain dehydrated powders 
(Figure 1.12). The drying procedures are done as follows: first, all the solutions are transfered 
to culture dishes and frozen into ices; then, the frozen samples are moved to the drying 
chamber and lyophilized at -110 
o
C for 48 h. 
Figure 1.12 Heto PowerDry® LL1500 lyophilizer (Équipe Industries Agroalimentaires, 
Département Chimie Vivant Santé, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers). 
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After irradiation most of , the aqueous and dichloromethane solutions containing 
suspended polymers were centrifuged with Eppendorf 5452 Minispin Centrifuge machine 
(Marshall scientific LLC) (Figure 1.13a) and washed with water or dichloromethane. Before 
further centrifugation, also for dichloromethane solutions a RC 600 Rotary Evaporator was 
used to extract the radio-synthesized polymers (Figure 1.13b). The obtained materials are 
then dried in the Frollabo AP 60 oven at 50 o C for 24 h (Figure 1.13c).  
 
1.3.2. Films preparation by spin coating for electrical conductivity measurements and 
photovoltaics devices elaboration 
After irradiation, the radio-synthesized polymers in aqueous or dichloromethane solutions 
were dried as seen before and were dissolved in an adequate solvent at a concentration of 5 or 
10 mg.mL
-1
. Later, for electrical conductivity measurement a drop of the polymeric solution 
was deposited onto a glass substrate by spin coating with a SCC-200 spin coater with a speed 
of 100 rpm for 60 s leading to the formation of a film (Figure 1.14a left). During the spin 
Figure 1.13 Drying tools that were used to dry irradiated aqueous and DCM in order to isolate 
radio-synthesized conducting polymers. These apparatus are available at Laboratoire de Chimie 
Physique, LCP, Paris-Sud University: a) Eppendorf 5452 Minispin Centrifuge machine, b) RC 
600 Rotary Evaporator and c) Frollabo AP 60 oven. 
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coating, the glass substrates were held by the vacuum formed by the pump (Figure 1.14a 
right).  
The formed films were then doped with NOBF4 (20 mM in acetonitrile). After the films 
got dried, the thickness was determined by surface profiler (see later). The doping process of 
electrically conducting polymers is realized by the oxidative nitrosonium cation (NO
+
) with a 
redox potential of 0.87 VSHE.
50
 Figure 1.14b shows the obtained film made of PEDOT 
polymers that were synthesized by dichloromethane radiolysis under N2 atmosphere at 
absorbed dose 36 kGy.  
The spin coating for photovoltaics devices elaboration was carried out at Laboratoire de 
Physicochimie des polymères et Interfaces, LPPI, Cergy-Pontoise University. 
 
1.4. Material characterizations  
After irradiation and post-treatment processes, the obtained materials were characterized 
by using different spectroscopic, microscopic and electrochemical techniques.  
 
1.4.1. UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy 
UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy was used to check the optical properties of EDOT, TAA 
and 3HT monomers and those of PEDOT, PTAA and P3HT polymers prepared using 
different radiolytic routes (in aqueous solution under and in organic solvents under different 
Figure 1.14 Thin film preparation by spin coating: a) SCC-200 spin coater (left) and 
coupled pump for vacuum (right) available at Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP, Paris-
Sud University b) PEDOT thin film prepared by spin coating. PEDOT polymers were 
synthesized by dichloromethane radiolysis under N2 atmosphere at absorbed dose 36 kGy. 
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atmospheres). A HP 8543 spectrophotometer was used to measure the absorbance of solutions 
before and after irradiation (Figure 1.15). The apparatus covers wide range of wavelengths, 
starting from 200 nm in the UV region till 1200 nm in the near-infrared region. A quartz cell 
with an optical pathlength of 2 mm was generally used to perform all the measurements. The 
reference was in all cases pure solvents. 
 
 
1.4.2. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
SEC was used in order to check the average molecular weight of radiosyntheszied 
polymers. SEC analysis for PEDOT polymers has been performed as follows: the injection of 
PEDOT polymers into SEC injector was done by using DCM solution right after -irradiation. 
To do so, 100 mL of a DCM solution containing radio-synthesized PEDOT polymers were 
mixed with 300 mL of THF solvent and then 100 μL of the resulting mixture was injected into 
SEC apparatus. While in case of PTAA and P3HT polymers, after post-treatment procedure, 3 
mg.L
-1 
of polymer powder were directly dissolved in THF, then 100 μL of the prepared 
solution was injected into SEC apparatus.  
THF was used as eluent and SEC was performed at 40 °C on a Malvern Viscotek TDA 
apparatus equipped with two columns, Malvern T3000 and T6000, with a Malvern refractive 
index detector at an elution rate of 1 mL.min
-1
. Polystyrene polymers were used as standards. 
(Figure 1.16) This apparatus is available at Laboratoire Procédés et Ingénierie en Mécanique 
et Matériaux, PIMM, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, CNAM, Paris. SEC 
experiments enabled to record chromatograms which give different molecular weights 
Indeed, in this method we can recognize four definitions that describe the commonly used 
molecular weight averages that can be determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC), 
Figure 1.15 UV-Vis absorption spectrophotometer  
available at Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP, Paris-
Sud University. 
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also called gel permeation chromatography (GPC). Molecular weight average can be 
described using several definitions (Figure 1.17). The most commonly used average is 
number average molecular weight Mn (The number average molecular weight is the statistical 
average molecular weight of all the polymer chains in the sample). There are other ways of 
describing molecular weight average weight such as, average molecular weight Mw (this 
values takes into account the molecular weight of a chain in determining contributions to the 
molecular weight average), higher average molecular weight Mz (it is sensitive to high 
molecular weight polymers) and the peak molecular weight Mp (the molecular weight at the 
position of the top of the peak in SEC chromatogram.   
Figure 1.16 SEC apparatus Malvern Viscotek TDA (Laboratoire Procédés et Ingénierie en 
Mécanique et Matériaux, PIMM, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, CNAM, Paris). 
The lmage on the left shows the pump and samples injector and the image on the right shows 
SEC columns and Malvern refractive index detector. 
Pump  
Injector  
SEC columns  
SEC detector  
Figure 1.17 SEC chromatogram showing the commonly used molecular weight averages that can 
be determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
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1.4.3. Maldi-TOF (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time of Flight) mass 
spectrometry 
Maldi-TOF (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time of Flight) mass 
spectrometry was used to measure the degree of conducting polymerization of conducting 
polymers (in particular PTAA polymers synthesized in dichloromethane under N2 atmosphere 
at irradiation dose of 36 kGy).  
The tetrahydrofurane (THF) solution of the sodium salt of PTAA (PTAA
-
Na
+
) was first 
prepared and then mixed with a matrix solution (THF-trans-2-[3-(4-t-butyl-phenyl)-2-methyl-
2-propenylidene] malononitrile (DCTB)). The matrix-sample solution was then placed on a 
stainless steel plate. The spectra were obtained in the reflection mode and in the positive ion 
mode. The experiment was done at Institut de Chimie des Substances Naturelles, CNRS, in 
Gif-Sur-Yvette by using MALDI TOF UltrafleXtreme, Bruker daltonic (Figure 1.18). 
 
1.4.4. Cryo-transmission electron microscopy and EDX analysis 
To observe the original morphology of the as-prepared conducting polymers in 
dichloromethane and in aqueous solutions, in situ observation of the morphology is carried 
out on a transmission electron microscope in a cryogenic environment (Cryo-TEM), known to 
be adapted to low density contrasts (Institut de Minéralogie et de Physique des Milieux 
Condensés, IMPMC, Pierre and Marie Curie University). A drop of each irradiated solution is 
deposited on a “quantifoil”® (Quantifoil Micro Tools Gmbh, Germany) 200 mesh holey-
carbon-coated grid. After being blotted with filter paper, the grid is quenchfrozen by being 
Figure 1.18 MALDI TOF TOF UltrafleXtreme, Bruker daltonic (Institut de 
Chimie des Substances Naturelles, CNRS, in Gif-Sur-Yvette) 
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rapidly plunged into liquid ethane in order to form a thin (amorphous frozen solid film 
avoiding any crystallization. The grids are then transferred into the microscope using a side 
entry Gatan 626 cryoholder cooled at -180 
o 
C with liquid nitrogen. Images are taken with an 
Ultrascan 2k CCD camera (Gatan, USA) by using a LaB6 JEOL JEM 2100 (JEOL, Japan) 
(Figure 1.19). Advantages of Cryo-TEM are not only ensuring the observation of soft 
nanostructures directly in solution but also avoiding the phase transition and aggregation 
which should result from the drying procedures when SEM, TEM or AFM observations are 
conducted after deposition on solid substrates. Energy dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis is 
carried out to identify the chemical composition of the materials during the characterizations 
by Cryo-TEM (Institut de Minéralogie et de Physique des Milieux Condensés, IMPMC, 
Pierre and Marie Curie University). During Cryo-TEM observations, in situ EDX 
spectroscopy is used to check the chemical composition and to perform the elemental analysis 
within a selected area of the samples. An EDX JEOL Si(Li) detector mounted on the cryo-
microscope is used with a resolution of 140 eV. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.19 JEOL 2100 Cryo-TEM microscope (Institut de Minéralogie et de Physique 
des Milieux Condensés, IMPMC, Pierre and Marie Curie University). 
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1.4.5. Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) 
spectroscopy 
To identify the obtained conducting polymers and to check their chemical composition 
and to prove the quantitative polymerization, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of 
dried polymer powder are recorded using a FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 70) with 
diamond attenuated total reflection (ATR) attachment (PIKEMIRACLE crystal plate 
diamond/ZnSe) and MCT detector with a liquid nitrogen cooling system (Figure 1.20). The 
dried powders are deposited onto the ZnSe diamond and scanning is conducted from 4000 to 
600 cm
-1
 with a 4 cm
-1
 spectral resolution for 100 times and averaged for each spectrum. 
 
 
1.4.6. Atomic Force Microscopy coupled with infrared nanospectroscopy (AFM-IR) 
Three setups of AFM (coupled or not with IR spectroscopy) microscopes have been used 
to characterize the radiosynthesized polymers. First AFM-IR is a commercial version called 
nanoIRTM (@Anasys Instruments) (Figure 1.21a). It combines an atomic force microscope 
(AFM) with an infrared pulse source. This system is used in contact mode and the pulsed 
infrared laser setup covers the IR range from 4000 cm
-1
 to 1000 cm
-1
 with a repetition rate of 
1 kHz and a pulse width of 10 ns. This AFM-IR was used to characterize PEDOT polymers 
synthesized at 36 kGy in DCM and to check whether PEDOT polymers in DCM solution 
maintain their original morphology during the drying process. In this context, polymers 
powders were solubilized in ethanol and then a small drop of ethanolic solution was deposited 
Figure 1.20 ATR-FTIR spectrometer available at (Laboratoire de 
Chimie Physique, LCP, Paris-Sud University). 
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onto the upper surface of ZnSe prism (transparent in the mid-IR) and dried naturally at air. 
The dried deposit was observed by IR nanospectroscopy.  
The Second AFM-IR (nanoIR, Anasys Instruments Corp, Bruker NANO Group, 
California, USA) (Figure 1. 21b) is used in tapping mode with a 40 N.m
-1
 silicon cantilever 
(PPP-NCLR-50, nanosensors, Neuchâtel, Switzerland). This system was used to check the 
topography of PTAA polymers that were obtained by gamma radiolysis of CH2Cl2 under N2 
atmosphere or of water under N2O atmosphere at irradiation doses of 36 kGy. The polymers 
powders were first solubilized in ethanol and then a small drop of ethanolic solution was 
deposited onto the upper surface CaF2 disk and dried under He.  
The third system is a typical AFM microscope (Nanosurf Easyscan 2 AFM) (Figure 1. 
21c). This AFM was used to check the topographical morphology of P3HTN2  and P3HTO2 
that were obtained by gamma radiolysis of CH2Cl2 under N2 or O2 atmospheres at irradiation 
doses of 36 kGy. The polymers powders were first solubilized in ethanol and then a small 
drop of ethanolic solution was deposited on a mica sheet and dried naturally at air. 
While the typical AFM microscope gives only a topographical analysis, AFM-IR enables 
recording topographical image and chemical mapping at a given wavenumber. Thus, in order 
Figure 1.21 AFM and AFM-IR microscopes available in Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP, 
Paris-Sud University ; a) nanoIRTM (@Anasys Instruments), b) nanoIR, Anasys Instruments Corp, 
Bruker NANO Group, c) Nanosurf Easyscan 2 AFM. 
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to check the morphology and the chemical nature of radio-synthesized conducting polymers 
AFM-IR was used.  
During all AFM-IR the measurements, the tip of the AFM remained in contact with the 
surface. The IR source highlights the sample from the bottom in total internal reflexion 
configuration. When the sample absorbs IR laser pulse, the absorbing region warms up and a 
thermal expansion occurs. This rapid thermal expansion is detected by the tip in contact and 
causes the cantilever oscillation. As the amplitude of oscillations is proportional to the 
absorption, scanning the surface at a given wavenumber enables the acquisition of a chemical 
map of the sample, while changing the wavenumber of the IR source at a fixed position of the 
tip gives a local infrared spectrum (Figure 1.22). 
 
1.4.7. SEM microscopy and EDX analysis 
In order to check the morphology of the samples after deposition, powders obtained after 
drying procedures were sprinkled onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts and the 
resulting images were obtained with EVO MA10 scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
(Laboratoire Procédés et Ingénierie en Mécanique et Matériaux, PIMM, Conservatoire 
National des Arts et Métiers, CNAM, Paris). (Figure 1.23, left). In order to obtain better 
observation of the morphology, the deposited powders were coated with gold in some cases 
(Figure 1.23, right). The Magnification, accelerating voltage and scale bar were adjusted to 
obtain the SEM images of the samples  
During the observations by SEM, in situ EDX analysis was also carried out to identify the 
chemical composition of the materials. EDX spectroscopy was used to check the chemical 
composition the powders obtained after irradiation and solvent removing of and to perform 
Figure 1.22 Schematic representation of AFM-IR principle which enables at 
the same time to record a topographical image of the surface and its 
chemical mapping. 
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their elemental analysis within a selected area of the samples. All the EDX spectra were 
recorded with a beam energy of 15.0 keV. 
 
1.4.8. TGA analysis 
The thermal stability and composition analysis of the obtained polymers after radiolysis 
were performed on a thermogravimetric analysis instrument TGA Q500 (TA instruments, 
USA) (Laboratoire Procédés et Ingénierie en Mécanique et Matériaux, PIMM, Conservatoire 
National des Arts et Métiers, CNAM, Paris) (Figure 1.24).  
Figure 1.23 EVO MA10 SEM (left) and SC-6 Pelco Sputter Coater (Laboratoire Procédés et 
Ingénierie en Mécanique et Matériaux, PIMM, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métierss, 
CNAM, Paris). 
Figure 1.24 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) instrument (Laboratoire Procédés et 
Ingénierie en Mécanique et Matériaux, PIMM, ENSAM, Conservatoire National des Arts et 
Métiers, CNAM, Paris). 
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The thermal degradation of the solid samples obtained after irradiation and solvent 
removal was carried out under a nitrogen flow of 50 mL.min
-1
 within the temperature range of 
40 to 800 ⁰C at a heating rate of 20 ⁰C.min-1. 
 
1.4.9. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis 
XRD analysis was used to check the crystallinity of radiosynthesized polymers. The 
polymers powders obtained after solvent removal were crushed and hand-milled in order to 
obtain fine powders which were then used for XRD characterization (PANalytical X’pert pro 
MPD with X’celerator acquisition system) (Institut de Chimie Moléculaire et des Matériaux 
d'Orsay, ICMMO) (Figure 1.25). The Cu Ka1 (λ = 1.54059 Å) radiation was used as the X-ray 
source. A scanning rate of 0.0015° s
-1
 was employed to perform scans from 10° to 80°. 
1.4.10. Cyclic voltammetry measurements (CV) 
CV was used to investigate the electronic properties of radio-synthesized conducting 
polymers. The CV analysis enabled us to measure highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels of these polymers 
and also to calculate the electronic energy band gaps (Egap).  Experiments were carried out 
either in our laboratory in (Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP) or in Laboratoire de 
Physicochimie des Polymères et Interfaces, LPPI (Université de Cergy Pontoise). The CV 
analysis for PEDOT and P3HT polymers was done at LPPI while that for PTAA polymers 
was performed at LCP. Therefore, two setups were realized and used.  
The first setup at LPPI was a three-electrode cell, with a Pt disc as working electrode, an 
Au wire as counter-electrode and a Pt/silver wire as the pseudo-reference electrode. This latter 
was calibrated as recommended by the IUPAC by probing ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc
+
/Fc) 
Figure 1.25 PANalytical X’pert pro MPD with X’celerator acquisition system (Institut de 
Chimie Moléculaire et des Matériaux d'Orsay, ICMMO) 
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redox potential measured at the end of each experiment. The polymers powders obtained after 
-irradiation and after solvent evaporation (in case of PEDOT and P3HT polymers) were 
dissolved in DCM at a concentration of 1 mg.mL
-1
. Then, 1 mL of this solution was mixed 
into the electrochemical cell with 5 mL of acetonitrile solution containing 
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) used as electrolyte at a concentration of 
0.1 M. The three electrodes were then immersed into the electrochemical cell and the cyclic 
voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate of 20 mV s
-1
 between -2.5 V and +2.5 V. 
The second setup at LCP was a three-electrodes cell, with a Pt disk of 1 mm diameter as 
working electrode, a Pt wire in separated compartment as counter electrode and saturated 
calomel electrode (SCE) in separated compartment is reference electrode. This latter was 
calibrated as recommended by IUPAC by probing ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc
+
/Fc) redox 
potential measured at the end of each experiment. PTAA polymers (dissolved at a 
concentration of 3 mg.mL
-1
 in THF) were used. Later the electrodes were immersed into the 
electrochemical cell containing acetonitrile with 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 
hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) and the as prepared PTAAs in THF solutions. The cyclic 
voltammetry of the compounds were recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV.s
-1
 between −2.5 V 
and +2.5 V. 
1.4.11. Electrical conductivity measurements  
The electrical conductivity of spin coated films on glass substrates prepared after 
radiolysis was measured by the traditional four-point probe method.
51
 The resistances of the 
samples were measured using a Keithley 2420 system (Figure 1.26) (Laboratoire de 
Figure 1.26 Electrochemistry setup available in Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, LCP, 
Paris-Sud University. The setup exhibits the electrochemical cell as well as the electrodes 
that were used during the electrochemistry experiments 
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Physicochimie des Polymères et Interfaces, LPPI, Cergy-Pontoise University). Each sample 
was checked at three different positions and the resistance values were averaged. 
The thickness of the spin coated samples was measured on a 3 Veeco Dektak 150 surface 
profiler (Figure 1.27). The thickness of each sample was also measured three times and 
averaged. 
 The conductivity, ρ (S∙cm-1) was then determined thanks to the following equation:52 
 
ρ = (
π
ln2
×
V
I
× t)                               (2.36) 
where V is the voltage difference (V), t the film thickness (cm) and I the applied current 
(A). 
 
Figure 1.26 Kelvin four-point probe setup coupled with a Keithley 2420 system (Laboratoire 
de Physicochimie des Polymères et Interfaces, LPPI, Cergy-Pontoise University). 
Figure 1.27 Surface profiler (Laboratoire de Physicochimie des Polymères et Interfaces, 
LPPI, Cergy-Pontoise University). 
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1.5. Fabrication procedure of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) 
In this experiment, we incorporated our radio-synthesized conducting polymers in PSCs. 
Furthermore, according to their electronic properties as well as to their electrochemical 
characterizations, the radio-synthesized conducting polymers were used as hole transport 
materials (HTMs). Our devices were composed of a thin compact TiO2 layer, a mesoporous 
TiO2 layer filled and capped with the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite as the absorber material, a 
HTM layer and finally a thermally evaporated Au layer (Scheme 1.1).  
For the devices elaboration, fluorine doped tin oxide coated glass slides (FTO) (TEC7, 
Pilkington) were used with an area of 12*12 mm. An area of 3*1 mm of the latter was cut for 
etching via powder of zinc and HCl (10%) (see scheme 1.1). It was then cleaned by using a 
concentrated 2.5 mol·L
−1
 NaOH ethanolic solution, rinsed with water, cleaned with a 
detergent, rinsed with Milli-Q water, dried with compressed air and placed under  UV/O3 for 
15 min. The TiO2 blocking layer was prepared by an aerosol spray pyrolysis technique as 
described in reference 
53
. A precursor solution was prepared by mixing 0.6 mL of titanium 
isopropoxide (TTIP) and 0.4 mL of acetyl acetone in 7 mL of 2-propanol. Then 20 L were 
spin coated at 2800 rpm then 1200 rpm for 25s. The layer was then dried on a hot plate at 
125°C for 5 min. After the drying the thickness of the layer was measured with a Dektak 
profiler and it was found equal to 250 nm. Then, the mesoporous TiO2 layer was spin coated 
by depositing 20 L at 2000 rpm then 1200 rpm for 20s. The layer was then dried on a hot 
plate at 125°C for 5 min and subsequently annealed at 540 °C for 60 min (see scheme 1.1). 
The mesoporous TiO2 layer was prepared by diluting the NR30-D paste from Dyesol with 
ethanol (1:8 mass ratio). The thickness of the layer was measured after drying procedure and 
found in our case equal to 200 nm. 
For perovskite layer, The CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) precursor solution was prepared by 
mixing 553 mg of PbI2 and 190 mg of MAI (Dyesol) in 1 mL of DMSO solvent. The solution 
was heated at 70 °C until full dissolution. A 20 μL aliquot of this solution was deposited on 
the substrate and spun at 4000 rpm, then 1200 for 25 s. The perovskite layer was finally 
annealed at 100°C for 15 min on a hot plate. The thickness of this layer was found equal to 
400 nm. 
For Hole Transport layer (HTM), spiro-OMeTAD was used as standard to compare it 
with our radiosynthesized polymers: PEDOT, PTAAH2O, PTAACH2Cl2, P3HTN2, and P3HTO2. 
First, spiro-OMeTAD solution was prepared by dissolving 72 mg of Spiro-OMeTAD, in 1 
mL chlorobenzene. While for other HTMs, solubility test was needed before solutions 
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preparation. Table 1.5 summarizes the performed solubility tests. According to the solubility 
tests, 10 mg.mL
-1
of HTMs were prepared in the appropriate following solvents: in THF 
containing PTAA, in chlorobenzene containing PEDOT and P3HT synthesized in DCM under 
N2 or O2. Subsequently, 10 μL of the HTM solution was spin-coated at 3000 rpm then 1200 
rpm for 30 s. The thickness was then measured for each HTM: spiro-OMeTAD = 175 nm, 
PEDOT synthesized in DCM= 300 nm, P3HT synthesized in DCM under N2 or O2 =400 nm, 
PTAA synthesized in water =200 nm and PTAA synthesized in DCM= 250 nm. 
Table 1.5 Solubility of the prepared radio-synthesized conducting polymers in some common organic 
solvents 
The final step was the deposition of the counter electrodes which are made of gold. The 
substrates were placed on a certain template (mask) obtained from LPPI laboratory before 
deposition of the electrodes onto the substrates by thermal evaporation of the golden metal. 
For this purpose, the apparatus PLASSYS ME 300 was used. The template was placed inside 
the apparatus and small pieces of gold were added in specific position within the apparatus. 
The apparatus was set at current of 200 A, corresponding to a temperature of about 600 °C. 
The thickness of the gold layer was set at 100 nm. The elaboration process can be summarized 
in the following Scheme 1.1.  
As known, the aim of solar cells is to convert sunlight into electricity. Thus, the 
fabricated devices made of Spiro-MeOTAD as reference and made of our radio-synthesized 
CPs, were tested by measuring the current versus voltage under dark and under stimulated 
sunlight illumination by using Keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer (Figure 
1.28).  
Sample 
Solvent 
Chloroform Chlorobenzene DCM THF DMSO 
PEDOT Insoluble Partially Partially Insoluble Partially 
P3HT 1 Soluble Partially Soluble Soluble No test 
P3HT 2 Soluble Partially Soluble Soluble No test 
PTAA 1 Insoluble Insoluble Partially Partially Soluble 
PTAA 2 Insoluble Insoluble Partially Soluble Soluble 
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The measurements were made at LPPI laboratory in University Cergy Pontoise. The 
obtained data were treated in order to calculate the fill factor (FF) and the efficiency (η) of the 
devices. 
 
 
Figure 1.28 keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer(Laboratoire de 
Physicochimie des Polymères et Interfaces, LPPI, Cergy-Pontoise University). 
Scheme 1.1 Fabrication steps of solar cell devices 
HTMs made of 
our conducting 
polymers 
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2.1 Recent advancements towards facile preparation of processable CPs 
Intrinsically conducting polymers CPs are extraordinary class of material that combines the 
electrical properties of metals and semiconductors with a polymer’s ability to flex and/or 
stretch.
1
 Generally, the synthesis of CPs is feasible and easy, however, CPs have some 
limitations which restrict their applications due to the poor processability which is attributed 
to the rigidity and interchain interactions of the polymer chains.
2
 Moreover, these polymers 
are highly branched and crosslinked due to polaron/bipolaron charge interaction. CPs are 
therefore poorly soluble in common industrial solvents. Thus, the key hurdle to uptake these 
polymers in commercial products is lack of existing facile synthetic methods of producing 
useful quantities as well as simple approaches for processing bulk polymer into useful forms.
1
 
 Nowadays, the scientific community is tremendously endeavoring to develop and upgrade 
new synthesis methodologies of CPs.
3-4
 The main methods to synthesize CPs are chemical 
oxidation or electrochemical polymerization.
5-7
 Based on these conventional methods, 
numerous studies were carried out to optimize, to structuralize and to functionalize CPs.
8
 
Research reports showed that nanostructured conducting polymers in the form of nanofibers 
and nanosponges, showed significantly improved capacitance values as compared to their 
non-nanostructured counterparts.
9
 For this purpose, reverse micro-emulsion polymerization
10-
11
 and CPs composite with carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
12-13
 have been employed to fabricate 
polymers nanotubes
14
, wires
15
, nano-rods
16
, fibers
17
, etc. Furthermore, polymer-metal oxide 
nanocomposites were used to enhance their thermal, mechanical and chemical properties.
18
 
Even though these previously mentioned methods are well understood and controlled, still 
remain many obstacles to overcome such as chemical contamination, purification steps and 
processability. In literature, there are several approaches that have been adopted towards 
production of processable forms of CPs:
1, 19
 
i. Removal of inter-chain charge interactions by reducing CPs to their non-conducting state 
making them soluble in some solvent such as DMF and DMSO. 
ii. Resorting to use of substituted polymer by flexible and long alkyl chain rendering them 
soluble in common solvent (chloroform, toluene, etc). 
iii. Preparation of water soluble CPs using a template-guided enzymatic approach. 
iv. Preparation of aqueous colloidal dispersions of CPs in the presence of a water soluble 
polyelectrolyte such as polystyrene sulfonic acid. 
v. Vapor phase polymerization method to produce thin films of both soluble and insoluble 
CPs, and nanocomposites thereof. 
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vi. Self-doping approach for increasing the solubility of CPs in aqueous solution by using 
ionizable functional groups. 
For the sake of simplifying the preparation of nanostructured CPs with the view to obtain 
processable polymers, finding an alternative synthesis and processing approaches would be 
immensely helpful. In this respect, radiolysis synthesis is already known as an interesting 
method for the synthesis of non-conducting polymers.
20
 However, radiation induced 
polymerization via the interaction of high energetic rays with the matter is narrowly used to 
prepare CPs.
21
 The preparation of CPs using gamma irradiation was predominantly 
accompanied by the addition of chemical oxidants. As reported in the literature, ionizing 
radiation affects polymer morphology and leads to tailoring their nano-structure. Indeed, 
Karim et al. synthesized PPy using γ-radiation induced oxidative polymerization with 
ammonium peroxy-disulfate (APS) as chemical oxidant.
22
 And besides, he prepared buckyball 
shaped conducting polythiophene by gamma induced polymerization method in presence of 
FeCl3.
23
 However, radiation induced polymerization in the absence of any external oxidizing 
species has never been used to produce CPs. Radiation method based on radiation chemistry 
with γ-irradiation or pulse radiolysis for the synthesis of CPs in aqueous solutions has recently 
been developed by Remita’s team.21 Hence, we concisely preview in this chapter all the 
potential approaches to proceed with CPs production by radiolysis methodology with all the 
tools and means that have been employed to ameliorate their preparation in the recent times. It 
is worth mentioning that, even if this preliminary work began before my joining Samy 
Remita‘s group and it was not exclusively carried out for my thesis, in fact, I took part in this 
research work and made some of the experiments related below which led to the publications 
of articles where I appear as co-author.  
 
2.2 Preface to radiation induced oxidative polymerization of CPs in aqueous solutions 
It is well known that -rays and X-rays radiolysis are very often used at ambient 
temperature and pressure in order to initiate, in the absence of external chemical initiators, 
oxidation or reduction reactions through the control of the initiator radicals which depend on 
the nature of the medium (atmosphere, solvent, potential solute).
24-27
 The principle is that 
upon irradiation the deoxygenated aqueous solutions at neutral pH 7 generate the following 
various radiolytic species (chapter 1,equation 1.3)
28-30
 
 
H2O ⇝  eaq
−
, HO•, H•, H3O
+, H2O2, H2   (1.3) 
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The radiolytic products of water radiolysis are varied between oxidizing species and 
reducing ones. In the presence of air, H
•
 atoms and solvated electrons eaq
−
 are scavenged by 
molecular oxygen O
2
 to produce respectively perhydroxyl radicals (HO2
•
) and superoxyde 
radicals (O2
•−
) which are the two acido-basic forms of the couple HO2
•
/O2
•−
 (pKa 
(HO2
•
/O2
•−
) = 4.8 at 298 K).
29, 31
 As a consequence, when irradiating aerated aqueous 
solutions at neutral pH, only two short-lived transient species are formed: hydroxyl radicals 
(HO
•
) and O2
•−
with radiolytic yields of 2.8×10
−7
 mol J
−1
 and 3.4×10
−7
 mol J
−1
, respectively. 
32
 
The standard redox potential of HO
• 
at pH = 7 is quite high and amounts to E°'(HO
•
/H2O) = 
2.2 VSHE.
29
 On the contrary, O2
•−
 is almost a poor oxidizing species with relatively low redox 
potential that amounts to E°'(HO2
•
/H2O2) = 0.9 VNHE.
29
 With this in mind, one can say that 
HO
•
 radicals are strong oxidizing species and enables evidently oxidation induced 
polymerization of some interesting organic monomers, such as 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 
(EDOT) (chapter1, Figure 1.1) which has oxidation potential that amounts to 1.4 V versus 
Ag/AgCl.
33
 EDOT molecules are soluble in water and present some specific chemical 
properties which make them interesting building blocks for the synthesis of functional -
conjugated systems such as PEDOT. In fact, due to their strong electron donor effect, the 
ether groups at the β and 'positions of thiophene rings, which confer a high reactivity to the 
free α and α' positions, prevent the formation of parasite α-β' linkages during polymerization. 
Thanks to these merits owns by EDOT, enabled Remita et al. to successfully synthesized 
PEDOT polymers by using -irradiation.21 Starting from an aqueous solution of EDOT 
monomers, it was possible to synthesize polymers under soft conditions: at air and at room 
temperature without introduction of any external chemical initiators.
21
 In addition, the 
synthesis was feasible under various conditions (O2 and N2O).
21, 34
 In comparison with the 
usual electrochemical methods, this new -rays-based radiolytic way presented some 
advantages concerning the easy preparation of the samples, where no supporting electrolyte 
was needed, and the ability to work under atmospheric conditions without purging solutions 
with an inert gas. Besides, contrarily to the electrochemical way which leads to the direct 
deposition of CPs onto conducting substrates, the described radiolysis method leads to the 
formation of CPs dispersed in water enabling their further deposition over conducting or even 
non-conducting surfaces.  
Radiation induced polymerization of CPs is promising method towards producing 
processable CPs and exhibits noticeably several advantages over other conventional methods. 
As it appears, radiation-based method does not require special equipments, can be performed 
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under various conditions, and it is free from the metal contaminations. Moreover, this method 
leads to formation of suspended nano-structured CPs in aqueous solutions as well as directly 
onto substrates. Using radiolysis should also lead to chemical processes which can be 
switched on and off upon exposure or removal of ionizing radiation instead of using initiator 
or stopper molecules.  
 
2.2.1 Studying kinetic mechanism of HO•-induced PEDOT polymerization in aqueous 
solution : 
Understanding the mechanism of oxidative polymerization of conducting polymers and 
studying the reaction mechanism between the generated radicals from radiolysis process
 
and 
the studied monomers is a pivotal point to advance the development of this original synthetic 
method. For this purpose, time resolved absorption spectroscopy coupled with pulsed 
radiolysis was used in order, first, to study EDOT oxidation mechanism and, second, to 
definitely identify the nature of PEDOT growth process. In this context, the reaction between 
hydroxyl radical and EDOT monomer was mainly followed with the aim to identify the 
different transient species involved in the first steps of HO
•
-induced PEDOT polymerization. 
Spectrokinetic analysis of experimental data and molecular simulations of absorption spectra 
were used to confirm the rate constants values and to identify the transient and stable species 
involved in the mechanism. The experimental setup (University of Paris-Sud in Orsay) 
includes: a picosecond laser-triggered electron accelerator ELYSE
35-36
 coupled with a time-
Figure 2.1 the picosecond laser-triggered electron accelerator ELYSE at University Paris-Sud (Orsay) 
coupled with a time-resolved absorption spectroscopic detection system. The figure shows the 
involvement in real-time kinetic study of molecular simulations of absorption spectra in the presented 
study as well as the Cryo-TEM image of PEDOT nanoparticles.
31
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resolved absorption spectroscopic detection system. A mixed simulation method was used, 
using the monte-carlo (MC) sampling of the molecular geometries, the density functional 
theory (DFT) calculation of the electron structures and the polarized continuum (PCM) 
modeling of the solvent (Figure 2.1). An N2O-purged stock solution of 200 mL was used 
which circulated in the 10 x 10 mm fused silica irradiation cell at a flow rate of 100 mL/min 
by means of a peristaltic pump. Since the electron pulses were applied at a frequency of 5 Hz, 
the solution was renewed between each pulse and it was possible to apply up to 400 pulses for 
each kinetic measurement. All the experiments conditions and samples preparation can be 
found in details in the work of Cecilia Colletta.
31, 37
 
In acidic and neutral aqueous solutions, HO
•
-induced oxidation of EDOT implies the 
oxidation of EDOT into a transient species, EDOT
•+
 radical cation (and possibly into (EDOT-
HO)
•
 adduct, which dimerizes and deprotonates leading to a stable product, namely EDOT2 
dimer. In alkaline medium, this mechanism is mostly different since HO
•
 deprotonates into its 
alkaline form, O2
•−
 oxide radical, which adds onto EDOT monomer. This addition leads to the 
formation of an open cycle which prevents any dimerization of EDOT and consequently any 
polymerization of PEDOT. Hence, in acidic and neutral aqueous solutions, after one pulse 
irradiation (40 Gy), no other products than EDOT2 dimers were observed, demonstrating that 
no polymerization takes place. This proves that PEDOT polymerization is not a chain 
reaction. On the contrary, it has been demonstrated to proceed through a step-by-step 
mechanism made up of the following recurrent steps: (i) oxidation/activation, (ii) 
growth/chain length increase, (iii) deprotonation.
31
 The amount of hydroxyl radicals generated 
by one pulse during the pulsed radiolysis study is then not enough to ensure polymerization. It 
only enables the incomplete transformation of EDOT monomers into dimers. The quantitative 
polymerization of EDOT into PEDOT requires a very much higher concentration in hydroxyl 
radicals which should reach at least twice that of EDOT. In pulse radiolysis experiment, the 
dose per pulse can‘t be significantly increased. Then, in order to check whether EDOT 
polymerization effectively proceeds through a step-by-step oxidation process and with the aim 
to synthesize conducting PEDOT polymers by using an electron beam, aqueous solutions 
containing 10 mM in EDOT in a closed cell under N2O atmosphere were irradiated with a 
series of consecutive electron pulses of 40 Gy (delivered at a frequency of 10 Hz).  
Taking into account the step by step polymerization process, 10 mM in hydroxyl radicals 
are needed for the quantitative dimerization of 10 mM in EDOT into 5 mM in EDOT2, then 
an additional amount of 5 mM in HO
•
 is needed for the quantitative transformation of EDOT2 
into 2.5 mM in EDOT4 and so on. This means that at least 20 mM in hydroxyl radicals are 
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necessary to ensure the quantitative polymerization of EDOT monomers into PEDOT 
polymers. The use of two HO
•
 radicals for one EDOT molecule is understandable since each 
EDOT monomer is bound to two EDOT neighbors inside the same polymer chain, which 
means that it must be twice oxidized. The theoretical irradiation dose (Dmax) which should 
lead to the total oxidation of EDOT into PEDOT by HO
•
 radicals can be determined as 
follows: 
D(Gy)=
2[EDOT]0 (mol L
-1)
Gox (mol J-1) d (kg L-1)
                      (2.1) 
Where D is the irradiation dose (in Grays, 1 Gy corresponding to 1 J.kg
-1
or 1 J.L
-1
 for 
diluted solution), where [EDOT]0 is the initial concentration of EDOT monomers, where Gox 
is the radiolytic yield of HO
•
 formation and where d is aqueous solution density  
(d ~ 1 kg.L
-1
).  
According to equation 2.1, 37 kGy are necessary for the total polymerization of 10 mM in 
EDOT. Knowing that each pulse corresponds to a dose of 40 Gy, complete polymerization 
requires more than about 1000 successive pulses. 
In order to quantitatively polymerize EDOT, the colorless and limpid aqueous solution of 
10 mM in EDOT was irradiated at a dose of 180 kGy which corresponds to the accumulation 
of 4500 pulses of 40 Gy/pulse. After this irradiation, the solution became turbid. Its UV-Vis 
absorption spectrum is displayed (Figure 2.2a).
31
 No noticeable absorption band is present in 
the spectrum. Nevertheless, a continuous scattering appears due to the presence of a brown-
yellow suspension in the bulk of the irradiated solution (inset of Figure 2.2a). This spectrum 
and the turbidity of the solution are in good agreement with the results previously obtained by 
steady state γ radiolysis suggesting that polymerization effectively took place.21  
The ATR-FTIR spectrum of the polymer powder is presented in the upper part of Figure 
3.1b in the wave number region 1600-600 cm
-1
 together with the spectrum of pure non 
irradiated EDOT (bottom of Figure 2.2b).
31
 The two spectra are in good agreement with 
those our group previously reported for PEDOT and EDOT when polymerization was induced 
by γ-rays. Table 2.1 shows the absorption modes and the position of the observed peaks. The 
IR spectrum of the polymer powder displays vibrations at 1485, 1441 and 1365 cm
-1
 which 
are attributed to C=C and C-C stretching modes in the thiophene ring. The vibrations 
observed at 1288, 1240, 1171 and 1059 cm
-1
 are assigned to the bending vibration modes of 
the ethyledioxy groups (C-C and C-O-R-O-C). The vibration modes of C-S bond which are 
present in the thiophene ring can be observed at 941 and 901 cm
-1
. Note that the intense =C-H 
vibration band at 754 cm
-1
, observed in the spectrum of EDOT, is clearly absent in the ATR-
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FTIR spectrum of polymers. This definitely demonstrates, without any ambiguity, that EDOT 
polymerization quantitatively took place thanks to α,α‘-coupling reactions and that the 
resulting solid powder obtained after lyophilization is effectively composed of PEDOT 
polymers. This demonstrates that such as γ-irradiation, electron beam irradiation enables the 
radio-synthesis of PEDOT polymers.
33
 It is worth to note that all of these bands presented in 
all of the recorded spectra for PEDOT polymers that have been synthesized in the present 
study, are signature of successful synthesis, even if they appear relatively slightly displaced. 
While one electron pulse leads to the formation of EDOT2 dimers as stable products, the use 
of a series of successive pulses is necessary to generate enough hydroxyl radicals to form 
PEDOT polymers. It is evidenced that not only electron irradiation can be used as an 
alternative way for the synthesis of PEDOT polymers, but also that PEDOT growth 
effectively proceeds through a step by step oxidation process as expected.  
Table 2.1 ATR-FTIR absorption peaks of EDOT and PEDOT polymers 
Aqueous solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT and irradiated by the electron beam at 180 
kGy were observed by Cryo-transmission electron microscopy just after irradiation in order to 
investigate the structure and morphology of PEDOT polymers in aqueous solution. 
Representative images show the presence of low density globular structures forming spherical 
nanoparticles with a diameter ranging between 200 and 250 nm (Figure 2.2c).
31
 This result is 
in agreement with polymer size and shape found after γ-rays induced PEDOT synthesis. Since 
no other low density objects were observed during our Cryo-TEM experiments, these 
spherical nanoparticles are supposed to be made up of PEDOT polymers. Each observed 
nanoparticle should be composed of interdigitated polymer chains. Since no α-β' linkages 
could occur during polymerization, radiosynthesized PEDOT nanostructures should be 
composed of linear chain polymers which are no branched nor networked. Thus the globular 
structure observed on Figure 3.16 should correspond to a self-assembly of independent 
amorphous PEDOT chain polymers. The presence of ethylenedioxy groups (H-bond 
acceptors) should explain not only the hydrosolubility of PEDOT polymers but also the as-
observed packing and nano-structuration of the spherical supramolecular PEDOT self-
assemblies. In order to characterize the morphology of the polymer after a deposition 
Functional group Position (cm
-1
) 
C=C (symmetric stretching mode) 1485 and 1441 
C-C (inter-ring stretching Mode) 1365 
C-O-R-O-C (bending vibration in ethylenedioxy group) 1288, 1240, 1171 and 1059 
C-S-C (stretching vibrations) 941 and 901 
=C-H (in-plane and out-of-plane deformation vibrations) 754 
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procedure, the 180 kGy-irradiated sample was lyophilized and the black powder obtained was 
deposited then characterized by SEM microscopy. The images indicate the presence of very 
close packed polymeric particles (Figure 2.2d).
31
 
 Once again PEDOT polymers appear as spherical nanoparticles. These structures should 
come from the globular nanostructures already observed in aqueous solution by Cryo-TEM. 
The particles observed by SEM are almost monodisperse in size with a mean diameter of 220 
nm which is close to that observed by Cryo-TEM in aqueous solution. This proves that neither 
phase transition nor deposition procedure affect the size and shape of PEDOT nanoparticles. 
This would imply the existence of very strong hydrogen-bond interactions into each polymer 
nanoparticle. Therefore, the synthesis of PEDOT polymers is successful thanks to the 
Figure 2.2 (a) Absorption spectrum of a N2O-saturated aqueous solution of EDOT (10 mM) 
irradiated by an electron beam at a dose of 180 kGy (4500 pulses, 40 Gy/pulse). The reference 
was water, and path length was 1 mm; (inset) photograpgy of a cell containing PEDOT aqueous 
suspension radiosynthesized by an electron beam. (b) ATR-FTIR spectra of pure EDOT (bottom 
spectrum) and PEDOT polymers radiosynthesized at 180 kGy (top spectrum); (inset) photo of a 
cup containing the lyophilized radiosynthesized PEDOT powder. (c) Cryo-TEM image of 
radiosynthesized PEDOT in aqueous solution. A PEDOT nanoparticle of around 250 nm is 
observed. (d) SEM image of lyophilized radiosynthesized PEDOT powder. Aggregates of 
spherical PEDOT nanoparticles are observed.
31
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electrons beam irradiation of EDOT aqueous solution. The radiosynthesized PEDOT 
polymers form monodisperse nanoparticles the morphology of which is kept after deposition 
onto substrate. 
Further investigation based on pulsed electron beam irradiation were proceeded to oxidize 
EDOT monomers and to induce polymers growth by using sulfate radicals, SO4
•-
 instead of 
hydroxyl radicals, HO
•
.
38
 The purpose of this study was to check the influence of the nature of 
the oxidizing species and of the presence of an inorganic compound (namely K2S2O8) onto the 
morphology of radio-synthesized polymers. The results demonstrated the versatility of our 
methodology based on pulsed electron beam irradiation, and highlighted, without any 
ambiguity, the efficiency of alternative oxidizing radicals, such as sulfate radicals for the 
preparation of nanostructured conducting polymers. The success of PEDOT polymers 
synthesis by using accumulated electron pulses, definitely demonstrates that conducting 
polymers growth proceeds through a step-by-step oxidation mechanism and not according to a 
chain reaction.  
 
2.2.2 Gamma-radiation induced oxidative polymerization of EDOT in aerated aqueous 
solutions at neutral pH : 
The incipient form of this method was initially instituted by γ- radiolysis of aerated 
aqueous solutions of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT).
21
 The concept is that the radiolysis 
of aerated aqueous solutions provides the medium with several oxidizing species namely HO
• 
and O2
•−
. These generated oxidizing species can insure the oxidation of EDOT monomers. 
Accordingly, the irradiation conditions were studied in details to get the product in optimal 
form. Within this framework, to approach the synthesis of PEDOT by -radiolysis, the yield 
of oxidation is needed to determine. As elucidated in our studies,
21, 31
 by knowing the 
extinction coefficients of EDOT in aqueous solution that are calculated from UV-Vis 
absorption spectrum, one can deduce the initial radiolytic yield of EDOT consumption from 
the variation of EDOT concentration as a function of the irradiation dose. The extrapolated 
value of the radiolytic yield of EDOT consumption under air corresponds actually to the same 
radiolytic yield of HO
•
 that amounts to G−EDOT 0 = GHO• = 2.8 × 10
−7mol. J−1.21 Noting that 
this value is almost constant no matter what is the initial concentration of EDOT. That means 
EDOT is sufficient to scavenge all the hydroxyl radicals and also demonstrates that only 
hydroxyl radicals react with EDOT. As mentioned above, HO
•
 is a strong oxidizing species 
since its apparent standard redox potential at pH=7 amounts to E
°’
 SHE (HO
•
/H2O) = 2.2 VSHE 
29
 enabling oxidation of EDOT. Contrariwise, the formed O2
•−
 radicals possess very low 
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redox potential [E
°’
 SHE (O2
•−
/H2O2) = 0.9 VSHE]
29
, that making them being considered as poor 
oxidizing species. As a consequence, the relatively low apparent redox potential of O2
•−
 does 
not allow the reaction with EDOT the oxidation potential of which amounts to 1.4 V 
Ag/AgNO3 
33
. Whatever EDOT concentration ranging from 1 to 10 mM, the results show that 
EDOT disappearance parallels the formation of species which absorb at both 290 and 350 nm. 
These absorption maxima should be attributed to dimers and oligomers of EDOT which could 
be formed according to the step by step oxidation process highlighted by pulse radiolysis:  
 
EDOT +  HO•  →   (EDOT − HO)• or EDOT•+ +  HO−            (2.2) 
 
2(EDOT − HO)•  or 2EDOT•+ →   dimers then oligomers      (2.3) 
 
These bands are in agreements with the absorption spectra of dimers found 
experimentally by our previous pulsed radiolysis studies.
31
 Auxochromic substitution (by the 
ethylenedioxy group) in EDOT dimers can explain the shift in their absorption maxima as 
compared with those of bithiophene molecules which are known to absorb at 246 nm and 301 
nm.
39
 The yield of EDOT oxidation, G−EDOT 0 decreases with the dose and becomes much 
lower than GHO• at high doses. This is because of the competitive reactions of hydroxyl 
radicals with EDOT dimers and oligomers which take place in the medium and which become 
more and more preponderant as the amount of EDOT decreases. Indeed, the oxidation 
potential of the dimers and the oligomers is lower than that of the monomers enabling their 
oxidation by hydroxyl radicals. So the process of oxidative coupling of the units continues as 
the polymer grows.
40
  
On the other hand, the yield of EDOT consumption does not depend on the initial EDOT 
concentration. This demonstrates that the process attributed to PEDOT radio-induced 
synthesis does not proceed through a chain reaction. In particular, EDOT•+ radical cation does 
not react with EDOT monomer. This is consistent with the pulsed radiolysis results obtained 
in literature in the case of thiophene monomers and with the results we obtained with our 
pulsed radiolysis study on EDOT: PEDOT radio-induced synthesis could only proceed 
through a recurrent HO
•
 oxidation process: HO
•
 reacts with EDOT monomers, then with 
dimers, then with oligomers. The quantitative synthesis of PEDOT polymers throughout such 
a step-by-step mechanism necessarily implies the use of two HO
•
 radicals for the oxidation of 
one EDOT molecule (in α and α' positions). Thus, the theoretical irradiation dose (Dmax) 
which should lead to the total oxidation of EDOT into PEDOT can be calculated from 
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equation (3.1). For instance, 7.4 kGy and 74 kGy are necessary for the total oxidation of 1 and 
10 mM in EDOT respectively. 
In the respect of PEDOT characterizations, the ATR-FTIR observations evidenced their 
successful formation. 
21
 Moreover, the obtained spectra are in very good agreement with those 
previously reported for PEDOT in literature 
41-43
 and for PEDOT synthesized by accelerated 
electrons as highlighted before.
31
 The PEDOT nature of the radiosynthesized polymers which 
compose the solid phase was also proved thanks to the determination of its melting point. 
Indeed, a temperature of 145
°
C was measured which is very close to the PEDOT melting 
point value (146
°
C) reported.
44
 This result should also prove the absence of impurities in our 
product. The morphological features were also observed directly in the aqueous solution by 
Cryo-TEM and after deposition onto substrate by AFM.
21
 The microscopic observations 
revealed formation of globular self-assembled structures made up of PEDOT polymeric 
chains. The mean diameter of the observed particles is 200 nm. The dimensions of the nano-
objects observed by Cryo-TEM closely match those of AFM. As at will be demonstrated in 
the next paragraph, the presence of substituted hydroxyl groups along the polymer chains 
explains the packing and the nano-structuration of the observed spherical supramolecular 
PEDOT self-assemblies besides their hydrosolubility and the solvation of PEDOT polymers.  
In order to enhance the yield of oxidation and in order to check whether other oxidizing 
species can enable the oxidative polymerization in aqueous solutions, the radiolysis 
methodology took further advances by varying the experimental conditions (atmosphere and 
additive). For this purpose, the radiolytic methodology was extended to the synthesis of 
PEDOT polymers in N2O-saturated aqueous solutions in the presence and in the absence of 
sodium azide. The oxidative polymerization was induced through two different oxidizing 
species: HO
•
 (hydroxyl) and N3
•
 (azide) radicals, as will be discussed below.  
 
2.2.3 Effect of oxidizing species on radiation-induced synthesis of PEDOT: 
The original radiolytic methodology was extended to the synthesis of PEDOT polymers 
in N2O-saturated aqueous solutions of EDOT at neutral pH. In these conditions, and 
depending on the presence of sodium azide salt, two different oxidizing species are formed, 
namely hydroxyl radicals (HO
•
) and azide radicals (N3
•
).
34
 Since the redox potentials of these 
two oxidative radicals (which are higher than that of EDOT monomers) and since their well-
known oxidation mechanisms are quite different, one can expect the formation of two kinds of 
PEDOT polymers with tuned characteristics. As already explained and justified, under N2O in 
the absence of NaN3, eaq
−
 are quantitatively and immediately converted into HO
•
. As a 
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consequence, when irradiating N2O-saturated aqueous solutions at neutral pH, only two short-
lived transient species are formed: HO
•
 and H
•
 (hydrogen atoms). HO
•
 radicals can be 
considered as the only oxidizing species, and their radiolytic yield of formation [G(HO•) =
5.6 × 10−7mol. J−1] is higher than that obtained under aerated conditions (GHO• = 2.8 ×
10−7mol. J−1). On the other hand, in aqueous solutions containing sodium azide (NaN3 at 10 
mM for 1mM in EDOT or 100 mM for 10 mM in EDOT, dissociated into Na
+
 and N3
-
 ions) 
and saturated by nitrous oxide, HO
•
 radicals are very quickly scavenged by N3
- 
ions leading to 
the quantitative formation of N3
•
. In the presence of NaN3, the concentration of EDOT 
monomers being always ten times lower than that of N3
-
 ions, the direct oxidation of EDOT 
by HO
•
 can be neglected. Thus, when irradiating N2O-saturated aqueous solutions at neutral 
pH in the presence of NaN3, as in the case of EDOT solutions, the radiolytic yield of 
formation of N3
•
 amounts to 5.6 × 10−7mol. J−1. Under these conditions H• atoms are present 
in medium with radiolytic yield amounts to GH• = 0.6 × 10
−7mol. J−1. Nevertheless, due to 
its relatively small amount and unknown reactivity, the presence of H
•
 atoms is often 
neglected.
51
 
In the absence of NaN3, the total irradiation dose (Dmax) that should enable the 
quantitative synthesis of PEDOT in N2O-saturated aqueous solutions is thus twice the dose 
necessary for the total oxidation of EDOT monomers and, as a consequence, can be calculated 
as previously explained, but by using G(HO•) instead of GHO•. In a N2O-saturated aqueous 
solution containing 1 and 10 mm EDOT, the dose that is necessary for the total oxidation of 
EDOT amounts to 1.8 and 18 kGy, respectively, and the dose Dmax that is necessary for the 
complete synthesis of PEDOT amounts to 3.6 and 36 kGy, respectively.  
In the absence of sodium azide salt, N2O-saturated aqueous solutions containing 10 mm 
in EDOT were irradiated at increasing doses up to 70 kGy. This latter dose is high enough to 
ensure the total polymerization of EDOT (at 10 mm). Figure 2.3a displays the evolution of 
the UV/Vis absorption spectrum of this solution as a function of the dose. The spectra show at 
low irradiation doses, up to about 20 kGy (the dose that produces 10 mm hydroxyl radicals), 
two absorption bands which appear at 290 and 350 nm (Figure 2.3a), which demonstrates the 
formation of dimers as highlighted by pulsed radiolysis study.
31
 Above 20 kGy, no absorption 
band is observed around 250 nm. This clearly indicates that EDOT has completely 
disappeared. If the dose is higher than the total irradiation dose, as observed in the case of the 
70 kGy irradiation in Figure 2.3a, the absorption bands of the dimers disappear and an 
intense absorption band appears around 370 nm together with continuous scattering, the 
intensity of which increases with the irradiation dose. This should result from the lengthening 
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of the EDOT oligomers. In fact, at doses higher than 36 kGy, the appearance of a continuous 
scattering component, in the extinction spectrum of the irradiated solutions, is due to the 
formation of a brown-yellow suspension in the bulk solution. This suspension becomes denser 
and the solution appears more turbid as the irradiation dose increases. After the deposition of 
this suspension onto the ITO substrate, the resulting film displays an intense absorption band 
at 550 nm. According to the performed ATR-FTIR analysis, this indicates that the suspension 
is made up of polymers, denoted PEDOT-OH, formed at high doses thanks to the recurrent 
step-by-step HO
•
 oxidation process. After irradiation at high doses (from 36 to 70 kGy), very 
slow precipitation of the suspension was observed. This precipitation corresponds to a 
sedimentation process of the PEDOT-OH polymers of relatively high molecular weights. This 
precipitation cannot be assigned to the hydrophobia of the radiosynthesized polymers. Indeed, 
after adding either cyclohexane or dichloromethane to the aqueous suspensions (v/v) and after 
stirring and decantation, the polymer particles always remain in the aqueous phase, whereas 
the organic phase appears colorless, as illustrated in the case of dichloromethane (Figure 
2.3a, inset). This result proves the hydrophilic properties of PEDOT-OH polymers.  
The second condition is -radioysis under N2O in the presence of NaN3. In this case, HO
•
 
radicals are scavenged by N3
- 
leading to N3
•
 radicals which can then be considered as the only 
oxidizing species able to react with EDOT. N3
•
 radicals are known as an alternative oxidizing 
system more selective than HO
•
. It is a soft one-electron oxidant E
°'
(N3
•
/ N3
-
) = 1.33 VSHE at 
pH=7. By analogy with the case of hydroxyl radicals, in the presence of NaN3, the total 
irradiation dose (Dmax) which should enable the quantitative synthesis of PEDOT in N2O-
saturated aqueous solutions is twice the dose necessary for the total oxidation of EDOT 
monomers and can be calculated as previously explained, but by using G(N3
•
) instead of 
G(HO
•
) or GHO•. In a N2O-saturated aqueous solution containing 10 mM in EDOT in the 
presence of azide salt, the dose which enables the total oxidation of EDOT amounts to 18 kGy 
and the dose Dmax which is necessary for the complete production of PEDOT is then about 36 
kGy. Accordingly, in the presence of sodium azide salt, N2O-saturated aqueous solutions 
containing a higher concentration in EDOT (10 mM) were irradiated at increasing doses up to 
70 kGy. The evolution of the UV-visible absorption spectrum of this solution as a function of 
the dose is displayed (Figure 2.3b). At low irradiation doses, up to about 20 kGy (the dose 
which produces 10 mM in azide radicals), two shoulders appear and grow up at 290 and 350 
nm demonstrating once again the formation of dimers. When the dose becomes higher than 
the total irradiation dose, as observed in the case of the 70 kGy-irradiation on Figure 2.3b, the 
absorption bands of dimers disappear and a more intense absorption band grows up around 
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370 nm. Again, this should result from the lengthening of EDOT oligomers. Moreover, a 
brown-colored suspension is observable within the bulk which quickly deposits at the bottom 
of the solution. Note that the fast precipitation process, observed here, explains the absence of 
any scattering component in the extinction spectra of Figure 2.3b. After the deposition of this 
suspension onto ITO substrate, the resulting film displays a broad absorption between 500 and 
600 nm. This indicates that the suspension is made of polymers, noted PEDOT-N3, formed at 
high doses thanks to the N3
•
-induced oxidation process. After irradiations at high doses (from 
36 to 70 kGy), a precipitate is systematically observed. This precipitation is not only due to a 
sedimentation process of the PEDOT-N3 polymers of relatively high molecular weight. It also 
results from the poor hydrophilic properties of these systems. Indeed, after adding either 
cyclohexane or dichloromethane solvents to the aqueous suspensions (v/v) and after stirring 
and decantation, the polymer particles always remain at the organic solvent-water interface as 
illustrated in the case of cyclohexane (Insert of Figure 2.3b). This result proves the 
amphiphilic properties of PEDOT-N3 polymers. Note that at the interface, these polymers 
appear as clustered fibers. One can note that, for the same initial concentration in EDOT (10 
mM), the spectral evolution in the presence of NaN3 (Figure 2.3b) is similar to that observed 
in the absence of this salt (Figure 2.3a). However, when comparing both evolutions, one can 
note that for a given irradiation dose, the maximal absorption is always lower in the presence 
of NaN3. Even if hydroxyl radicals and azide radicals oxidize EDOT and induce 
polymerization through the formation of EDOT dimers, it seems that the two implied 
mechanisms are somewhat different. Maybe the kinetic growth of dimers, oligomers and 
polymers is slower in the case of N3
•
. This would induce a lower polymerization yield and 
lower values of the maximal absorbance. However, such an interpretation is not in agreement 
with the observed dose effect. On another hand, the products of EDOT oxidation could be 
chemically and structurally different depending on N3
•
 or HO
•
 nature of the oxidizing radicals. 
This could explain the different spectral properties of the products obtained either in the 
presence or in the absence of azide salt. In addition, the poor hydrophilic properties of the 
products formed in the presence of NaN3 lead to their deposition at the bottom of the solution 
and their adsorption onto the walls of the samples. 
The assertion of the successful formation of PEDOT-OH and PEDOT-N3 was realized by 
ATR-FTIR and melting point measurements. The obtained results are in good agreement with 
those previously reported about PEDOT in literature. The melting point both PEDOT-OH and 
PEDOT-N3 was determined at a temperature of 145 
°
C which is very close to the PEDOT 
melting point value (146 
°
C) already reported. This result demonstrates the high purity of our 
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products and thus the efficiency of our procedure. While, the recorded ATR-FTIR spectra 
demonstrate, without any ambiguity, that N3
•
 and HO
•
-induced EDOT polymerizations have 
PEDOT-N3 
fibers 
PEDOT-OH 
Nanoparticles 
Figure 2.3 Absorption spectra of a N2O-saturated aqueous solution containing 10 mm EDOT 
irradiated in the absence of NaN3 (a) and in presence of NaN3 (b) with increasing doses: 0, 1.4, 
5.6, 14, and 70 kGy. The optical path length was 0.1 cm. The reference was water. Inset (a) Image 
of an aqueous solution irradiated at 70 kGy after the addition of dichloromethane as a denser 
organic phase (v/v): PEDOT-OH suspension remains in the upper aqueous phase. Inset (b) Image 
of an aqueous solution irradiated at 70 kGy after the addition of cyclohexane as a less dense 
organic phase (v/v): PEDOT-N3 polymers remains at the interface between the two liquid phases. 
Cryo-TEM images of aqueous samples containing 10 mM in EDOT irradiated at 36 kGY under 
N2O atmosphere: (c) in the absence of NaN3 (PEDOT-OH) and (e) in the presence of NaN3 
(PEDOT-N3). (d) A schematic representation of a single spherical polymer nanoparticle which 
highlights H-bond interactions between the chains. (f) A schematic representation of a single 
nanostructure highlights -stacking interactions between the chains. SEM images of PEDOT 
polymers after deposition onto gold substrates. Polymers were obtained after irradiation at 70 
kGy: (g) in the absence of NaN3 (PEDOT-OH) and (h) in the presence of NaN3 (PEDOT-N3).
34
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both taken place thanks to α-α’coupling reactions and that the resulting solid powders 
obtained after centrifugation are effectively composed of PEDOT polymers. Interestingly 
though the wave number region 4000-700 cm
-1
 of the spectra of PEDOT-OH and PEDOT-N3 
are very much alike, significant differences can be observed above 2000 cm
-1
.The spectrum of 
PEDOT-OH exhibits a very large band between 3200 cm
-1
 and 3600 cm
-1
 and is attributed to 
the presence of hydroxyl groups all along the polymers, while the spectrum of PEDOT-N3 is 
characterized by an absorption in two different infrared regions: between 2110-2065 cm
-1
 and 
between 3565-3525 cm
-1
 and are attributable to the presence of azide anions. The explanation 
of the noticeable differences between these two kinds of polymers is explained by the 
difference that exists between the well-known oxidizing behaviors of HO
•
 and N3
•
: whereas 
HO
•
 radical either adds onto aromatic molecules to afford radical adducts or abstract electrons 
leading to radical cations, N3
•
 azide radicals form only radical cations through electron 
abstraction. The presence of hydroxyl groups in PEDOT-OH (coming from HO
•
-adducts) 
demonstrates the existence of strong intermolecular interactions between the functionalized 
polymers through hydrogen bonds. It also confers to PEDOT-OH polymers hydrophilic 
properties which explain their poor solubility into organic solvents as previously discussed. 
Contrarily to PEDOT-OH, PEDOT-N3 polymers, which result from N3
•
-induced EDOT 
oxidation, should not contain alcohol functionalities. This was proven by the absence of a 
large O-H band in the ATR-FTIR spectrum of PEDOT-N3. The absence of such a polar group 
in the PEDOT-N3 polymer impacts its solubility in water and explains its poor hydrophilic 
properties. 
From what has been observed in the spectral findings (UV-Vis and ART-FTIR), no doubt 
that the difference between oxidizing behaviors of HO
•
 and N3
• 
have influenced the nano-
structure and have changed the configuration of polymer chains of PEDOT-OH and PEDOT-
N3. The captured Cryo-TEM images clearly showed these differences in nanostructures 
(Figure 2.3c and Figure 2.3e).
34
 HO
•
 induces the polymerization of EDOT leading to 
spherical nanoparticles with a diameter comprised between 100 and 300 nm. These 
observations are consistent with our previous results which concerned hydroxyl-induced 
radiosynthesis of PEDOT under air atmosphere. Each observed nanoparticle has a complex 
structure and seems to be composed of interdigitated polymer chains. Since no parasite ‘ 
linkages could occur during polymerization, radiosynthesized PEDOT-OH nanostructures 
must be composed of linear chain polymers which are neither branched nor networked. Thus, 
each globular structure observed by Cryo-TEM should correspond to a self-assembly of 
independent amorphous PEDOT-OH chain polymers as schematically represented (Figure 
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2.3d). The presence of hydroxyl groups, which has previously been demonstrated, should 
explain not only the hydrosolubility of PEDOT-OH polymers but also the as-observed 
packing and nanostructuration of the spherical supramolecular PEDOT-OH self-assemblies. 
Note that ethylenedioxy groups (H-bond acceptors) present all along the polymer chains could 
also be involved in hydrogen-bonds with the hydroxyl groups.  
N3
• 
induces the polymerization of EDOT leading to different nanostructures quite 
different from these obtained in the case of PEDOT-OH. Instead of a compact spheroid 
surface morphology which was found in the case of PEDOT-OH (Figure 2.3c), the obtained 
Cryo-TEM images clearly display nano-objects forming fibrillar or lamellar (plate-like) 
nanostructures, more or less folded, with a maximal fiber thickness of 10 nm and a length 
which can reach several microns (Figure 2.3e).
34
 Since no parasite α-β' linkages could occur 
during polymerization, the nanofibers are not branched nor bonded to each other. Then nodes 
observed by cryo-TEM correspond to the crossing between independent nanofibers. Due to 
the thickness of the fibers, each of them should correspond to a self-assembly of linear 
PEDOT-N3 polymer chains as schematically represented in Figure 2.3f. Since hydroxyl 
groups are not present in PEDOT-N3 polymers, the packing of these polymers can‘t result 
from H-bonds. This self-assembling should come from -stacking interactions between 
conjugated polymers (and aromatic monomers) which maintain the polymer chains parallel to 
each other and which can maybe confer to the polymers a lamellar structure. On another hand, 
this self-assembling could explain the macroscopic observation of PEDOT-N3 polymers as 
clustered fibers at the interface between water and organic solvent. Also, the fact that 
PEDOT-N3 polymers can either interact by van der Waals interactions (-stacking 
interactions) or by hydrogen bonds, thanks to the presence of ethylenedioxy  groups, could 
explain the amphiphilic properties of these polymers. 
The observed nanostructures of PEDOT-OH and PEDOT-N3 by Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) after a deposition procedure, as might be expected, are consistent with 
what has been observed by cryo-TEM in aqueous solution. SEM image of PEDOT-OH 
indicates the presence of very close-packed spheroid polymeric particles (Figure 2.2g). The 
particles observed by SEM after deposition are polydisperse in size with a diameter comprised 
between 200 nm and 1 m. The SEM image of PEDOT-N3 demonstrates the presence of 
close-packed lamellar (plate-like) structures characterized by a maximal thickness of about 1 
m (Figure 2.2h).  
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As demonstrated above that changing oxidizing species (HO
•
 or N3
•
) leads to different 
absorption properties, different hydrophilicities and different morphologies. This approach 
was extended to the use of another inorganic salt namely, potassium persulfate (K2S2O8). 
Upon irradiation of aqueous solution containing K2S2O8 by pulsed electron beam a very 
strong oxidizing species in aqueous solution, namely SO4
•-
 is sufficiently generated. These 
SO4
•-
 radicals enabled us to oxidize EDOT monomers and to induce polymers growth. 
38
 This 
study once again showed the versatility of our methodology based on pulsed electron beam 
irradiation, and highlight, without any ambiguity, the efficiency of alternative oxidizing 
radicals, such as sulfate radicals for the preparation of nanostructured conducting polymers. 
 
2.2.4 Extension the radiolytic procedure to the synthesis of polypyrrole (PPy) 
To demonstrate the versatility of the radiolytic method in water under N2O, the radiolytic 
procedure that based on HO
•
-induced polymerization was extended to the successful synthesis 
of another representative CP, namely PPy starting from Py (Scheme 2.1).
45
 Similar properties, 
in terms of nano-structuration and hydrophilicity, were obtained in case of PPy when 
comparing to PEDOT-OH. In solution and after deposition, PPy shows as highlighted by 
Cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM (Figure 2.3) chaplet like spherical nanoparticles with diameters 
comprised between 80 and 200 nm. The merit of the work is that radio-synthesized PPy 
nanostructures are characterized by a very good thermal stability and an electrical 
conductivity that is 5 times higher than that of chemically synthesized PPy. 
As we demonstrated the versatility of our method in neutral media, we now want to study 
in acidic media. Knowing that in alkaline medium, the polymerization as demonstrated by 
pulsed radiolysis
31
 is mostly different since HO
•
 deprotonates into its alkaline form, oxide 
radical, which adds onto EDOT monomer. This addition leads to an open cycle and prevents 
any dimerization of EDOT and consequently any polymerization of PEDOT. 
Scheme 2.1 Chemical structure of Pyrrole (Py) and Polypyrrole (PPy)
45 
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2.2.5 Effect of pH on the polymerization of EDOT monomers 
It has been shown in literature that low pHs prevent conducting polymers from 
overoxidation
46
 and improve their electrical conductivity by doping effect
47
 and structural 
optimization 
48. We therefore wanted to use γ-irradiation in order to radiolytically prepare for 
the first time conducting organic materials in acidic aqueous media and then to study their 
properties. In this framework, the endeavor was to polymerize EDOT in very acidic aqueous 
solutions under N2O or N2 (at pH 0 in presence of HClO4 or HCl), by exploiting the oxidizing 
species produced by -radiolysis (HO• or Cl2
•−
) (see chapter 1, 1.2.2.1d).
49
 In case of using 
HClO4 to adjust the pH of the aqueous solution under N2O, knowing that perchlorate ions 
(ClO4
−-
) remain unreactive upon radiolysis, two reactive species should be considered: HO
•
 
and H
• 
with radiolytic yield amounts to G(HO•) = 2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1 and G(H•) = 3.4 ×
10−7mol. J−1. HO• is known as a very oxidizing species which enables in particular 
oxidation-induced polymerization of EDOT monomers in neutral aqueous solutions. While H
•
 
generally known as less reactive and its reactions are often neglected in neutral media due to 
its low G value at pH = 7.
31
 Nevertheless, H
•
 becomes predominant at pH 0 and thus its 
reactivity onto EDOT monomers cannot be omitted as demonstrated in some cases in 
literature.
39
 Interestingly, when hydrochloride acid (HCl) is used (instead of HClO4) in order 
to adjust the pH, HO
•
 radicals are quantitatively transformed into dichloride radical anions, 
Cl2
•−
.
50
 Therefore, the main species produced by γ-radiolysis of very acidic aqueous solutions 
containing HCl under N2O are Cl2
•−  
(instead of HO
•
) and H
•
.
51
 While the total radiolytic yield 
of production of H
•
 atoms remains the same as that found in the case of HClO4, the radiolytic 
yield of Cl2
•−
 amounts to G(Cl2
•−
) = 2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1. Such as HO•, Cl2
•−  
is a strong 
oxidizing species with a very high standard redox potential: E
°
 (Cl2
•−
/Cl−) = 2.1 VSHE.
52
 As in 
Figure 2.3 Cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM from left to right respectively of radio-synthesized PPy in 
aqueous solutions under N2O at 72 kGy.
45 
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the case of hydroxyl radicals, the oxidation of EDOT monomers and their polymerization into 
PEDOT should be possible thanks to Cl2
•−
.
49
 
Thus, under N2O at pH 0, in presence of HClO4 or with HCl, HO
•
 or Cl2
•−  
should 
quantitatively oxidize EDOT. If we assume, in both cases, effective oxidation yields of 2.8 ×
10−7mol. J−1, the dose needed for quantitative polymerization of 10 mM in EDOT amounts 
to 72 kGy at pH 0 according to equation (3.1). Acidic aqueous solution containing 10 mM in 
EDOT and 1 M in HClO4 and acidic aqueous solution containing 10 mM in EDOT and 1 M in 
HCl were then both irradiated at 72 kGy under N2O atmosphere. Also, for comparison 
purpose a neutral aqueous solution containing 10 mM in EDOT in the absence of acids was 
irradiated under N2O at the same dose. The pictures of the three solutions after irradiation (in 
insert Figure 2.4) as well as their UV-Vis absorption spectra are displayed on Figure 2.4. 
After a 72 kGy-irradiation, the solution prepared in neutral medium appears yellow 
(photography c in insert of Figure 2.4) and its absorption spectrum (spectrum c of Figure 2.4) 
displays an intense absorption band at around 350 nm in total agreement with our previous 
works
21, 34, 53
. This band was shown to be characteristic of PEDOT oligomers produced in the 
neutral medium by water radiolysis. Differently, after irradiation at 72 kGy, the solutions 
prepared at pH 0 in the presence of HCl (photography a in insert of Figure 2.4) or in the 
presence of HClO4 (photography b) both appear as dark blue suspensions, which is the typical 
color of PEDOT polymers when obtained in their oxidized state.
54-55
 Remarkably, when 
considering the absorption spectra of the two acidic solutions irradiated at 72 kGy in presence 
of HCl (spectrum a of Figure 2.4) or HClO4 (spectrum b), two shoulders are observed in both 
cases at 350 and 450 nm, which can be attributed to the presence, in very acidic medium, of 
PEDOT polymers prepared upon irradiation. As a matter of fact, PEDOT polymers are known 
to usually display, in solution, characteristic peaks in this wavelength region which are 
assigned to π-π* transitions in the polymer backbones. In addition to these shoulders, a large 
absorption band was observed in both cases at around 700 nm in the case of HCl (spectrum a) 
and in the case of HClO4 (spectrum b). This large band can be considered as polaron or 
bipolaron bands, which are both characteristic of PEDOT polymers when obtained in their 
oxidized state (p‐type doping).56  
The in situ doping process of PEDOT polymers radio-synthesized in very acidic aqueous 
solutions in presence of HCl was definitely confirmed by both ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and 
Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis: first EDX enabled the detection of an additional 
chemical element, namely chlorine atom, not present in the organic monomers but found 
homogeneously dispersed in the deposited solid sample; second, ATR-FTIR spectrum of 
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PEDOT polymers radio-synthesized in very acidic aqueous solutions highlighted the presence 
of a less common infrared band located at 1640 cm
-1
.
12, 57
 This band has already been 
observed in earlier works in the case of PEDOT polymers doped with chloride ions. The 
presence of this band together with the results obtained by EDX highlight the doping of 
PEDOT by Cl− and is in full agreement with the results obtained by UV-vis absorption 
spectroscopy (absorption band at 700 nm). This peak originates from the quinoidal structure 
of thiophene ring. Further consideration, the infrared spectrum obtained after irradiation 
shows the absence of the strong band of C-Cl bond which should appear between 600 and 700 
cm
-1
.  
This means that no chlorine atom is covalently bonded to PEDOT polymers chains. It is 
worth noting that same results demonstrated the doping with ClO4
−
 in case of PEDOT in 
presence of HClO4. This interesting result, which is in total agreement with the colors of the 
irradiated solutions, demonstrates that contrarily to PEDOT oligomers produced in neutral 
medium, polymers synthesized under the same atmosphere (N2O) at pH 0 are found doped. 
The doping of radiosynthesized PEDOT polymers should result from the presence in the 
medium of considerable amounts (1M) of hydrochloric acid or perchloric acid. PEDOT 
polymers produced in presence of either HCl or HClO4 seem to be in the same oxidized state 
Figure 2.4 UV-Vis absorption spectra of PEDOT polymers synthesized after 72 kGy 
irradiation of aqueous solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2O atmosphere (a) 
in presence of HCl (1 M) at pH = 0, (b) in presence of HClO4 (1 M) at pH = 0 and (c) in 
the absence of acids at neutral pH. All the spectra were recorded after 10 times dilution. 
The optical path length was 0.2 cm. The reference was water. Insert: photographies of the 
corresponding aqueous solutions.
49 
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since the doping bands are located at approximatively the same wavelength. In terms of 
morphology, the observations made by SEM and AFM microscopies, showed that PEDOT 
polymers self-assemble into polydisperse globular particles (size comprised between 200 and 
500 nm).
49
 Since PEDOT morphology in very acidic medium is comparable to that of PEDOT 
polymers obtained in neutral aqueous medium, one can conclude that neither the acidity of the 
medium (presence of HCl at 1 M) nor the reactivity of Cl2
•-
 radicals affect the final 
morphology of PEDOT polymers. 
 
2.3 Radiation-Induced synthesis of PEDOT by reduction-polymerization route  
Usually CPs synthesized by oxidation of monomers as shown previously. Some work in 
literature concern the synthesis by reduction of monomers.
58
 We wanted to check whether 
reducing radiolytic species produced by -radiolysis are able to lead to CPs. In particular we 
wanted to check if γ-rays-based reduction-polymerization route for synthesizing PEDOT 
polymers under N2 atmosphere is feasible thanks to the produced reducing species from water 
radiolysis, namely hydrated electrons (eaq
–
). Contrarily to our common approach based on the 
use oxidizing radicals, such as hydroxyl radicals (HO
•
), azide radicals (N3
•
) or sulfate radicals 
(SO4
•–
), hydrated electrons produced by water radiolysis are used to reduce EDOT and then to 
initiate the reduction–polymerization of PEDOT polymers through coupling reactions. 
Evidently in order to reduce EDOT and then to synthesize PEDOT, hydroxyl radicals must be 
scavenged. This is possible, under N2 atmosphere, in the presence of isopropanol, 
(CH3)2CHOH (at a relatively high concentration, 0.2 mol.L
-1
 for instance). In these conditions 
HO
• 
are
 
quantitatively converted into (CH3)2C
•
OH isopropanol radicals 
59-60
 which not able to 
oxidize EDOT. In fact, they are almost reducing species, the redox potential of which 
amounts to -1.8 VSHE at pH = 7. As a consequence, when irradiating N2-saturated aqueous 
solutions in the presence of isopropanol, as in the case of our EDOT solutions, in addition to 
hydrated electrons (Geaq
−
= 2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1), only an additional reducing short-lived 
transient species is quantitatively formed, namely isopropanol radicals, the radiolytic yield of 
which being: G((CH3)2C
•OH) = GHO• = 2.8 × 10
−7mol. J−1. 
We demonstrated that the yield of EDOT reduction is equal to Geaq
−
.
61
 This means that 
isopropanol radicals don’t reduce EDOT and since only hydrated electrons react onto EDOT 
molecules. Consequently, the doses which are necessary for the total reduction of 1 mM and 
10 mM in EDOT, amount to 3.6 and 36 kGy respectively, while the doses Dmax which are 
necessary for the complete synthesis of PEDOT, according to equation (3.1) amount to 7.2 
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and 72 kGy, respectively. Indeed from kinetic point of view, the dose effect study showed that 
similarly to hydroxyl radicals, the process initiated by hydrated electrons and which lead to 
PEDOTred radio-induced synthesis does not proceed through a chain reaction. In fact, the 
quantitative synthesis of PEDOTred polymers throughout a reduction-polymerization process 
proceeds through a step-by-step mechanism and therefore the use of two hydrated electrons 
per EDOT molecule is needed. In terms of the optical properties, the recorded UV-visible 
absorption spectrum of the solution irradiated (at 72 kGy) under N2 in the presence of 
isopropanol does not show any change or shift when comparing to the spectrum we 
previously obtained for PEDOTox (PEDOT formed by oxidation at the same dose) under N2O. 
When it comes to ATR-FTIR, the spectra appear relatively slightly displaced. Nevertheless, 
the findings prove, without any ambiguity, that PEDOT polymers are obtained by radiolysis 
either by reduction-polymerization or by oxidation polymerization.
61
  
To discuss the resulted morphological structures of PEDOTred synthesized thanks to eaq
–
, 
we view in Figure 2.5 the collected images from cryo-TEM, SEM and AFMIR.  
Representative cryo-TEM image showed the presence of low density globular structures 
forming polydisperse spherical nanoparticles with a diameter comprised between 100 and 500 
nm as observed on Figure 2.5 a. The mean size, the shape and the polydispersity of 
PEDOTred polymer nanostructures obtained through reduction-polymerization, are the same as 
those of PEDOTox polymers already synthesized through oxidation-polymerization routes 
induced either by -rays or by accelerated electrons. The displayed SEM image in Figure 2.5 
b depicts  very close-packed spheroidal polymeric particles. These structures should come 
from the globular nanostructures already observed in aqueous solution by cryo-TEM (Figure 
2.5 a). All these observations are consistent with the reported characterizations of PEDOTox 
polymers synthesized by oxidation polymerization. The particles observed by SEM after 
deposition are polydisperse in size with a diameter comprised between 100 and 500 nm. 
These SEM observations agree well with the morphology of PEDOTred particles previously 
observed in aqueous solution by cryo-TEM (Figure 2.5 a) without any significant change in 
the mean size and in the shape. Then, the packing of the particles and their flattening onto the 
substrate when deposited and dried do not seem to affect the nano-structuration of PEDOTred 
polymers. 
In order to further prove that the spherical nanoparticles already observed by cryo-TEM 
and SEM are made up of PEDOT polymer chains, a drop of the yellow suspension was 
deposited on the upper surface of a ZnSe prism, dried naturally and finally imaged and 
characterized by AFM-IR (Figure 2.5). According to the AFM image of PEDOTred recorded 
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in contact mode (Figure 2.5 c), the bottom dark areas having no thickness correspond to the 
substrate. The topography of PEDOTred displayed as the bright areas correspond to the thicker 
regions made up of close-packed spherical nanoparticles (100 to 300 nm in diameter). This 
a b 
c d 
e 
Figure 2.5 Microscopic and AFM-IR characterizations of of aqueous samples containing 10 mM 
in EDOT irradiated at 72 kGy under N2 in the presence of isopropanol. a) Cryo-TEM image of 
PEDOTred polymers exhibiting spherical nano-objects with diameters comprised between 100 and 
500 nm attributed to self-assembled b) SEM images of PEDOTred polymers after lyophilization 
and deposition onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts c) AFM topographic image of 
PEDOTred polymers in contact mode after lyophilization and deposition onto ZnSe prism (d) 
AFM-IR spectrum of PEDOTred polymers and (e) AFM-IR chemical mapping of PEDOTred 
polymers with the IR source tuned to the C-C band at 1370 cm
-1
.
61
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AFM observation agrees well with the morphology of PEDOTred globular particles previously 
observed in aqueous solution by Cryo-TEM (Figure 2.5 a) without any significant change in 
the mean size and in the shape. Then, the packing of the particles and their flattening onto 
ZnSe substrate when deposited and dried do not seem to affect the nanostructuration of the 
polymers.  
In order to confirm that these nanoparticles are made up of PEDOT polymers, the sample 
was observed by AFM-IR in the range of 1000~1500 cm
-1
 (Figure 3.4 d). The spectrum of 
Figure 2.5 d displays a peak at 1370 cm
-1
 which corresponds to the C-C stretching band of 
PEDOT as observed in typical ATR-FTIR spectra. This definitely demonstrates that the 
nanoparticles observed in Figure 2.5 a, b and c, contain close-packed PEDOTred polymer 
chains. Since the AFM-IR technique also enables the chemical mapping of the sample, this 
wavenumber 1370 cm
-1
 was chosen for AFM-IR chemical mapping of our sample. The 
chemical map was scanned and the absorption strength was recorded (Figure 2.5 e). In 
Figure 2.5 e, the red areas indicate a stronger absorption at the characteristic wavenumber 
which is caused by a thick layer of PEDOTred (~300 nm) linked onto the prism. When 
comparing the topography (Figure 2.5 c) and the chemical mapping (Figure 2.5 e), one can 
observe that the stronger absorbing areas fit very well with the thicker regions, which implies 
that the spherical nanoparticles are mainly composed by PEDOT polymer chains. Therefore, 
we conclude, without any ambiguity that radiation chemistry in reducing conditions (in the 
presence of hydrated electrons) leads to the reduction of EDOT monomers and to the growth 
of PEDOT polymers which self-assemble into spherical nanoparticles (of few hundred 
nanometers in diameter), those we observed by cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM (Figure 2.5). 
 
2.4 Radiation-Induced synthesis of PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites 
After synthesis of CPs by reduction we wanted to know if it was possible to synthesis 
nanocomposites and thus we tried PEDOT/Ag. In literature, PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites have 
already been successfully synthesized by the means of either chemical or electrochemical 
methods 
62-64
 and have also been shown to possess various potential applications.
65-67
 
According to the synthetic methodologies, two-step method or one-pot method are usually 
applied to synthesize CPs nanocomposites.
68-69
 These latter usually show core shell structure, 
the composition of which fundamentally depends on the preparation procedure.
70-71
  
In fact the use of radiation-induced synthesis of shape controlled silver nanoparticles in 
aqueous solution has been already conducted by Remita et al.
72-73
 on one hand, and the 
radiolytic preparation of nanostructured conducting PEDOT polymers has been realized as 
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previously highlighted on the other hand.
21, 34
 Thus, these two approaches represent good 
omens for the successful synthesis of PEDOT/Ag composites by radiolysis. Starting from an 
aqueous solution containing metal ions and EDOT monomers, the use of radiation chemistry 
for the in situ producing hydrated electrons as a reducing species or hydroxyl radicals as an 
oxidizing species in order to synthesize CPs/metal nanocomposites is certainly feasible.
53
 
Based on -radiolysis, PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites can simply be prepared by both two-
step and one pot method. According to the two-step method, PEDOT polymers are first 
synthesized by either oxidation (PEDOTox) or reduction (PEDOTred) of EDOT monomers and 
then, PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites are prepared by the further reduction of silver ions into 
metal nanoparticles. Differently, according to the one pot method, polymerization and metal 
ions reduction are achieved in parallel, in one step. As lastly previewed in reduction-
polymerization route, -induced synthesis of PEDOTred proceeds in N2-saturated aqueous 
solutions and in the presence of isopropanol. Under these conditions, two short-lived reactive 
transient species are formed, namely eaq
–
 and (CH3)2C
•
OH radicals, with corresponding 
radiolytic yields (G values) which amount to 2.8×10
−7
 mol.J
−1
 and 3.4×10
-7
 mol.J
-1
.
74
 Note 
that isopropanol radical is a reducing species with a redox potential of -1.8 VSHE at pH = 7 
which can quantitatively can act as reducing species towards Ag
+
 but which cannot reduce 
EDOT monomers.
75
 Consequently, EDOT is reduced with a radiolytic yield Gred(EDOT) =
2.8 × 10−7mol. J−1, while silver ions Ag+ are reduced by eaq
–
 and (CH3)2C
•
OH, with 
radiolytic yield: G((CH3)2C
•OH) +  Geaq
−
= Gred(Ag
+) = 6.2 × 10−7mol. J−1.76 The ratio 
between EDOT and Ag was changed in case of pot method, from 10:1 to 10:20, by varying 
the amount of AgClO4 (from 1 to 20 mM). Whatever the ratio of EDOT to Ag, the aqueous 
solutions were always added with isopropanol (0.2 M), degassed with N2 and irradiated at 72 
kGy, which enables in all cases the total reduction of both EDOT and Ag
+
 and production of 
(PEDOT/Ag)red. Regarding two steps method, PEDOT polymers were first synthesized either 
by reduction (10 mM in EDOT in N2-saturated aqueous solutions and in the presence of 
isopropanol, 0.2 M) or by oxidation of EDOT molecules as demonstrated before (10 mM in 
EDOT in N2O-saturated aqueous solutions)
34
, and then silver nanoparticles are obtained by 
reduction of silver ions (10 mM in AgClO4 in N2-saturated aqueous solutions and in the 
presence of isopropanol, 0.2M). The formed CPs nanocomposites from these two step 
methods are so called “PEDOTred/Agred” and “PEDOTox/Agred”. At each step a dose of 36 kGy 
is delivered to enable the quantitative synthesis of PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites.
53
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UV-Vis absorption spectrophotometry, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (spectra not shown) and 
EDX spectroscopy  (displayed  in Figure 2.6) 
53
 have showed that no matter what is the opted 
procedure, all the prepared nanocomposites are made of PEDOT polymers and silver 
nanoparticles. More interestingly, they are found to be doped with perchlorate anions.
74
 The 
morphologies of PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites are almost different and depend on the 
preparation procedure. As can be seen from the presented cryo-TEM images in Figure 2.6 a 
and b, the observations made on (PEDOTox/Agred) and (PEDOTred/Agred) in aqueous solution 
appear similar. In both cases, representative images show the presence of low density globular 
structures forming polydisperse spherical nanoparticles with a diameter comprised between 
100 and 500 nm. This result is in very good agreement with the observations already made in 
the case of PEDOT synthesized, alone (in the absence of silver) by radiolysis, either by EDOT 
oxidation or by EDOT reduction. Thus, these low density globular objects are made of 
PEDOT polymers. Each globular structure should correspond to the self-assembly of 
independent amorphous PEDOT chains. As can be seen in Figure 2.6 a and b, smaller 
nanoparticles (from few nm to 50 nm), which appear very more contrasted (darker), are 
systematically found adsorbed onto the bigger globular PEDOT nanoparticles. The relatively 
high contrast of these small particles suggests their metal nature. Since no other objects are 
Figure 2.6 Cryo-TEM images of (a) sample containing (PEDOTox/Agred) synthesized 
according to two step method, (b) sample containing (PEDOTred/Agred) synthesized 
according also to two step method and (c) sample containing (PEDOT/Ag)red prepared 
according to the one-pot. Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra (d), (e) and (f) 
corresponding to the elemental analysis of the circled areas of the cryo-TEM images.
53  
a b c 
d e f 
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observed during our Cryo-TEM experiments, we suppose that these small spherical 
nanoparticles are made up of silver.  
When it comes to (PEDOT/Ag)red formed by one pot method, the structure and 
morphology shown in Figure 2.6 c, appear as granular mixtures. This observation is totally 
different from those obtained in case of (PEDOTox/Agred) and (PEDOTred/Agred).  Indeed, 
Figure 2.6 c shows the presence of low density globular structures forming polydisperse 
spheroidal nanoparticles with a diameter between 10 and 50 nm. These organic particles, 
made of PEDOT polymers and obtained via the one-pot method, are ten times smaller than 
the PEDOT nanoparticles obtained via the two-step method. On the other hand, as can also be 
observed of in Figure 2.6 c smaller nanoparticles, which appear much more contrasted 
(darker), are found to be embedded into the core of the bigger globular PEDOT nanoparticles. 
Some of these dark nanoparticles are indicated in the figure by arrows. The relatively high 
contrast of these smaller particles suggests once again that they are made of silver 
During Cryo-TEM observations, in situ Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 
was used to check the chemical composition of radiosynthesized materials in order to prove 
the presence of sulfur atoms (which are only present in PEDOT polymers, one sulfur atom per 
EDOT molecule) and of silver atoms (which would be the signature of silver nanoparticles). 
The aim was also to check the molar ratio between both atoms in radiosynthesized 
PEDOT/Ag composites. EDX spectra (Figure 2.6, spectra a, b and c) which correspond 
respectively to the elemental analysis of the surrounded areas of cryo-TEM images of Figure 
2.6 a, b and c, highlight the presence, in all samples, of the following chemical elements: O 
(Kα 0.525 keV), C (Kα 0.277 keV), S (Kα 2.31 keV) and Ag (Lα 2.98 keV and Lβ 3.15 keV). 
The presence of oxygen and carbon atoms is related to the presence of PEDOT polymers. 
Nevertheless, their preponderance in EDX spectra is certainly due to the ice which surrounds 
all the observed nanomaterials and to the carbon-coated grid itself (which is used for Cryo-
TEM observations).  Contrarily to oxygen and carbon atoms, the detection of sulfur and silver 
elements definitely demonstrates, as expected, the concomitant presence, in the analyzed 
areas of images a, b and c of Figure 2.6, of both PEDOT polymers and silver nanoparticles.  
To estimate S and Ag atomic percentages in the surrounded areas of Figure 2.6, a 
quantitative analysis was performed.  It was found 39 % S and 61 % Ag in spectrum a, 67 % 
S and 33 % Ag in spectrum b and 21 % S and 79 % Ag in spectrum c. Even if these 
percentages are not far from those expected (50 % S and 50 % Ag) starting from 10 mM in 
EDOT and 10 mM in AgClO4, they were found to be dependent on the analyzed area. In fact, 
sulfur and silver were systematically detected in all the nanoparticles observed by cryo-TEM. 
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But their atomic percentage was found to vary from 20 % to 80 %. Note that sulfur and silver 
atoms were only observed into the nanomaterials and were never found in the surrounding 
aqueous medium. As demonstrated by cryo-TEM microscopy and EDX spectroscopy, 
composites prepared by two-step method are made of large spherical PEDOT nanoparticles at 
the surface of which smaller silver nanoparticles adsorb.  
Due to the two-step method used to produce (PEDOTox/Agred) and (PEDOTred/Agred), 
PEDOT polymers are first synthesized, in the absence of inorganic ions, and self-assemble 
thanks to Van der Waals interactions into globular organic nanoparticles. Silver nanoparticles 
are formed only during the second step. This explains their presence outside PEDOT 
nanoparticles. Nevertheless, in spite of all our cryo-TEM investigations, metal nanoparticles 
are never found isolated in the aqueous phase. They are always found adsorbed onto PEDOT 
spherical nanostructures. Maybe, during the second step, silver nanoparticles are radiolytically 
synthesized in the bulk of the aqueous solution and then diffuse and adsorb at the surface of 
PEDOT thanks to weak Van der Waals interactions. But, more probably, prior to irradiation, 
silver ions first strongly interact with PEDOT particles and bind, as soft Lewis acids, with the 
sulfur atoms (soft Lewis bases) present all along the polymer chains. These coordinated silver 
ions are further reduced in the vicinity of PEDOT nanoparticles.  
By contrast, in the one-pot method, silver ion reduction takes place in parallel with EDOT 
reduction. Then, since silver reduction is faster than that of EDOT as demonstrated in our 
work
53
, metal nanoparticles can form prior to the existence of the PEDOT nanoparticles. As 
shown in Figure 2.6, image c, all silver nanoparticles are found surrounded by an organic 
shell. This could mean that EDOT reduction and polymerization occur in the vicinity of silver 
nanoparticles. Such a growth mechanism could be explained by the strong interaction which 
exists between silver ions (or even atoms) and the sulfur atoms of the EDOT monomers. Or 
maybe, PEDOT polymers are formed far from the silver nanoparticles, in the bulk of the 
aqueous solution, and then diffuse and adsorb at their surface, due to weak van der Waals 
interactions, enabling the thermodynamic stabilization of silver particles and avoiding their 
aggregation and sedimentation. This effect of polymers on silver nanoparticles has already 
been reported in the literature.
77
  
SEM was also used as another corroboratory tool to verify the nanostructure of 
PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites.
53
 In case of (PEDOTox/Agred) and (PEDOTred/Agred), the 
composite nanoparticles observed using SEM after deposition are polydisperse in size with a 
diameter comprised between 100 and 500 nm. These SEM observations agree well with the 
size and the shape of the (PEDOTox/Agred) and (PEDOTred/Agred) particles previously 
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observed in aqueous solution using cryo-TEM (Figure 2.6, images a and b). In contrast to 
these observations made on (PEDOTox/Agred) and (PEDOTred/Agred), respectively, no 
spherical nanoparticles were observed in case of (PEDOT/Ag)red, which may be due to the 
fact that their relatively small size avoids their observation during SEM microscopy. In fact, 
SEM characterization shows that the (PEDOT/Ag)red composites become a compact hybrid 
after deposition. Also, when varying the EDOT/Ag ratio, from 10:5 to 10: 20, as the 
proportion of silver increases, the (PEDOT/Ag)red composites become denser and form more 
compact blocks. 
 
2.5 The electrical and physical properties of radio-synthesized CPs in aqueous solution 
The importance of radiation induced polymerization is to achieve effective and simple 
synthesis of processable and usable forms of conducting polymer. The radiation based 
methodology that is evolved by Remita’s et al, is certainly the appropriate technique for 
promising production of CPs. As previewed, the methodology is versatile and reliable. 
Interestingly though the radiation induced synthesis methodology necessitates more 
researches to parallel the current requirements, the radio-synthesized material are comparable 
to materials that were obtained by commonly used methods, in terms of physical and 
electrical properties.  
One of the most important properties that recognize the polymers is generally their 
molecular weight. Indeed, the presence of long polymer chains, or more precisely having high 
* conjugation gives CPs their remarkable electrical properties. Thus, I chose to use size 
exclusion chromatography analysis (SEC) in order to characterize the molecular weight and 
the chain length for the radio-synthesized conducting polymers. Another important property 
of CPs is their electrochemical characterization. Thus, I highlighted the electrochemical 
behaviors of some polymers synthesized by radiation based method in aqueous solutions by 
using cyclic voltammetry analysis and optical band gap Eg (optical) calculations. The CV 
analysis enabled the determination of oxidation and reduction potentials of radio-synthesized 
polymers and thus the estimation of the energy level of the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) from the ionization potential, the energy level of the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) from the electronic affinity, as well as the electronic band gap Egap. In 
addition, the electrical conductivity of the radio-synthesized CPs and CPs nanocomposites 
measured by using the four-point probe technique was also checked and compared with the 
electrical conductivities reported in literature of CPs synthesized by conventional methods. 
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Lastly, I highlighted the physical properties of the radio-synthesized CPs and CPs 
nanocomposites in aqueous by using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).  
2.5.1 SEC analysis 
The weight average molecular weight (Mw) and the molar mass at the maximum peak 
(Mp) of some processable CPs obtained with a polystyrene calibration and were estimated 
from Size exclsion chromatography (SEC). The SEC data of 3 mg.mL
-1
 in THF of these 
radiosynthesized conducting polymers in aqueous solutions are displayed in table 2.1. Mw 
and Mp were found to be 2630 (~18 units) and 1297 (~9 units) g.mol
-1
for the PEDOT-OH, 
4145 (~29 units) and 2484 g.mol
-1
 (~17 units) for PEDOTred and 1423 (~10 units) and 1128 
(~8 units) g.mol
-1 
for PEDOT (at pH 0).  
SEC data shows that all the radio-synthesized polymers have reasonable molecular 
weight. However, the obtained molecular weights are not approximate. If we look at the 
molecular weight at Mp, PEDOTred radiosynthesized polymers have clearly the highest value 
among the other. Nevertheless, the solubility of these radiosynthesized PEDOT (PEDOT-OH, 
PEDOTred and PEDOT at pH 0) are not the same in THF solvent. As a consequence, a more 
likely reason of SEC findings is the poor solubility of the prepared polymers in THF which 
prevents complete solubilization of the polymers with higher molecular weight. 
 
2.5.2 Optical and electronic band gaps 
The electronic and optical band gap Egap of radiosynthesized PEDOT polymers (PPy, 
PEDOT-OH, PEDOT-N3, PEDOTred and PEDOT at pH 0) are shown in table 2.2. Note that 
the cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out only on PEDOT at pH 0. As a 
consequence, the cyclic voltammetry measurements enabled us to calculate the electronic 
energy band gap (Egap) of PEDOT at pH 0 that amounts to 1.04 eV, while the UV-Vis 
absorption spectrum (see Figure 2.4 spectrum a) enable us to calculate the optical energy band 
gap that amounts 1.14 eV. In case of the other radiosynthesized CPs, the optical energy band 
gaps were calculated from the UV-Vis absorption spectra obtained in previous work
34, 45, 61
 
and amount to 1.90 eV for PPy, 2.00 eV for PEDOT-OH, 2.30 eV for PEDOT-N3 and 1.90 eV 
for PEDOTred. As seen from table 1.2, the radio-synthesized PEDOT polymers that obtained 
by reduction-polymerization route (PEDOTred) present lower optical band gap in comparison 
to radio-synthesized PEDOT polymers obtained by oxidation polymerization route (PPy, 
PEDOT-OH and PEDOT-N3). This difference is evidently originated from the fact the 
PEDOTred are characterized by higher molecular weight (see table 3.1) than PEDOT-OH and 
PEDOT-N3 polmyers. Interestingly, the radiosynthesized polymers in very acidic medium 
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(PEDOT at pH 0) represent the lowest optical and electrical band gaps in comparison to the 
other radiosynthesized CPs despite its low molecular weight. Moreover, these Egap (electronic 
and optical) values are attributed to the in situ doping by Cl
-
 ions.
49
 However, these results are 
incompatible with SEC data. A more likely reason of these findings is that because of poor 
solubility of the prepared polymers prevents the detection by SEC of polymers with higher 
molecular weight.  
2.5.3 Electrical conductivities measurements  
The electrical conductivities of some radio-synthesized conducting polymers measured 
using the four-point probe technique are all reported in Table 2.3. The electrical 
conductivities of the radio-synthesized polymers obtained by the all possible radiolytic routes 
in aqueous solutions were found interestingly remarkable. For instance, the radiosynthesized 
PPy in N2O-saturated aqueous solutions has electrical conductivity after doping process equal 
to 57 × 10−3 S. cm−1.45 This value was found nearly five times higher than that of chemically 
synthesized PPy (≈ 12 × 10−3 S. cm−1). The measured electrical conductivities of the 
radiosynthesized PEDOT in N2O-saturated aqueous solution (PEDOTox) and radiosynthesized 
PEDOT in N2 saturated aqueous solution and in presence of isoprobanol (PEDOTred) 
are 9.8×10-3 S.cm-1 and  3.4×10-3 S.cm-1, respectively.61 The value found in the case of 
Polymer 
Optical band 
gap 
Eg(optical)  
(ev) 
Electronic 
band gap  
Eg(electronic) 
(ev) 
SEC data 
Molar mass   
Mp  
(g.mol
-1
) 
Weight 
average 
molecular 
weight (Mw)  
(g.mol
-1
) 
PEDOT-OH 2.00 - 1297 
 (~9 units)  
2630 
 (~18 units)  
PEDOT-N3 2.30 - - - 
PEDOTred 1.90 - 2484  (~17 units)  
4145  
(~29 units)  
PEDOT (at 
pH 0) 1.14 1.04 
1128  
(~8 units)  
1423  
(~10 units)  
PPy 1.90 - - - 
Table 2.2 Summary of some calculated optical and electronic band gaps for some 
conducting polymers radio synthesized in aqueous solutions as well as to their analyzed 
molecular weight by SEC 
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PEDOTred is somewhat lower than that of PEDOTox. Note that PEDOT polymers synthesized 
through accelerated electron also possess remarkable electrical conductivity (≈ 9 ×
10−4 S. cm−1). Furthermore, the electrical conductivity of PEDOT/Ag nanocomposites which 
were prepared according to two-step method or one-pot method, are all in the same order of 
magnitude (10-3 S.cm-1) and not far from those values that have been found for PEDOTox and 
PEDOTred.
53
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The conductivity of PEDOT polymers synthesized in very acidic aqueous medium was 
found to be 3.3×10-3 S.cm-1, which is of the same order of magnitude as the conductivities of 
PEDOT we already synthesized by radiolysis in neutral aqueous solutions and remains close 
to the conductivities reported in literature for PEDOT polymers produced by conventional 
methods.
56, 78-79
 The obtained electrical conductivity findings prove that the radio-synthesized 
materials are certainly semiconductors and no doubt about their implementation in practical 
applications. 
  
2.5.4 Physico-chemical properties  
In this paragraph I summarized the physico-chemical properties of radiosynthesized CPs 
and CPs nanocomposites in aqueous solutions analyzed by TGA. The TGA analysis of 
PEDOTred polymers and their degradation processes were found quite similar for PEDOT 
polymers synthesized by oxidation-polymerization. In case of PEDOT/Ag composites, TGA 
Polymer Electrical conductivity/S.cm
-1
 
Radio-synthesized PPy 57 × 10−3 
Chemically synthesized PPy 12 × 10−3 
PEDOT-OH 9.8 × 10−3 
PEDOT
red
 3.4 × 10−3 
PEDOT by  accelerated electron 0.9 × 10−3 
PEDOT
ox
/Ag
red
 3.2 × 10−3 
(PEDOT/Ag)
red
 3.6 × 10−3 
PEDOT
red
/Ag
red
 5.6 × 10−3 
PEDOT at pH 0 3.3 × 10−3 
Table 2.3 List of electrical conductivities measured by using the four-point probe 
technique for some CPs nanocomposites and CPs radio synthesized in aqueous solutions.  
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revealed that all are characterized by the same thermal stability, which remains higher, over a 
wide range of temperatures, than that of pure PEDOT polymers synthesized in aqueous 
solutions by both radiolytic routes (oxidation and reduction). Also, the TGA analysis showed 
that the thermal stability can be enhanced by increasing the amount of silver into the 
composites. In case of PPy, a comparative study has been carried out between chemical 
synthesized PPy by using K2S2O8 as oxidant and radiosynthesized conducting PPy in aqueous 
solutions under N2O. TGA analysis showed that both PPy polymers possess comparable and 
good thermal stability.
45
 Moreover, the TGA analysis was found in very good agreement with 
TGA data already reported in the literature concerning PPy polymers.
80
  
 
2.6 Comparative studies between radiolytic methodology in aqueous solutions and 
conventional methodologies 
In these studies that have been performed on PEDOT and PPy polymers, we were able to 
prove their very good properties, in comparison with the ones that obtained by chemical and 
electrochemical methods. According to the comparative study between radio-synthesized 
conducting PEDOT in aerated aqueous solutions and electro-synthesized one (100 mM 
LiClO4)
21
, both polymers showed comparable UV-visible spectral features and capacitive 
current behavior in the cyclic voltammetry analysis.
21
 In case of UV-visible absorption 
spectroscopy, the electrosynthesized and radiosynthesized PEDOT films were characterized 
onto ITO substrate. The recorded absorption spectrum of radiosynthesized PEDOT looks like 
that of electrochemically synthesized PEDOT polymers. Both spectra display an intense 
absorption band at 550 nm in addition to a shoulder around 750 nm. This result is in 
agreement with the fact that polymer films which are characterized by longer conjugation 
lengths in the solid state absorb at higher wavelengths than oligomers in solution.
81
 This result 
is also in agreement with absorption spectra of solid films of doped polythiophenes which are 
characterized by absorption maxima in the region 480–520 nm.81 Thus, the similarity in the 
spectra of both radiosynthesized and electrosynthesized PEDOT polymers definitely 
demonstrates that we succeeded in the radiation induced synthesis of PEDOT polymers which 
are doped.
21
 Another study has been performed between chemically synthesized PPy by using 
K2S2O8 as oxidant and radiosynthesized conducting PPy in aqueous solutions under N2O. In 
this study, the observed optical properties by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy for both PPy 
polmyers were more or less share the same spectral features.
45
 As mentioned earlier in this 
chapter, these radiosynthesized PPy polymers were characterized by a very good thermal 
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stability and an electrical conductivity that is 5 times higher than that of chemically 
synthesized PPy.
45 
 
2.7 Towards radiation-Induced synthesis of conducting polymers in organic solvents 
All what previously has been done was in water (oxidation, reduction, changing 
atmosphere, and changing oxidizing species), so what about changing the solvent. This is 
important for instance in order to synthesize CPs starting from hydrophobic monomers such 
as 3-hexylthiphene (3HT). The extension of original radiolytic methodology to the use of 
organic solvents is a need since radiation-induced polymerization in aqueous solution cannot 
always be used. In fact, there are several obstructions that have been faced with -radiolysis of 
aqueous solutions, such as the poor processability, low solubility and even sometimes the 
insolubility of some of concerned monomers, namely 3, alkylthiophenes. In this part, we 
wanted to check in which organic solvent would be easier to work. To check the solvents, we 
decided to use 3HT monomers which are insoluble in water but soluble in many organic 
solvents (see chapter 1, figure 1.5)  
Initially, the polymerization of P3HT was studied in aqueous solution starting from 3HT 
(20 mM) in the presence of surfactants (200 mM SDS) under N2O. The UV-Vis absorption 
spectrum of the irradiated aqueous solution is quite different from the spectrum before 
irradiation (Figure 2.7 A). After irradiation, a shoulder clearly appears around 300 nm and, 
furthermore, the resulted solution was almost pale yellow (Insert of Figure 2.7 A). This 
shoulder was also observed when using different concentrations in 3HT in the same solvent. It 
is ascribed to the formation of oligomers of P3HT. Nevertheless, P3HT polymers with long 
chains and high molecular weight, which are characterized by absorption at higher 
wavelength, were never observed. This is not due to their insolublitiy in water since no 
deposition nor suspension were observed. In order to check whether chemical method leads to 
the synthesis of P3HT in aqueous solution in the presence of SDS and in order to compare the 
obtained results with those obtained by radiolysis, we tried to polymerize 3HT (20 mM) 
chemically by using iron chloride (60 mM) as oxidant in the presence of SDS surfactants. As 
in the case of radiolytic method, the obtained solution and the recorded UV-Vis absorption 
spectra as well did not show any formation of P3HT polymers. This result could be explained 
as follows: 3HT monomers are hydrophobic and remain encapsulated into SDS micelles. 
Since iron ions (in case of chemical method) are hydrophilic and since HO
•
 radicals (in case 
of radiolytic method) are formed from water molecules, outside the micelles, one can suppose 
that the oxidation of 3HT is not efficient. On the other hand, due to the relatively high 
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concentration of SDS, in comparison with that of 3HT, the probability of the oxidation of 
SDS by HO
•
 radicals under N2O is certainly higher than that of organic monomers. 
Since, no way to synthesize P3HT in water even in presence of surfactant, -radiolysis of 
many organic solvents was investigated in presence of 3-hexylthiophene (3HT). Furthermore, 
changing the solvent should presumably enable to tune the morphology through polymer 
functionalization, and subsequently to adjust polymers physio-chemical properties. At the 
outset of this study, a solubility test was checked for 3HT in many solvents. In ethanol, 3HT 
showed quite good solubility in ethanol solvent (higher than 50 mM) with high molar 
extinction coefficient (ε238= 3460 cm
-1
.mol
-1
). We first tried in ethanol since many organic 
polymers have already been synthesized by ethanol radiolysis in literature.
82-83
 In order to 
induce P3HT polymerization in ethanol under N2O, and since the exact radiolytic yields of the 
primary radicals are not well known in these conditions, we chose to use the same conditions, 
which were used in aqueous systems. Thus, we irradiated ethanol solutions containing 20 mM 
in 3HT at 72 kGy. The recorded UV-Vis absorption spectrum did not indicate any formation 
of P3HT after irradiation (Figure 2.7 B). Only a slight increase of the absorbance was 
observed at 238 nm. We then concluded that the radicals formed by ethanol radiolysis, such as 
 O2
  •−do not allow 3HT oxidation. Maybe their redox potentials are too low. Therefore, the 
polymerization of P3HT under these conditions seems inappropriate. 
To proceed further with our endeavors to gamma-induced polymerization in an organic 
solvent, halo-methanes have been taken into account. Indeed, halo-methanes are very good 
solvents for many organic compounds and their gamma radiolysis have been widely studied 
under different conditions. Moreover, -irradiation of halo-methane solvents yields several 
oxidizing species which could enable first the oxidation of dissolved organic monomers and 
then their polymerization into CPs.  
In fact, the use of organic solvent to chemically synthesize CPs was investigated by 
Koizumi et al. who studied the mechanism of oxidative polymerization of conducting 
polymers in several organic solvents by -irradiation.84 The study was performed on 3-
octylthiophene, 3OT, and the oxidative polymerization initiated by -radiolysis of chloroform, 
hexane and neat monomer solution. The polymerization was successfully induced in 
chloroform. The study showed that, the products contain large amount of small oligomers, 
and the yield of polymers with high molecular weight was found low. Furthermore, high 
irradiation dose and removal of the oligomers was shown to be necessary to obtain usable 
polymers for any potential applications. 
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The solubility tests showed that 3HT has quite good solubility in halo-methane solvents 
(more than 50 mM in CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2) and high molar extinction coefficient (ε238 
(CH2Cl2) = 5570 cm
-1
.mol
-1
, ε251(CCl4)= 4338 cm
-1
.mol
-1
 and ε238(CHCl3)= 4506 cm
-1
.mol
-1
). 
As a consequence, we decided to use halo-methane solvents (CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2) to 
induce P3HT polymerization. Evidently, we varied the atmosphere (presence of N2O, O2, N2 
or Ar), the concentration in 3HT, the dose rate, as well as the irradiation dose (From 36 kGy 
to 106 kGy). After irradiation and whatever the solvent used, the obtained solutions became 
yellow. Nevertheless, at higher dose and higher 3HT concentration, the solutions were always 
darker, certainly due to the presence of high number of P3HT polymers with increased 
a b 
c d 
Figure 2.7 UV-Vis absorption spectra of (A) 20 mM in 3HT in water in presence of a surfactant 
(200 mM SDS) under N2O before and after ɣ-irradiation at 72 kGy, dilution: 4 times. The 
reference: was water+SDS. In insert, photo of the solutions before and after irradiation (B) 20 
mM in 3HT in ethanol before and after -irradiation at 72 kGy under N2O, dilution: 5 times. The 
reference: was ethanol (C) 50 mM in 3HT in CCl4 solvent: (a) by radiolysis under N2 at 106 
kGy (b) by chemical method with FeCl3 (c) before irradiation. The reference: was CCl4. (D) 50 
mM in 3HT in CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solvents under N2: (a) before irradiation (b) radiosynthisized 
P3HT in CHCl3 (c) radiosynthisized P3HT in CH2Cl2. The reference: pure solvent. Insert D: 
absorption spectra of radiosynthesized 3OT in several organic solvents. Path length: 2 mm.  
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molecular weight. For instance we irradiated a CCl4 solution containing 50 mM in 3HT under 
N2 at a dose of 106 kGy. The UV-Vis absorption spectrum obtained after irradiation which is 
different from that of 3HT monomers (spectrum a Figure 2.7 C) exhibits a weak absorption 
band between 450 and 600 nm (Spectrum b, Figure 2.7 C). In order to chemically identify the 
species which absorb in this wavelengths region, we evaporated the solvent and characterized 
the obtained glutinous material by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Results not shown). The IR 
spectrum was found consistent with that of P3HT given in literature.
85
 We then concluded that 
-radiolysis of CCl4 solution led to the formation of P3HT polymers.  
For comparison, we also synthesized P3HT in CCl4 by chemical method thanks to the use 
of iron chloride (3.5 mM in FeCl3). The absorption spectrum obtained in this case (Spectrum 
c, Figure 2.7 C) is also different. The difference in the absorption spectra of the differently 
synthesized P3HT polymers could be also due to their different chain length or to their doping 
level. According to the obtained spectra and, in comparison with the reported results in 
literature 
84
, we can deduce that 3HT was polymerized by radiolysis under the studied 
conditions. Indeed, Cl
•
 and CCl3
•
 radicals (see chapter 1, table 1.3) are known as strong 
oxidizing species, where the redox potential of Cl
•
 is estimated to be about 2.59 VSHE.
86
 
However, studying the polymerization of P3HT in CCl4 did not proceed for further 
investigation due to the toxicity of this solvent.  
In parallel, we performed the same experiments in CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solvents. Solutions 
of 50 mM in 3HT were once again prepared under N2 and irradiated at 106 kGy. In both 
solvents, the obtained solutions obtained after irradiation have the same color as that of the 
commercial P3HT solution. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of P3HT polymers synthesized in 
CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solvents are displayed in Figure 2.7 D (spectra b and c respectively). The 
two spectra exhibit an absorption band (more pronounced in case of CH2Cl2), which is red-
shifted in comparison with that of P3HT in CCl4. Interestingly, the irradiated sample in 
CH2Cl2 exhibits a shoulder with an absorbance maximum around 750 nm. These results are in 
good agreement with a recent study on radiation induced polymerization of 3OT 
84
 (Insert of 
Figure 2.7 D), where P3OT polymers were found to absorb at the same wavelength. The 
absorption spectra obtained in our case are then attributed to the formation of P3HT polymers. 
 In order to confirm the polymerization of 3HT and to characterize the obtained polymers, 
infrared spectra were recorded for monomers of 3HT, commercial P3HT and radiosynthesized 
P3HT in all the previously described conditions but we chose to present only some of the 
more representative data. The IR spectra obtained in the case of radiosynthesized P3HT in 
CH2Cl2, commercial P3HT and 3HT monomers are displayed in Figure 2.8.  
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Table 2.4 displays the absorption modes and the positions of the representative peaks of 
3HT monomers and P3HT polymers. The IR spectrum of 3HT monomers (Figure 2.8, 
spectrum A) shows several distinguishable absorption peaks which are represented by: the 
stretching vibration of C=C bond between 1450-1460 cm
-1
; the aliphatic C–H stretches at 
2956, 2923 and 2853 cm
-1
; The bands at 790 and 833 cm
-1
 are attributed to the =C-H in-plane 
and out-of-plane deformation vibration modes of 3HT; The peak at 723 cm
-1 
is the 
characteristic absorption on the in-planeand out-of-plane rocking vibration of -(CH2)n-. The 
IR spectrum obtained in the case of commercial P3HT is shown in Figure 2.8, spectrum B. In 
comparison with the IR spectrum of 3HT monomers, P3HT polymers have the same main 
characteristic bands in its spectrum. The band around 1664 cm
-1
 is attributed to carbonyl 
groups that formed due to the overoxidation of P3HT polymers. However, the out-of-plane 
aromatic -C-H absorption peaks are weaker and less intense in case of P3HT polymers, which 
is ascribed to the fact that 3HT monomers have more aromatic C-H bonds than that ones in 
P3HT polymers. It is worth mentioning that, these spectra will be once again described in 
details chapter 5. All in all, the IR spectrum obtained in case of radiosynthesized P3HT in 
Figure 2.8 ATR-FTIR spectra of: a) pure 3HT- b) commercial P3HT- c) 
P3HT synthesized in CH2Cl2 solvent in presence of 50 mM in 3HT by -
radiolysis after irradiation at 106 kGy under N2. Insert, photo of 
radiosynthesized P3HT polymers after solvent evaporation. 
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CH2Cl2 (Figure 2.8, spectrum C) was found in agreement with IR spectrum of commercial 
P3HT polymers and with the reported ones in literature 
85
.  
According to the obtained data from UV-Vis absorption spectra and IR spectra, we 
vouched the formation of P3HT polymers thanks to CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solvents 
radiolysis.   
Table 2.4 ATR-FTIR absorption peaks of 3HT and P3HT polymers 
Earlier, we described the gamma radiolysis of CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 under N2 (Table 
1.3). The interaction of -rays with these solvents leads to the formation of many strong 
oxidizing species, in particular solvent radical cations, chlorine radicals and halide alkyl 
radicals. It was reported in literature that hydrocarbons can be oxidized by chloromethyl 
radicals 
87
, which are produced by the radiolysis of CHCl3 and CH2Cl2. These radicals are 
known to react onto hydrocarbon molecules yielding to the formation of radical cations. On 
the base of what we know concerning the reactivity of HO
•
 radicals onto EDOT molecules, 
we can propose that cations of 3HT are first produced by the interaction of chlorine radicals 
and halide alkyl radicals with 3HT then these produced radical cations react with each other 
according to a step by step reaction leading to polymers of P3HT. Thus, the UV-vis 
absorption spectra as well as ATR-FTIR characterizations enabled us to claim that we 
succeeded in the synthesis of P3HT thanks to ɣ-radiolysis, starting from organic solutions of 
CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 containing 50 mM in 3HT. the results and data that came out from 
CH2Cl2 were more encouraging and promising than those obtained with CHCl3. Thus, the 
study of P3HT synthesis in CH2Cl2 will be continued in more details in chapter 5.   
Cyro-TEM technique was used for further characterization in solutions of the 
radiosynthesized polymers of P3HT in CH2Cl2 containing 50 mM in 3HT irradiated at 106 
kGy. Representative images are shown in Figure 2.9 A. In cryo-TEM image, well dispersed 
nanostructures can be observed. The contrasted objects correspond to nanofibers of P3HT 
polymers, which is the common structure found in case of regioregular P3HT 
88
. After 
irradiation, CH2Cl2 solvent was evaporated and the obtained P3HT was observed by SEM 
microscopy (Figure 2.9 B). Figure 2.9 B exhibits SEM image of polymers of P3HT obtained 
Functional group Position (cm
-1
) 
C=C (symmetric stretching mode) 1450 and 1460  
-C-H (symmetric and asymmetric Stretching vibration) 2956, 2923 and 2853 
-(CH2)n- (in-planeand and out-of-plane rocking vibration) 724 and 725 
C-S-C (stretching vibrations) 678 
=C-H (in-plane and out-of-plane deformation vibrations)  790 and 833 
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by -radiolysis in CH2Cl2 under N2 after irradiation of 50 mM in 3HT at 106 kGy. The image 
shows the morphology of curly and well dispersed particles of P3HT. The observed image is 
in good agreement with SEM images of commercial polymers of P3HT and P3OT polymers 
described in literature 
89
. In order to check whether the morphology of P3HT polymers 
depends on the solvent used during irradiation, we irradiated at 106 kGy CHCl3 solution 
containing 50 mM in 3HT under N2. After irradiation, chloroform was removed and the 
obtained polymers were observed by SEM (Figure 2.9 C). SEM image exhibits soft and flat 
surface of well dispersed particles of P3HT (Figure 2.9 C). These obtained images definitely 
prove the success of our methodology in polymerization of 3HT.  
Based on all obtained results concerning P3HT, one can say that radiolysis of water (with 
SDS) and ethanol do not lead to CPs polymers. However, the findings suggest that irradiation 
of CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solutions should enable the preparation of CPs. The success in 
the synthesis of P3HT was demonstrated by spectroscopic analysis represented by UV-Vis 
B C 
A 
Figure 2.9 Microscopic characterizations by Cryo-TEM and SEM of radiosynthesized 
P3HT: (A) cyro-TEM images of solutions of dichloromethane containing P3HT 
obtained by CH2Cl2 radiolysis under N2 after irradiation of 50 mM of 3HT at 106 kG 
(B) and (C) SEM images of the nanostructures of the radiosynthesized P3HT obtained 
by (B) -radiolysis of CH2Cl2 under N2 after irradiation of 50 mM of 3HT at 106 KGy 
(C) -radiolysis of CHCl3 under N2 after irradiation of 50 mM 3HT at 106 kGy. 
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absorption spectroscopy and ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. In addition, the morphology of the 
polymers was characterized in solution by cyro-TEM microscopy and after deposition by 
SEM microscopy.   
As said before, the findings that obtained from CH2Cl2 were more encouraging and 
promising than those obtained with CHCl3. Thus, in the next chapters I will investigate the 
synthesis of other conducting polymer in CH2Cl2 under different experimental conditions 
(different atmospheres, different irradiation doses, different dose rates, etc.) 
 
2.8 Summary 
According to the work presented in this chapter of Samy Remita‘s team in which I 
participated in some parts, synthesis of conducting polymers (CPs) with radiation method (e-
beam irradiation and -rays irradiation) has been developed by the synthesis of conducting 
poly (3,4- ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) in aqueous solutions. Using γ-radiolysis of 
aerated aqueous solutions of 3,4- ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) in the absence of any 
external chemical initiators, PEDOT polymers were successfully synthesized with spherical 
appearance. By use of pulse radiolysis, the polymerization mechanism was shown to be a 
step-by-step oxidation process. By changing the oxidizing species (from HO
• 
and SO4
•–
 to 
N3
•
), PEDOT nanoparticles and nanofibers were prepared using γ-irradiation of aqueous 
solutions of EDOT degased with N2O. It is proved that PEDOT-OH polymers self-assemble 
in aqueous solutions into globular nanostructures thanks to hydrogen-bond interactions. 
While, PEDOT-N3 polymers self-assembly should come from -stacking interactions between 
conjugated polymers forming fibrillar nanostructures. The versatility of radiolytic method in 
water has been proved by the successful synthesis of polypyrrole (PPy). The effect of 
synthetic conditions (pH and soft template) on the polymerization of EDOT has also been 
reported. The morphology and properties of conducting polymers (CPs) can be affected and 
adjusted by the synthetic conditions (soft template and pH). Nevertheless, In alkaline medium 
irradiated EDOT monomers undergo degradation. Spectroscopic studies proved that poly 
(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) polymers are obtained in reduced state in very acidic 
medium at pH =0. Furthermore, the radiolytic procedure was extended to the synthesis of CPs 
by the way of a reduction route instead of an oxidation procedure. In these conditions, the 
polymerization of EDOT is initiated by hydrated electrons (eaq
–
) produced from -radiolysis 
of water. In aqueous solution, the preparation of PEDOT/Ag composites, made of PEDOT 
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conducting polymers and silver nanoparticles, was achieved by using different radiolytical 
procedures.  
All the radio-synthesized polymers are characterized by remarkable optical and electrical 
conductivity and additionally their performance is comparable to other conducting polymers 
synthesized by chemical or electrochemical methods.  
Just lately, our strategy based on radiation chemistry was opened up to the preparation of 
conducting polymers in organic solvents. A seemingly self-doping process is associated with 
-radiolysis of halo-methanes. However, the improvement of synthetic conditions needs 
further research.  
In order to develop a new radiation-based synthetic method and to study mechanism of 
oxidative polymerization of CPs in organic solvents, particularly dichloromethane, we need to 
proceed with further investigations. In particular, controlling the morphology and increasing 
the molecular weight of the radiosynthesized polymers could enhance their optical and 
electrical properties of the radiosyntheiszed polymers. In the next chapter, we studied in 
details all the possible radiolytic routes to synthesize conducting polymers of PEDOT in 
dichlormethane considering different atmospheres, absorbed dose and dose rates.    
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Monomers oxidation induced polymerization, by using oxidizing species, is the way to 
obtain conducting polymers 
1,
 
2
. The most common approaches which are used to synthesize 
CPs are either chemical polymerization through adding oxidizing reagents 
2, 3
 or electro-
polymerization by applying a potential across a solution containing the monomers 
4
. In 
literature, PEDOT is usually synthesized by oxidation-polymerization routes thanks to the 
initial oxidation of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene monomers (EDOT) (Figure 3.1) and to the 
further coupling reactions in , ’ positions. Even though these two methods are well 
understood and their mechanism is relatively well known, still remain some problems such as 
chemical contamination, purification steps and sometimes need to use a catalyst. On the other 
hand, conducting polymers have some limitations which restrict their applications due to 
difficult processability, low solubility in common solvents and poor thermal stability 
5
. 
Apart from traditional methods of polymers synthesis, ionizing radiation induced 
polymerization by -rays or accelerated electrons is not commonly used in the field of CPs 
synthesis 
6
. In previous studies, our group has developed a new methodology based on 
radiation chemistry to polymerize some of those conducting polymers in aqueous solutions 
7,
 
8,
 
9,
 
10,
 
11
 thanks to the oxidation of dissolved organic monomers by oxidizing radicals in situ 
produced in the medium during water radiolysis. Additionally, pulse radiolysis was used to 
study and to understand the growth mechanism of PEDOT polymers initiated by these 
radicals in aqueous solution 
12
. In this way, we demonstrated that the growth of conducting 
polymers is not a chain reaction. In fact, it proceeds through a step-by-step recurrent oxidation 
process where monomers, then dimers, then oligomers are successively oxidized. 
Unfortunately, radiation-induced polymerization in aqueous solution cannot always be 
used due to poor processability, low solubility and even sometimes insolubility of some of 
concerned monomers. Contrarily to water, halo-methanes are very good solvents for many 
organic compounds 
13
 and their gamma radiolysis has been widely studied under different 
conditions 
14,
 
15
. Moreover, -irradiation of halo-methane solvents yields to several oxidizing 
species 
13
 which could enable first the oxidation of dissolved organic monomers and then their 
polymerization into CPs.  
Among halo-methane solvents, dichloromethane (DCM), CH2Cl2, has been used to carry 
out electrochemical or radiolytical one-electron oxidation of solutes 
13,
 
16
, and it has been 
proved that irradiated DCM is a good oxidizing system 
15
. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, 
oxidative polymerization of conducting polymers induced by gamma-irradiation of 
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dichloromethane solutions has never been studied in literature. In order to develop a new 
synthetic and processable method for conducting polymers production, to control the optical 
properties of radiosynthesized materials, to tune polymers morphology and to overcome the 
low solubility issue, we extend our methodology based on radiation chemistry through a new 
synthetic approach in order to polymerize EDOT in an organic solvent by exploiting the 
oxidizing species produced from -irradiation of CH2Cl2 (DCM).  
In this study here presented, firstly, the oxidative polymerization of EDOT was 
investigated in dichloromethane under different atmospheres: N2, air and O2. Dose effect 
studies were used to get approximate estimation of the radiolytic yield under the 
corresponding environmental conditions. Based on the performed studies, the oxidative 
polymerization of EDOT under N2 was found the most appropriate radiolysis routes to 
synthesis PEDOT. The chapter then reviewed few possibilities to enhance the molecular 
weight of produced PEDOT polymers under the optimized conditions. The radio-synthesized 
polymers were characterized by many microscopic techniques after checking their chemical 
and physical properties. The last part was dedicated to investigate the electrical features and to 
probe the electronic performance for any application opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Radiation-induced polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 
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3.1 Radiolysis methodology 
 
3.1.1 Solutions preparation and irradiation: 
Dichloromethane solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT monomers were prepared at 
ambient temperature. Note that the used concentration is lower than EDOT solubility in 
dichloromethane at 25°C (which is over than 20 mM as found by a UV-Vis absorption 
spectroscopy study (results not shown). This concentration remains also much lower than 
dichloromethane molecules concentration (15.6 M). This enables one to neglect the direct 
effect of ionizing radiation on EDOT monomers. Dichloromethane solutions were kept under 
air or degassed with N2 and O2, respectively, for 20 min, sealed in glass ampoules. The 
solution were then irradiated with a 
60
Co -source with increasing doses at a dose rate 4.2  
kGy.h
-1 
. In the dose rate effect study the following dose rates were considered: 3.4 kGy.h
-1
, 2 
kGy.h
-1
, 1.8 kGy.h
-1
and 1.3 kGy.h
-1
.  
3.1.2 Radiolysis of dichloromethane solutions and radio-synthesis of PEDOT under N2 
or under air: 
It is known that the oxidative polymerizations are induced by formation of cations of the 
monomers 
17
. This could be possible by ionizing radiation of aerated and/or deaerated 
solutions of DCM. Indeed, it is well established that γ-irradiation of deoxygenated solutions 
of dichloromethane (under N2 for instance) leads, within short nanosecond time scale, to the 
formation of solvated electrons in addition to neutral radicals and solvent radical cations 
which quickly lead to dichloromethyl ( •CHCl2) and chloromethyl ( 
•CH2Cl
 ) radicals 
16, 18 
(see 
chapter 1, equation 1.30) 
All the generated radicals are well known as strong oxidizing agents towards organic 
materials. For instance, chlorine radicals [Cl∙/Cl−] have an ionization potential of 11.48 eV 19, 
while the dichloromethane radical cations [CH2Cl2
∙+/CH2Cl2] have an ionization potential of 
11.35 eV 
15
. In addition, it has been proved the possibility of oxidation of aromatic 
hydrocarbons by neutral dichloromethyl and chloromethyl ( •CH2Cl
 and  •CHCl2) radicals in 
spite of their relatively lower redox potentials 
15,
 
20
. As a consequence, due to the low redox 
potential of EDOT 
21
, one can expect its effective radiation-induced oxidation by 
 •CH2Cl
 and  •CHCl2 radicals when dissolved in dichloromethane under N2 atmosphere.  
Note that, in aerated dichloromethane solutions, the produced dichloromethyl and 
chloromethyl radicals are rapidly scavenged by molecular oxygen (O2) producing the 
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corresponding peroxyl radicals:  CH2ClO2
•
 and CHCl2O2
•
 
14,
 
16
. Nevertheless, even if the 
oxidizing power of peroxyl radicals is higher than that of neutral chloromethyl and 
dichloromethyl carbon centred radicals 
16
, the work under nitrogen atmosphere enable us to 
avoid any overoxidation of our materials in DCM. 
Emmi et al. elucidated the oxidation of thiophene and oligothiophenes by means of pulse 
radiolysis in aerated and deaerated solutions of dichloromethane
18
. On the other hand, Alfassi 
et al. calculated the total yield of oxidation of various solutes by pulse radiolysis of aerated 
DCM solutions 
16
. It has been shown in these latter conditions that the total yield of solutes 
oxidation by peroxyl radicals, Gmax, amounts to 7.77 × 10−7mol.J
-1
 for solute concentrations 
higher than 3.3 mM 
16
. Since oxidizing power of peroxyl radicals generated in aerated 
solutions is higher than that of chloromethyl and dichloromethyl radicals formed in deaerated 
DCM solutions, one can deduce that the yield, Gox, of solutes oxidation under N2 atmosphere 
is necessarily lower than Gmax. This should be the case for our deaerated dichloromethane 
solutions under N2 containing 10 mM in EDOT monomers. 
The concentration of EDOT oxidized through dichloromethane radiolysis can be 
expressed as a function of the irradiation dose, D, expressed in Gray (Gy, 1 Gy corresponds to 
1 J.kg
-1
) according to: 
[Oxidized EDOT] (mol. L−1) = D(Gy) × G𝑜𝑥 (mol. J
−1) × d (kg. L−1)    (3.1) 
 
where Gox is the effective yield of EDOT oxidation and where d is dichloromethane density  
(d = 1.35 kg.L
-1
).  
In aerated dichloromethane solutions, the yield of oxidation of EDOT monomers, Gmax, 
by the generated oxidizing radicals is 7.77 × 10−7mol.J-1. Subsequently, the dose for 
oxidation of 10 mM in EDOT is 10 kGy. Then, starting from equation (2) and knowing that 
under N2 atmosphere, the yield of EDOT oxidation, Gox, is lower than Gmax, one can deduce 
that a dose higher than 10 kGy is needed for the quantitative oxidation of 10 mM in EDOT 
monomers dissolved in deaerated dichloromethane solutions (under N2). 
As demonstrated in our previous studies 
10,
 
12
, PEDOT growth is not a chain reaction but 
proceeds through a step-by-step oxidation mechanism made up of recurrent oxidation 
reactions: oxidizing radicals oxidize monomers, then dimers, then oligomers, and so on. 
According to this growth mechanism, the quantitative formation of PEDOT polymers requires 
the radiolytic production of a high concentration in oxidative species which should reach at 
least twice that of EDOT monomers 
12
. This is consistent with the fact that, in a PEDOT 
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polymer, all the monomers apart from the terminal ones, are bound to two neighbors in  and 
’ positions. Thus, the theoretical irradiation dose which should lead to the quantitative 
formation of PEDOT is twice the dose necessary for the total oxidation of EDOT monomers. 
As a consequence, in aerated DCM solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT, the required dose 
for complete EDOT polymerization reaches 20 kGy. In a N2-saturated dichloromethane 
solution containing 10 mM in EDOT, while the dose needed for the total oxidation of EDOT 
by CHCl2
∙and CH2Cl
∙ radicals should be higher than 10 kGy, the dose which is necessary for 
the complete synthesis of PEDOT should be higher than 20 kGy, dependently on the effective 
yield, Gox, of EDOT oxidation, according to: 
 
D(Gy) =  
2[EDOT]0(mol.L
−1)
𝐺𝑜𝑥 (mol.J−1) × d (kg.L−1)
          (3.2) 
 
where [EDOT]0 is the initial concentration of EDOT. 
Conversely, the determination of the dose, D, necessary for the quantitative polymerization of 
PEDOT should enable the estimation of the value of the yield of EDOT oxidation under 
nitrogen, Gox, thanks to equation (3). 
In this context, in order to check the dose effect and to evaluate the required irradiation 
dose for quantitative PEDOT preparation and then to determine the effective yield of EDOT 
oxidation, solutions of dichloromethane containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere 
were irradiated at increasing doses up to 70 kGy. After irradiation, in order to extract PEDOT 
polymers and to evaporate the organic solvent, irradiated solutions were dried under reduced 
pressure. The obtained PEDOT powders were then used for further characterizations and 
spectral analysis. 
 
3.1.3 Radiolysis of dichloromethane solutions and radio-synthesis of PEDOT under O2 
As mentioned above, in aerated solution of dichloromethane, the produced 
dichlorometheyl and chloromethyl radicals are rapidly scavenged by the molecular oxygen 
(O2) to produce the corresponding peroxyl radicals: CH2ClO2
•
 and CHCl2O2
•16, 18
: 
•
RCl + O2  → RClOO
•                     (4) 
According to radiolysis studies carried out on dichloromethane 
16, 18, 20
, introducing 
oxygen in dichloromethane solution containing oligothiophenes (n ≥3) is facilitating their 
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oxidation due to the fact that the peroxyl radicals possess higher oxidizing power with the 
respect to original carbon centered radicals 
18
. (See reaction 3.3)  
RClOO• + 3(4, 5, 6)T → nT+• +  RClOO−     (3.3) 
Emmi et al.
18
, investigated the oxidation of thiophene and oligothiophene by means of 
pulse radiolysis in aerated and deaerated solutions of dichloromethane. Within this context, 
Alfassi et al. calculated the total yield of oxidation by pulse radiolysis of aerated 
dichloromethane solutions containing various solutes. It has been shown, dependently on the 
solute concentration, that total yield of oxidation by the primary radicals and the peroxyl 
radicals amounts to 7.77 ×10
-7
 mol.J
-1
.  
However, despite the fact that peroxyl radicals will lead to overoxidation and deterioration 
of PEDOT polymers, a lower dose would presumably be enough for the quantitative 
polymerization. To verify the calculated radiolytic yield that was calculated by Alfassi et al. 
and in addition to determine the effective yield of EDOT oxidation in oxygen saturated 
solutions, 10 mM in EDOT was prepared in dichloromethane under air and O2 atmosphere. 
Afterward, the solutions were irradiated at increasing doses up to 54 kGy. 
3.2 Results and discussion 
 
3.2.1 Radiation induced synthesis of PEDOT and dose effect study under N2: 
A dichloromethane solution containing 10 mM in EDOT was prepared under N2 and its 
UV-vis absorption spectrum was recorded before irradiation (insert of Figure 3.2a). As 
observed, the prepared EDOT solution exhibits two absorption maxima at 242 and 259 nm 
which are features of π-π* electronic transitions in the thiophene rings within 
dichloromethane solvent 
7
. This is consistent with the fact that pure thiophene molecules 
absorb light in the UV region between 225 and 245 nm, this absorption being ascribed to π-π* 
transition 
22
. Within this context, EDOT showed good solubility in dichloromethane which is 
higher than 20 mM (results not shown). Also, at the two absorption maxima, the extinction 
coefficients of EDOT were found to be Ɛ242 = 4747 and Ɛ259 = 6020 L.mol
-1
.cm
-1
.  
As elucidated in our previous work 
6
, knowing the extinction coefficients of EDOT, one 
can deduce the initial radiolytic yield of EDOT consumption from the variation of EDOT 
concentration as a function of the irradiation dose. Nevertheless, in the present work, it was 
impossible to follow up the decrease in EDOT absorption since from the beginning of the 
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irradiation, even at lower doses, radiolytic products appeared to also absorb in the UV region 
of the spectrum (results not shown). These products could come either from EDOT oxidation 
or from the radiolysis of dichloromethane solvent. Indeed, it has been demonstrated in 
literature that the products of dichloromethane radiolysis in an oxygen-free atmosphere, 
namely (1,1-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane and 1,1,2,2-
tetrachloroethane), absorb light between 230 and 400 nm 
23
. This evidently prevents the direct 
study of EDOT decay. Nevertheless, detecting the formation of PEDOT polymers by 
following their UV-Vis absorption spectra as a function of the dose should allow us to 
estimate the approximate irradiation dose needed to achieve the complete oxidative 
polymerization of EDOT monomers into PEDOT polymers in dichloromethane solution. 
In order to follow the progressive formation of PEDOT polymers, dichloromethane 
solution containing 10 mM in EDOT was irradiated under N2 at increasing doses up to 70 
kGy with fixed dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 (Figure 3.2c) and its absorption spectrum was recorded 
as a function of the irradiation dose (Figure 3.2a and 3.2b). Up to an irradiation dose of 36 
kGy, progressively and remarkably, two peaks were being protruded at 490 and 650 nm 
(Figure 3.2a). These peaks can be attributed to the radiation induced formation of PEDOT 
polymers. Indeed, it's worth noting that PEDOT polymers usually display, in solution, 
characteristic peaks at approximately 400 to 700 nm which are ascribed to the π-π* transitions 
along the polymer chains 
24,
 
25
. Differently, the observed large absorption band which 
progressively grows up between 800 and 1000 nm can be attributed to polaron and/or 
bipolaron bands, which are characteristic of oxidized state of PEDOT 
26 27
. This will be 
proved later in this chapter, moreover. As far as we can say that the considerable amount of 
hydrochloride acid produced from -irradiation of dichloromethane, yields to different doping 
states of PEDOT. As a consequence, the doped PEDOT polymers with chloride ions show an 
absorption maximum at approximately 900 nm corresponding to the charge carrier band of the 
charged polymers 
27
. Note that proceeding the solutions with irradiation doses higher than 36 
kGy leads to gradual decrease in the absorption of PEDOT polymers at 490 and 650 nm 
(Figure 3.2b).  
Dichloromethane solution containing 10 mM in EDOT appears colorless before 
irradiation (Figure 3.2c). Nevertheless, -radiolysis induces a progressive change in the color 
of the solution. After 6 kGy-irradiation, the solution got a sky-blue color. This color darkened 
with proceeding the irradiation with higher doses up to 36 kGy. Dark blue and black 
precipitants were systematically observed in solutions irradiated at doses comprised between 
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28 and 36 kGy. However, when exceeding the dose of 36 kGy and continuing the irradiation 
up to70 kGy, the solution gradated toward brown, then yellow and finally orange, while the 
black precipitant appeared to be glue. These color fluctuations above 36 kGy and the spectral 
variations upon using overdose, are ascribed to the overoxidation of PEDOT polymers (as it 
will be demonstrated by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and SEC chromatography), which evidently 
leads to degradation and breaking down of the polymer chains. 
 
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to check the appearance of oligomeric 
structures synthesized in DCM solutions at increasing irradiation doses (Figure 3.3). The 
molar masses, Mp, at the maxima of the peaks were measured as the calculation of the average 
molecular weights, Mn, may be influenced by the overlapping of the different peaks. The 
more intense peak, peak (a), around the molar mass of 1100 g.mol
-1
 (obtained with a 
polystyrene calibration), which corresponds to 8 EDOT units, was observed as soon as the 
irradiation dose is equal or above 16 kGy (elution times between 19.5 and 21 min.). The 
molar masses, Mp, at this peak are reported in insert of Figure 3.3 When increasing the dose, 
Figure 3.2  UV-Vis absorption spectra of DCM solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT and irradiated 
under N2 atmosphere at constant dose rate of 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 and at increasing doses from: (a) 0 to 36 
kGy and (b) from 36 to 70 kGy. The solutions were diluted 5 times. The reference was DCM. Path 
length = 0.2 cm (c) Photographs of DCM solutions before and after irradiation at increasing doses. 
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one can observe an enlargement and a slight shift of peak (a) to shorter elution times, meaning 
that the molecular weight slightly increases with the dose. Polymers with higher molecular 
weight (up to 20 EDOT units were also detected from 36 kGy). Nevertheless, even if longer 
polymers are obtained at higher irradiation doses, more and more oligomers of lower 
molecular weight (elution times between 21 and 21.5, peak (b)) are formed at doses above 36 
kGy, indicating the occurrence of damages and breaking down of the polymer chains. As it 
will be later demonstrated thanks to ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, these polymers which were 
exposed to overdoses exhibit absorption peaks corresponding to overoxidized state. 
 
The low molecular weight obtained can be originated from poor solubility of PEDOT 
polymers in the solutions used in SEC analysis and thus, the longer PEDOT polymers have 
not been detected and analyzed by SEC.  
Subsequently, these findings suggest that the oxidative polymerization of EDOT (10 
mM) in dichloromethane can be proceeded with an irradiation dose of 36 kGy. This dose can 
be considered as the dose, D, necessary for the quantitative production of PEDOT starting 
from 10 mM in EDOT. From equation (3), one can then estimate the value of the effective 
Figure 3.3 SEC chromatograms of PEDOT polymers synthesized in DCM under N2 by -radiolysis at 
constant dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 and at increasing doses. The initial concentration of EDOT was 10 mM. 
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yield of EDOT oxidation under nitrogen: Gox = 4.12 × 10−7 mol.J
-1
. It is clear that, under our 
experimental conditions under N2, the radiation induced oxidative polymerization of EDOT 
can be initiated by the generated oxidizing species in dichloromethane. As expected, the yield 
of oxidation, Gox, is lower than Gmax (7.77 × 10−7 mol.J
-1
) since chloromethyl and 
dichloromethyl radicals are less oxidant than peroxyl radicals. 
Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) was 
used to assert the successful formation of PEDOT polymers and also to verify the oxidative 
polymerization in dichloromethane solutions at different doses. After irradiation, in order to 
get pure PEDOT polymers, samples were dried under reduced pressure enabling DCM 
evaporation and EDOT monomer residues elimination. In case of solutions irradiated at 16 
and 36 kGy, solvent removal led to dark solid powders while in case of sample irradiated at 
54 kGy, drying process led to a glutinous product. The dried compounds were then 
characterized by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and their spectra were compared with that of pure 
non-irradiated EDOT within wavenumber region from 3600 to 600 cm
-1
 (Figure 3.4). 
Table 3.1 displays the absorption modes and the positions of the representative peaks of 
EDOT monomers and PEDOT polymers As observed on Figure 3.4, infrared spectra of 
Figure 3.4 ATR-FTIR spectra of pure EDOT monomers and of PEDOT polymers radiosynthesized 
in DCM solvent in presence of 10 mM in EDOT at constant dose rate of 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 and at 
irradiation doses of 16, 36 and 54 kGy under N2 atmosphere. 
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EDOT and PEDOT (whatever the irradiation dose) are in good agreement with earlier reports. 
The vibration bands at 1051, 1128 and 1249 cm
-1
 are attributed to bending vibration mode of 
the C-O-C bond in the ethylenedioxy group. Also, the stretching vibration modes of the C–S 
bond which is present in the thiophene ring can be observed at 684, 790, 840 902 and 935. 
25,
 
28
 
R
 One can note also, as highlighted in EDOT spectrum, absorption bands located at 1475 
and 1436 cm
-1
 which can be assigned to symmetric stretching mode. The absorption peaks at 
1313, 1349 and 1384 cm
-1
 can be assigned to C-C inter-ring stretching mode. More 
interestingly, the infrared spectrum of pure EDOT displays typical band at 754, attributed to 
the =C-H in-plane and out-of-plane deformation vibrations of pure EDOT 
6,
 
28,
 
29
, which is not 
observed in the spectra of PEDOT. The absence of this band after irradiation implies the 
formation of PEDOT polymers thanks to ,’-coupling reactions (Figure 3.1).7 
 
Functional group Position (cm
-1
) 
C=C (Symmetric stretching mode) 1436 and 1475 
C=C (asymmetrical stretching vibrations mode of 
quinoid configuration in thiophene ring) 
1640 
C-C (Inter-ring stretching mode) 1313, 1349 and 1384 
C-O-R-O-C (Bending vibration in ethylenedioxy 
group) 
890, 1050, 1128, 1185 and 
1255 
C-S-C (Stretching vibrations) 684, 790, 840 902 and 935 
=C-H (In-plane and out-of-plane deformation 
vibrations) 
754 
C=O (Stretching vibrations) 1730 
S=O (symmetric and antisymmetric vibrations 
from the sulfone groups in the thiophene units) 
1080 and 1228 
Table 3.1 ATR-FTIR absorption peaks of EDOT and PEDOT polymers 
The infrared spectra obtained after irradiation reveal the typical bands of PEDOT 
polymers. Nevertheless, one can note the presence, whatever the irradiation dose, of a less 
common infrared band located at 1640 cm
-1
. This band has already been observed in earlier 
works in the case of PEDOT polymers doped with chloride ions  
30,
 
27
. The presence of this 
band highlights the doping state of PEDOT for all irradiation doses 
27
 and is in full agreement 
with the results obtained by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy (absorption band at 900 nm). 
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This peak originates from the quinoidal structure of doped PEDOT polymers. 
25
, 
31
 Figure 3.5 
illustrates the electronic arrangement in quinoidal structure of doped PEDOT polymers with 
bromines.
32
 As depicted in Figure 3.5, the quinoid structure of PEDOT is different from that 
of benzoid structure (see Figure 3.1) and therefore the the position of absorption peak of C=C 
stretching vibration mode can be shifted depending on PEDOT conformation and its doping 
degree.
33
 Remarkably, this peak resulting from polymers doping has never been observed in 
our previous works about radiation induced synthesis of PEDOT in aqueous media 
6
. Note the 
absence in the infrared spectra obtained after irradiation of the strong band of C-Cl bond 
which should appear between 600 and 700 cm
-1
. This means that no chlorine atom is 
covalently bonded to PEDOT polymers chains. When comparing the absorption spectra of 
PEDOT on Figure 3.4, one can observe the specific presence, in case of an irradiation dose of 
54 kGy, of a broad band from 1650 to 1730 cm
-1
 which is the sign of an overoxidation state 
34
. 
That band could be attributed to the formation of carbonyl group (C=O). At 54 kGy, one can 
also observe two bands at 1080 and 1228 cm
-1
 the might be ascribed to the symmetric and 
antisymmetric vibrations from the sulfone groups in the thiophene units as reported in 
literature concerning PEDOT overoxidation.
34
  
The referred peaks in table 3.1 are slightly shifted in comparison to the assigned peaks 
for PEDOT polymer in aqueous media that were mentioned in table 2.1. This definitely is due 
to the pre-doping process with chloride ions and formation of different PEDOT 
conformations. 
The study by UV-vis absorption spectrophotometry and by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy of 
the dose effect enables us to claim that we succeeded in the radiation induced synthesis of 
PEDOT polymers in DCM under N2 atmosphere. Whatever the irradiation dose, the polymers 
are found doped with chloride anions generated in the medium through dichloromethane 
radiolysis. As demonstrated by UV-vis absorption spectrophotometry, ATR-FTIR 
Figure 3.5 Electronic arrangement of the quinoidal structure of PEDOT polymers doped with bromine
33 
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spectroscopy and SEC chromatography, 36 kGy is the optimal irradiation dose which enables 
quantitative polymerization of EDOT. Above this irradiation dose, an overoxidation is 
systematically observed, which leads to degradation and breaking down of PEDOT polymer 
chains. 
3.2.2 Dose effect study under different atmospheres (air and O2 ) 
In the same manner as done before, the progressive formation of PEDOT polymers were 
followed by the evolution of the UV-visible absorption spectra of aerated solutions and 
oxygen saturated solution of dichloromethane in presence of 10 mM in EDOT. The solutions 
were then irradiated at doses ranging between of 6 and 54 kGy. Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b 
exhibit the UV-visible absorption spectra of irradiated dichloromethane solutions at 
increasing doses. The recorded absorption spectra maintain the same characteristic peaks. In 
both atmospheres, remarkably, two peaks were being protruded at 490 and 650 nm and 
ascribed to the π-π* transitions along the polymer chains. The doping bands were also 
monitored approximately around 800 to 1000 nm.  
In another vein, the spectral behavior is completely different between the studied 
atmospheres. In case of air, the progressive formation of PEDOT polymers is clearly evolving 
up to 22 kGy. This is totally consistent with the yield of oxidation Gmax = 7.77 × 10−7mol.J
-1
 
as proposed in literature in case of DCM solutions under air. After this dose, degradation of 
Figure 3.6  UV-Vis absorption spectra of DCM solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT and irradiated 
under air (a) and O2 (b) atmospheres at constant dose rate of 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 and at increasing doses from: 
(a) 0 to 36 kGy and (b) from 6 to 54 kGy. The reference was DCM. Path length = 0.2 cm. 
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PEDOT polymers occurs. By contrast, proceeding the irradiation of oxygen saturated solution 
with dose higher than 6 kGy leads to continuous decrease in the absorption of PEDOT 
polymers at 490 nm and 650 nm. Indeed, as previously mentioned, the presumed initial 
radiolytic yield of EDOT oxidation into PEDOT polymers in aerated dichloromethane 
amounts to 7.77 ×10
-7
 mol.J
-1 
and therefore 20 kGy of irradiation dose are foreseeable to 
proceed with polymerization of 10 mM in EDOT. This is definitely consistent with our 
experimental results. Introducing oxygen to dichloromethane solutions boosts up the oxidative 
polymerization and leads to drastic decrease in irradiation dose which is needed to proceed 
with the oxidative polymerization. 
3.2.3 Attempts to increase the molecular weight of PEDOT polymers in DCM under N2 
Synthesis conducting polymers having relatively high molecular weight is foreseeable to 
get better polymeric properties. In Particular, increasing the molecular weight is a key factor   
for fine-tuning the distribution of electron-poor and electron-rich units along the polymer 
backbone. Therefore, it is important to enhance the practical performance for any application 
opportunity. For that purpose we carried out few experiments by adjusting some parameters 
with the view of obtaining higher molecular weight. 
 
3.2.3.1 By varying the dose rate: 
As the dose rate increases the concentration of free radicals per unit of time becomes 
greater. This leads to a higher number of oxidations per second and then finally to more 
polymers with shorter chain length
35
. The use of lower dose rate by turn will reduce the 
number of generated dimers and trimers per unit of time and subsequently would give 
sufficient time for EDOT monomers to propagate and produce longer chains. In these 
experiments, dichloromethane solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere 
were irradiated at different dose rates: 4.2 kGy.h
-1
, 3.4 kGy.h
-1
, 2 kGy.h
-1
, 1.8 kGy.h
-1
and 1.3 
kGy.h
-1
 at the optimal absorbed dose 36 kGy. 
In this context, the formation of PEDOT polymers were followed by UV-Vis absorption 
spectra and their molar masses were measured by SEC chromatography. The obtained UV-
Vis absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.7 and the molar masses (obtained with a 
polystyrene calibration), at Mp, are reported in the insert of Figure 3.7. The recorded UV-Vis 
absorption spectra share the typical absorption peaks of PEDOT obtained that were earlier 
synthesized 36 kGy at highest dose rate (4.2 kGy.h
-1
). The spectra exhibit the characteristic 
peaks of π-π* transitions at approximately 650 nm and a broad absorption of polaron and 
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bipolaron at approximately 800 to 1000 nm which is characteristic of oxidized PEDOT with 
high conjugation length 
36
When comparing the results obtained at the different dose rates, 
there is no concrete change in the main features of the obtained UV-Vis absorption spectra. 
However, a slight increase in the intensity of the broad band at 900 nm is perceptible upon 
decreasing the dose rate. The intensity of the polaron and/or bipolaron band at dose rate 
equals to 1.3 kGy.h
-1
 is higher than that of others, suggesting that the highest doping level 
occurs in the case of the lower dose rate
36
. The absorption peak at 490 nm is distinctly 
decreasing when dose rate decreases. This is associated with increase in the absorption peak at 
650 nm that becomes more prominent than the absorption peak at 490 nm with lower dose 
rate. Those spectra findings could be explained by the formation of PEDOT polymers with 
higher molecular weight upon using lower dose rate. However, SEC data are not in 
accordance with our spectral observations. Indeed, the measured molar mass of PEDOT 
polymers, Mp, is in average equal to 9 units independently of the applied dose rate. 
Figure 3.7 UV-Vis absorption spectra of DCM solutions containing 10 mM in EDOT and 
irradiated under N2 atmosphere at dose 36 kGy at different dose rates: 1.3 kGy.h
-1
, 1.8  
kGy.h
-1
, 2  kGy.h
-1
 , 3.4 kGy.h
-1
 and 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. The solutions were diluted 3 times. Insert is 
SEC data of the irradiated solutions. The reference was DCM. Path length = 0.2 cm. 
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This is contradictory with UV-Vis observations which expect to lead to higher molecular 
weight.  The most probable reason of these results is the poor solubility of PEDOT polymers 
in dichloromethane. This solubility decreases with increasing the chain length. The major part 
of the produced polymers is indeed precipitate or suspended in the solution. This fact makes 
the detection of polymers of high molecular barely infeasible. Based on these findings, we 
decided to keep using the highest dose rate (4.2 kGy.h
-1
) for all performed irradiations. 
3.2.3.2 Irradiation by consecutively accumulation of EDOT concentration: 
    The purpose of this experiment is to stimulate the elongation of preexisted and short 
polymers. Such a procedure should enable the production of PEDOT polymers at high degree 
of polymerization.  
To do so, a solution containing 10 mM in EDOT was prepared in 50 ml of 
dichloromethane and then irradiated under N2 at dose of 36 kGy with dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. 
Right after -irradiation, 5 mL were taken from the irradiated solution to record UV-Vis 
absorption and to carry out afterward SEC analysis. Later, 10 mM in EDOT was prepared in 
the pre-irradiated solution containing already PEDOT polymers and again the solution was 
Figure 3.8 UV-Vis absorption spectra of DCM solutions containing PEDOT polymers prepared 
by -irradiation under N2 atmosphere at dose 36 kGy and dose rates 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. The -irradiation 
was done in five steps by consecutive and cumulative additives of 10 mM in EDOT for five 
times. The solutions were diluted 5 times. The reference was DCM. Path length = 0.2 cm. Insert 
is SEC data of the irradiated solutions.  
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irradiated under N2 at dose of 36 kGy with dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. This procedure was repeated 
until we reached out to five consecutive and cumulative additives of 10 mM in EDOT. 
For SEC analysis, the 5 mL of each irradiated solution was placed under the hood for 
evaporating the solvent. After solvent evaporation, 5 ml of THF were added to the samples 
and then vortexed for 5 mins, THF solutions were filtrated using filter papers (55 µm), and 
then the resulted solutions were used for SEC analysis. 
The obtained UV-Vis absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.8 and the molar masses 
(obtained with a polystyrene calibration), at Mp, are reported in the insert of Figure 3.8. There 
is no observable change in the molecular weight at Mp. As shown in table, one monomer 
accretion is obtained for the first additive concentration and then the Mp become static for 
higher concentrations. From UV-Vis absorption spectra we can see the same main spectral 
features that were observed earlier for dose rate effect. It is possible to recognize that the peak 
at 490 nm decreases while the absorption peak at 650 nm increases at each step. Interestingly, 
one additional peak at 770 nm protrudes gradually and becomes discernible at the fifth 
additive concentration. These spectral behaviors are characteristic features of oxidized 
PEDOT with high conjugation length. However, these results are incompatible with SEC data. 
A more likely reason of these findings is the poor solubility of the prepared polymers in THF 
which prevents the solubilization of the polymers with higher molecular weight and which 
should explain the inconsistencies between UV-Vis and SEC observations. Hence, one can 
say that the recorded SEC chromatograms are only originated from solubilized PEDOT. 
oligomers in THF solvent. 
 
3.2.4 Doping and dedoping of radio-synthesized PEDOT:  
The synthesis of PEDOT polymers induced by -radiation of dichloromethane in 
presence of 10 mM in EDOT was optimized at irradiation doses up to 36 kGy under N2 and 
ambient temperature at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 (see section 3.2.1). Under these conditions, 
PEDOT polymers were synthesized and then dried under reduced pressure in order to 
evaporate the solvent and eliminate the eventual monomer residues. Later, to check their 
absorption spectra after this post treatment procedure, 10 mg of the dark solid powder was 
solubilized in 1 mL of the following solvents: chloroform (CHCl3), dimethylsolphoxide 
(DMSO). Figure 3.9a shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra of PEDOTs in different solvents 
with 4 times dilution. PEDOT polymers exhibit different solubilities with similar spectral 
behavior. As seen in the figure, all UV-Vis absorption spectra share the typical absorption 
peaks of the neutral form of PEDOT with the oxidized PEDOT chains in polaron and/or 
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bipolaron state. The spectra exhibit the characteristic peaks of π-π* transitions at 
approximately 650 nm and a broad absorption of polaron at approximately 800 to 1000 nm 
36
. 
This spectral behavior is in good agreement with early reports about doped PEDOTs with HCl 
30
. It is worth noting that, such spectra with broad absorption bands near infrared region have 
not been observed in our previous work in the case of -induced oxidation-polymerization of 
PEDOT in aqueous solution
6, 9
. To verify the fact that the produced PEDOTs from ɣ-radiation 
of dichloromethane are pre-doped with HCl and to check their different doping states, the pre-
doped radiosynthesized PEDOTs were first dedoped through washing by mixed solvent 
system of (1:1; v/v) of ethanol and ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH; 5M), in order to remove 
the yielded chloride ions. Later, part of dedoped PEDOTs were then solubilized in chloroform 
at concentration of 10 mg. mL
-1
 (Figure 3.9b, spectrum A). The other part of dedoped 
PEDOTs were washed again with hydrochloride acid (HCl; 5M) and solubilized in 
chloroform at concentration of 10 mg. ml
-1
, resulting in re-doping of PEDOTs. Figure 3.9b 
exhibits UV-Vis absorption spectra of PEDOTs at different doping levels. Where, spectrum A 
represents depoded PEDOTs and spectrum B represents re-doped PEDOTs. After dedoping, 
PEDOT spectrum does not show the absorption peak at 900 nm corresponding to charge 
carrier band. On the other hand, when the dedoped PEDOT were re-doped with HCl (5M), the 
spectrum exhibits absorption at approximately 900 nm with a free tail extending into the near-
Figure 3.9 UV-Vis absorption spectra of 10 mg of PEDOT in 1 mL solvent (diluted 4 times). (a) 
pre-doped PEDOT in different solvents and (b) PEDOT in Chloroform: A) dedoped PEDOT with 
5M NH4OH:EtOH and B) redoped PEDOT with 5M HCl:EtOH. PEDOTs were synthesized in DCM 
solvent under 𝑁2 in presence of 10 mM in EDOT by -radiolysis after irradiation at dose of 36 kGy; 
; dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
; path length= 2 mm; reference: pure solvent. 
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infrared region, indicating the formation of charged PEDOTs. 
 
3.2.5 Structural and morphological characterizations of radio-synthesized 
PEDOTunder N2 
From now, we will focus on the characterization of PEDOT polymers produced under N2 
from DCM radiolysis at the optimal irradiation dose of 36 kGy and dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. 
In order to check the morphology of PEDOT polymers synthesized under N2 atmosphere 
in a dichloromethane solution containing 10 mM in EDOT, cryo-TEM microscopy was used 
just after a 36 kGy-irradiation and before any sedimentation (Figure 3.10). Thanks to sample 
freezing, this technique enables in situ observation, into dichloromethane solvent, of 
radiosynthesized polymers, avoiding any phase transition and any PEDOT aggregation which 
could result from drying procedures. 
Figure 3.10a displays a zoom of one of the circular holes of the holey-carbon grid coated 
with PEDOT polymers in DCM solvent. As depicted in the figure, this hole is fully coated 
with more or less spherical contrasted objects. As explained and demonstrated in our previous 
works, these globular structures correspond to self-assemblies of independent amorphous 
PEDOT chain polymers. The full coverage of the hole and the packing of the spheroidal 
PEDOT particles indicate the high local concentration of these PEDOT self-assemblies into 
the holes of the carbon grid. In the vicinity of the holes (Figure 3.10b), concentration of 
PEDOT particles clearly appears lower due to the smaller thickness of the frozen sample 
outside the holes, enabling the clear observation of individual spheroidal PEDOT particles 
Figure 3.10 Cryo-TEM images of PEDOT polymers self-assembled in DCM solvent right after a 36 
kGy-irradiation. The polymers were synthesized under N2 atmosphere in DCM solvent in presence of 
10 mM in EDOT at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. 
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which nevertheless remain packed. PEDOT particles are heterogeneous in size with diameters 
comprised between 100 nm and 1 µm. Each observed particle should be composed of 
interdigitated polymer chains. Since no α−β′ linkages could occur during polymerization, 
radio-synthesized PEDOT should be composed of linear chain polymers which are neither 
branched nor networked but in weak interactions. 
After irradiation, samples were dried under reduced pressure, DCM solvent was 
evaporated and black PEDOT powder was extracted and collected for further 
characterizations. XRD analysis was then used to check the crystallinity of PEDOT polymers 
synthesized by gamma-radiolysis of DCM solutions. In particular, powder X-ray diffraction 
pattern was studied in order to analyze the structure of PEDOT polymers synthesized at 36 
kGy (Figure 3.11).  
The typical XRD pattern, exhibited in Figure 3.9 in the case of radio-synthesized PEDOT 
closely matches those earlier reported in literature in the case of chemically synthesized 
PEDOT polymers 
37,
 
38
. The diffraction peaks at about 38°, 44°, 64° and 78° are originated 
from the aluminum support used in this work. More interestingly, the amorphous nature of 
PEDOT is highlighted and confirmed from the diffraction peak at 2θ ~ 24° which is a feature 
of interchain planar ring stacking 
38,36
.  
Figure 3.11 XRD pattern of dried PEDOT polymers powder obtained after DCM evaporation. The 
polymers were synthesized by gamma-radiolysis at 36 kGy of a DCM solution containing 10 mM 
in EDOT under N2 atmosphere at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. The substrate used for XRD analysis was 
aluminum. 
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In order to investigate the morphology of PEDOT polymers powders obtained after a 36 
kGy irradiation of an EDOT-containing DCM solution and after solvent evaporation, SEM 
microscopy was used. SEM images recorded after deposition of dried PEDOT polymers 
powder onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts and gold coating are displayed on 
Figure 3.12. Note that without gold coating, similar images were obtained but with lower 
resolution. SEM image of Figure 3.12a displays a comprehensive view of creased film of 
PEDOT. Without gold coating, in situ Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was 
carried out in order to identify the chemical composition of the materials and to perform the 
elemental analysis in different areas of the film. EDX highlighted the presence of sulfur (in 
addition to carbon and oxygen) in the whole sample demonstrating that the film is effectively 
made of PEDOT. Moreover, EDX enabled the detection of chlorine atoms homogeneously 
dispersed in the film. This observation definitely demonstrates that radiosynthesized PEDOT 
are doped with chloride ions, in total agreement with our results obtained by UV-vis 
absorption spectrophotometry and by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. 
Figure 3.12 SEM images of dried PEDOT polymers powder after deposition onto carbon tape 
adhered to aluminummounts and gold coating. The powder was obtained after solvent evaporation. 
PEDOT polymers were synthesized by gamma-radiolysis at 36 kGy of a DCM solution containing 
10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. 
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Figure 3.12b which shows a closer view of PEDOT film, highlights the presence of 
aggregated spheroidal particles at its surface. These packed globular particles can be clearly 
seen in Figure 3.12c (first zoom of Figure 3.12b). These PEDOT particles have a mean 
diameter of few hundreds nm. Another zoom of the film (Figure 3.12d, second zoom of 
Figure 3.12b, which was realized in a region of Figure 3.12b where no apparent particles 
were observable) depicts the presence of bigger spheroidal PEDOT particles with a mean 
diameter between 1 and 1.5 µm. This means that the whole film is made of very close-packed 
PEDOT particles. These results are in good agreement with previous observations reported in 
literature concerning PEDOT films prepared by electrochemical method and doped with Cl 
30
. 
Interestingly, as observed by SEM microscopy, PEDOT particles are heterogeneous in 
size with diameters comprised between 100 nm and 1.5 µm. This is in agreement with cryo-
TEM observations. Then the particles observed by SEM after deposition should come from 
the globular structures initially dispersed in DCM solvent and already observed by cryo-TEM 
(Figure 3.8). The drying process as well as the deposition procedure have clearly no effect on 
the size of the particles nor on their shape. This would imply the existence of relatively strong 
interactions (-stacking and/or hydrogen-bonds interaction) into each polymers particle. 
For further characterization and to definitely prove that the spheroidal particles observed 
by cryo-TEM and SEM are made of PEDOT polymers, Atomic Force Microscopy coupled 
with infrared nanospectroscopy (AFM-IR) was used. PEDOT polymers powder obtained after 
irradiation at 36 kGy and after DCM evaporation was solubilized in ethanol and then a small 
drop of the ethanolic solution was deposited onto the upper surface of ZnSe prism and dried 
naturally at air. The obtained film was then scanned and imaged by AFM-IR as shown in 
Figure 3.13. 
In Figure 3.13a and Figure 3.13b, the bottom dark areas having no thickness correspond 
to the prism. Distinctly, the topography of the deposited materials displayed as the bright 
areas corresponds to the thicker regions made up of more or less aggregated spheroidal 
particles. The AFM topography image in Figure 3.13a recorded in contact mode reveals the 
presence of big particles with diameters comprised between 0,5 and 3,5 µm. Nevertheless, if 
we spot on one of these big particles as shown in Figure 3.13b, it is possible to observe that 
the apparently big spheroidal particle is constructed by smaller aggregated particles. By 
scanning the whole substrate, we found that the smallest identifiable particles are 
heterogeneous in size with diameters comprised between 100 nm and 1.5 µm. The particles 
observed by AFM have then the same size as the particles we already observed by cryo-TEM 
and SEM, those we previously considered as radiosynthesized PEDOT particles.  
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In order to definitely demonstrate that these particles and then those previously observed 
by SEM and cryo-TEM are made of PEDOT, we performed AFM-IR experiments. Indeed, 
changing by AFM-IR the wavenumber on a fixed position of the tip gives a local infrared 
spectrum. Thanks to AFM-IR, we recorded the local infrared absorption spectrum of the 
particles observed in Figure 3.13b in the range of 1020-1600 cm
-1
 (Figure 3.13c). Note that 
all the particles observed by AFM onto the prism display the same infrared spectrum, which 
means that they all have the same chemical structure. The infrared spectrum of Figure 3.13c 
matches with the ATR-FTIR spectra recorded in the case of PEDOT radiosynthesized at 
different irradiation doses (16, 36 and 54 kGy, Figure 3.4). This proves that the spheroidal 
particles observed by AFM (and thus by SEM and cryo-TEM) contain close-packed PEDOT 
polymer chains. 
Now, scanning the surface by AFM-IR at a given wavenumber enables to reveal the 
chemical map of the sample. We considered in particular, in the spectrum of Figure 3.13c, the 
Figure 3.13 AFM-IR images of PEDOT polymers after deposition onto the upper surface of ZnSe 
prism. PEDOT polymers were synthesized by gammaradiolysis at 36 kGy of a DCM solution 
containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. (a) and (b) AFM 
topographic images of PEDOT polymers in contact mode. (c) AFM-IR spectrum of PEDOT. (d) 
AFM-IR chemical mapping of PEDOT with the IR source tuned to the C–C band at 1366 cm-1. 
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peak at 1366 cm
-1
 which is a feature of C-C stretching band in PEDOT, we selected the 
corresponding wavenumber to carry out the chemical mapping of the sample and we recorded 
the absorption strength (Figure 3.13d). In this figure, the orange-red areas indicate a stronger 
absorption at the characteristic wavenumber which is caused by a thick layer of PEDOT 
linked onto the ZnSe prism. When comparing the topography (Figure 3.13b) and the 
chemical mapping (Figure 3.13d), one can observe that the stronger absorbing areas fit well 
with the thicker regions. This implies that the observed particles are mainly composed by 
PEDOT polymer chains.  
The observations made by cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM microscopies as well as the 
characterizations conducted by XRD analysis, EDX spectroscopy and AFM-IR 
nanospectroscopy enable us to conclude without any ambiguity that radiolysis of DCM leads 
to the oxidation of EDOT monomers and to the production of amorphous PEDOT polymers 
doped with chloride ions. As observed in the case of a 36 kGy-irradiation, radiosynthesized 
PEDOT polymers self-assemble into polydisperse globular particles (diameters comprised 
between 100 nm and 1.5 µm), those we observed in this work by cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM-
IR.  
 
3.2.6 Physicochemical and Electrochemical performances of radiosynthesized PEDOT 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used in order to check the thermal stability of 
PEDOT polymers synthesized by radiolysis under N2 atmosphere in a dichloromethane 
solution containing 10 mM in EDOT. The TGA profile obtained in the case of PEDOT 
polymers radiosynthesized at an irradiation dose of 36 kGy and at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
 is 
displayed in Figure 3.14. 
As observed in Figure 3.14, TGA curve exhibits the typical decomposition behavior of 
PEDOT polymers synthesized by traditional methods 
29,
 
38
. Before 100°C, no weight loss is 
observed. However, above 150°C, a more or less progressive weight loss happens resulting 
from PEDOT fragmentation and carbon oxidation. It can be clearly observed two pronounced 
falls which occur between 150°C and 450°C. The first weight loss observed between 150°C 
and 300°C should correspond to the degradation of the shortest PEDOT oligomers with 
relatively low molecular weight, while the second weight loss observed above 300°C should 
correspond to the decomposition of longer polymers. This TGA analysis of radiosynthesized 
PEDOT is in very good agreement with TGA data already reported in the literature 
concerning PEDOT polymers produced by conventional methodologies 
29,
 
38
. This result 
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evidently highlights the good thermal stability of PEDOT polymers synthesized by gamma-
radiolysis in DCM solvent. 
In order to investigate the electronic properties of PEDOT polymers radiosynthesized in 
DCM for future applications in optoelectronics and electrocatalysis, it is evidently necessary 
to determine by using cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements their oxidation and reduction 
potentials and then to estimate the energy level of the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) from the ionization potential, the energy level of the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) from the electronic affinity, as well as the band gap. 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was then used to study the electrochemical behavior of PEDOT 
polymers synthesized by radiolysis at 36 kGy in a dichloromethane solution containing 10 
mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere. PEDOT powder obtained after solvent evaporation was 
dissolved in DCM at a concentration of 1 mg.mL
-1
. Then, 1 mL of this solution was mixed 
with 5 mL of acetonitrile solution containing tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 
(TBAPF6) used as electrolyte at a concentration of 0.1 M. The electrochemical behavior of 
PEDOT polymers and their characteristic oxidation and reduction peaks are presented in 
Figure 3.15. The several peaks which are clearly observed from the sinuous cyclic 
voltammogram of Figure 3.15 could be assigned to the polydispersity in size of the PEDOT 
oligomers and polymers which are present in the electrochemical cell. According to CV 
Figure 3.14 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) graph of dried PEDOT polymers powder. 
The polymers were synthesized by gamma-radiolysis at 36 kGy of a DCM solution 
containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. 
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profile displayed in Figure 3.15, main PEDOT p-doping (oxidation) process occurs at onset 
potential, Eox, of + 0.85 V while n-doping starts at onset potential, Ered, of -0.61 V.  Knowing 
these two potential values, one can calculate, from the equations given in legend of Figure 
3.15, the HOMO/LUMO energy levels of radiosynthesized PEDOT: EHOMO and ELUMO 
amount respectively to -5.45 eV and -3.84 eV 
39
. As a consequence, the corresponding 
electrochemical band gap is -1.61 eV. Note that the optical band gap deduced from the UV-
Vis absorption spectrum of PEDOT irradiated at 36 kGy (Figure 3.2a, at λ = 750 nm) amounts 
to -1.65 eV. We can notice the similarity between the two estimated values of the band gap 
and also the good agreement with results earlier reported in literature for PEDOT polymers 
synthesized by conventional methods. 
38,
 
40
  
Eventually, four-point probe technique was used to measure the electrical conductivity of 
PEDOT polymers synthesized by radiolysis at 36 kGy in a dichloromethane solution 
containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. PEDOT powder 
Figure 3.15 Cyclic voltammogram of PEDOT polymers recorded in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M of 
TBAPF6 at a scan rate of 20 mV s
-1
. PEDOT polymers were radiosynthesized at 36 kGy in a DCM 
solution containing 10 mM in EDOT under N2 atmosphere at dose rate 4.2 kGy.h
-1
. 
Ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc
+
/Fc) redox potential was measured in order to calibrate the pseudo 
reference electrode (0.2 V vs. Pt in the present study). The HOMO/LUMO energetic levels of PEDOT 
are determined as follows: EHOMO (eV) from ionization potential = -4.8 - e(Eox - 0.2) and ELUMO (eV) 
from electronic affinity =-4.8 - e(Ered _ 0.2) where e is the elementary charge. 
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obtained after irradiation and solvent evaporation was dissolved in DCM at a concentration of 
10 mg.mL
-1
. Then, 100 µL of the solution were spin-coated on a clean glass substrate and the 
obtained PEDOT film was doped with NOBF4 (10 mM) in acetonitrile. After measuring the 
thickness of the film by a surface profiler, its conductivity was determined by four-point 
probe technique and found to be 2.6 x 10
-3
 S.cm
-1
. The conductivity of PEDOT polymers 
synthesized by radiolysis in DCM is then close to the conductivities of PEDOT polymers we 
earlier synthesized by high energy radiation (gamma-rays or accelerated electrons) in aqueous 
solution 
9,
 
12
and remains close to those already reported in literature for PEDOT polymers 
produced by conventional synthetic methods. 
28,
 
41
 
The measurements and characterizations made by thermogravimetric analysis, cyclic 
voltammetry and four-point probe technique enable us to conclude that PEDOT polymers 
synthesized in dichloromethane by our alternative radiolytic method have not only a good 
thermal stability but also present interesting electronic properties (band gap and conductivity), 
which are comparable to those reported in literature for PEDOT polymers synthesized by 
chemical or electrochemical methodologies. Thus, the obtained material are really promising 
and surely usable for practical applications.   
 
3.3 Conclusion 
In the previous works and for the first time in literature, radiolysis (by -rays or 
accelerated electrons) was used in the host laboratory as a new methodology for the synthesis 
of conducting polymers in aqueous solution in the absence of any external chemical initiators. 
Oxidation of monomers was shown to result from the action of oxidizing radicals in situ 
produced by water radiolysis while growth of polymers was shown to proceed through a 
recurrent step-by-step oxidation process. Starting from Py and EDOT monomers, 
nanostructured conducting PPy and PEDOT polymers were then successfully prepared. 
Nevertheless, high energy radiation induced polymerization cannot systematically be used in 
aqueous solution due to poor solubility into water and even sometimes insolubility of 
monomers. 
Herein, our strategy based on radiation chemistry was extended to the preparation of 
conducting polymers into organic solvents. In particular, starting from EDOT monomers 
dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) solvent, we elaborated and optimized the synthesis by 
gamma-rays of PEDOT polymers. The choice of DCM was justified by the fact that it is a 
good solvent for many organic compounds. Moreover, its radiolysis is relatively well-known 
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and leads to in situ production of oxidizing radicals which should enable first the oxidation of 
dissolved organic monomers and second their polymerization into conjugated polymers. 
In this work, we succeeded in the simple radiation induced oxidative polymerization of 
EDOT and in the synthesis of PEDOT polymers in DCM under N2 atmosphere. For all 
irradiation doses, oligomers with several EDOT units were observed. Some polymers with 
higher molecular weight up to 20 EDOT units were also detected from 36 kGy. Also, 
whatever the irradiation dose, the polymers were found naturally doped with chloride anions 
generated in the medium through dichloromethane radiolysis. As demonstrated by UV-vis 
absorption spectrophotometry, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and SEC chromatography, the dose 
of 36 kGy is the optimal irradiation dose which enables quantitative polymerization of 10 mM 
in EDOT and as a consequence, the yield of EDOT oxidation in DCM, under N2 atmosphere, 
amounts to 4.12 × 10−7 mol.J-1. Above this irradiation dose, an overoxidation is 
systematically observed, which leads to degradation of PEDOT polymer chains. 
Within the context, other environmental conditions were considered: EDOT oxidation in 
DCM, under O2 atmosphere and EDOT oxidation in DCM, under air atmosphere. It was 
evident that the oxidative polymerization in aerated solutions of dichloromethane proceeds 
favourably with the generated primary radicals and the two chloromethyl and dichloromethyl 
peroxyl radical. Thanks to their high oxidizing power, the yield of EDOT oxidation was 
increased. In aerated DCM solution, the yield of EDOT oxidation amounts to 7.7 × 10−7 
mol.J
-1
. Several attempts were tried out to increase the molecular weight of produced PEDOT 
polymers in DCM, under N2 atmosphere at 36 kGy. For this purpose, two approaches were 
followed: study the effect of irradiation at different dose rates and irradiation by consecutively 
accumulation of EDOT concentration.   
The morphology of PEDOT polymers radiosynthesized at an irradiation dose of 36 kGy 
was checked in DCM solution and after deposition. The observations and characterizations 
made by cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM microscopies, by XRD analysis, EDX spectroscopy and 
AFM-IR nanospectroscopy demonstrated that radiolysis of DCM leads to the production of 
amorphous PEDOT polymers doped with chloride ions and highlighted the self-assembly of 
these polymers into polydisperse globular particles (size comprised between 100 nm and 1.5 
µm). Besides, physico-chemical and electrochemical performances of PEDOT polymers 
radiosynthesized at an irradiation dose of 36 kGy were evaluated by thermogravimetric 
analysis, cyclic voltammetry and four-point probe technique. PEDOT polymers synthesized 
by the original radiolytic method were found to be characterized by good thermal stability and 
by interesting electronic properties (band gap and conductivity), which are comparable to 
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those reported in literature for PEDOT polymers synthesized by chemical or electrochemical 
methodologies. Our radiation chemistry-based methodology definitely appears as a promising 
method for the production, not only in water but also in organic solvents, of usable conducting 
polymers for practical applications.  
Current research aims to develop new synthesis strategies and new conducting polymers 
with tuned morphologies and optimized properties. The present results encourage us to 
investigate the radiation induced polymerization of other conducting polymers, such as 
poly(3- hexylthiophene) (P3HT, the monomers of which are insoluble in water) or some other 
polythiophene derivatives such as poly (3-Thiophene acetic acid) (PTAA, the monomers of 
which are soluble in water and in DCM solvent) in DCM solvent as well as in other 
alternative organic solvents (chloroform, cyclohexane…).  
Due to the fact that, the synthesis of PTAA polymers is not easy to be done by 
conventional polymerization methods. Thus in the next chapter, we would like to use our 
original radiolytic methodologies (radiation induced polymerization in water and DCM) to 
polymerize 3-Thiophene acetic acid (TAA) without using oxidizing agents or any prior 
esterification. 
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In chapter 2, we described our methodology based on radiation chemistry to polymerize 
some of conducting polymers (CPs) in aqueous solutions (PEDOT and PPy) thanks to the 
oxidation of dissolved organic monomers by solvent radicals in situ produced in the medium 
during water radiolysis 
1-4
. As mentioned in previous chapters 2 and 3, our strategy based on 
radiation chemistry was opened up to the preparation of conducting polymers into organic 
solvents (CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2) 
5
. By taking the advantage of dichloromethane which  is 
able to dissolve a wide range of organic compounds and which is a good oxidizing system 
upon irradiation 
6
, gamma induced oxidative polymerization in dichloromethane was 
successfully employed to polymerize 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene into poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene), PEDOT polymers 
5
 as described in chapter 4. PEDOT polymers 
produced in DCM were found not similar from those obtained in water (i.e. optical properties, 
chemical properties, electrical properties, etc.).   
In this context, poly (3-thiophene acetic acid), PTAA as one of the most important 
polythiophenes derivatives members, is an excellent and practical conducting polymer due to 
its various interesting properties such as high conductivity, good thermal and environmental 
stability in addiation to important biocompatibility 
7
. However, additionally to what is 
mentioned above concerning the common synthesis methods problems there are some issues 
towards the synthesis of this polymer, in particular. Namely, when using chemical induced 
polymerization an esterification reaction is essential to protect the carboxylic acid moiety of 
the monomer from an oxidative decomposition 
8-9
. In another meaning, several steps are 
required to accomplish the synthesis. Moreover, TAA is characterized by a limited solubility 
in aqueous media and by an oxidation potential which is higher than that of water 
decomposition. As a consequence, when using an electrochemically induced polymerization 
PTAA cannot be produced in aqueous media. PTAA is then mainly electro-polymerized in 
organic media such as boron triflouride diethyletherate (BFEE) and trifluoroacetic (TFA)
7, 10-
12
.Therefore, with these in mind, we discuss in the current chapter the use of two different 
radiolysis routes to induce the oxidative polymerization of 3-thiophene acetic acid (TAA) in 
one step synthesis, starting from monomers dissolved either in water or in dichloromethane 
(without using oxidizing agents or any prior esterification) (Scheme 4.1).  
We show here a simple example to synthesize and then to modulate the morphological 
nanostructure of PTAA (PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2) conducting polymers thanks to oxidizing 
species generated from -irradiation of both solvents.  
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4.1. Experimental 
4.1.1. Solutions Preparation 
Dichloromethane solutions containing 10 mM in TAA monomers were prepared at 
ambient temperature. Note that the used concentration is lower than TAA solubility in 
dichloromethane at 25°C (which is over than 50 mM as found by UV-Vis absorption 
spectroscopy study (see chapter 1)). This concentration remains also much lower than 
dichloromethane molecules concentration (15.6 M). This enables one to neglect the direct 
effect of ionizing radiation on TAA monomers. In the same manner, aqueous solutions 
containing 10 mM in TAA were prepared at room temperature. The chosen TAA 
concentration, which is lower than TAA solubility in water, was always checked by UV-vis 
absorption spectroscopy.  
The pH of the solutions was measured before and after irradiation. Dichloromethane and 
aqueous solutions were degassed with N2 and N2O, respectively, for 20 min, sealed in glass 
ampoules and then irradiated with a 
60
Co ɣ-source with increasing doses up to 72 kGy at a 
dose rate of 3.65 kGy.h
-1
. 
4.1.2. Radiolytic methods 
In water. As already explained and justified in chapter 2, under N2O HO
•
 radicals can be 
considered as the only oxidizing species and their radiolytic yield of formation is GHO• = 5.6
×10-7 mol∙J-1. This radiolytic yield is equivalent to the yield of oxidation of organic 
monomers.  
GHO• = Gox = 5.6 × 10
−7 𝑚𝑜𝑙. 𝐽−1    (4.1) 
Scheme 4.1 One step synthesis of poly (3-thiophene acetic acid) (PTAA) via -radiolysis 
of dichloromethane and water 
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Thus, for quantitative polymerization of CP, the concentration of oxidative species (HO
•
) 
should be twice that of TAA monomers ([TAA]0. As a consequence, the dose Dmax needed for 
a quantitative polymerization of TAA can be calculated as follows: 
D (Gy) =
2[TAA]0 (mol L
-1
)
Gox (mol J
-1
) d (kg L-1)
        (4.2) 
Where d=1 in these conditions 
It thus amounts to 36 kGy for 10 mM in TAA. TAA aqueous solutions were then 
irradiated up to this dose. 
In dichloromethane. When irradiation proceeds under N2-saturated dichloromethane 
solutions, the radiolytic yield of the generated oxidizing species and these of oxidation has 
been shown in chapter 3 to be Gox is 4.1×10
-7
 mol∙J-1 ( see also chapter 1). The concentration 
of TAA oxidized through dichloromethane radiolysis can be expressed as a function of the 
irradiation dose, D, according to equation (4.2). 
The dose Dmax needed for a quantitative polymerization of TAA can be expressed 
according to equation 4.2 but with d=1,35 kg.L
-1
. The dose Dmax needed for a quantitative 
polymerization of 10 mM in TAA in dichloromethane solutions amounts to 36 kGy as can be 
calculated from equation 4.2. 
Both TAA aqueous solution and TAA dichloromethane solutions were then irradiated up 
to 36 kGy 
4.2. Results and Discussion 
4.2.1. Radiation induced formation of PTAA and dose effect study: 
Aqueous and dichloromethane solutions containing 10 mM in TAA were prepared under 
N2O and N2 respectively for the corresponding solvent, and their representative UV-Vis 
absorption spectra which are displayed in insert of Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.1b. The UV-Vis 
absorption spectra of TAA molecules in water and dichloromethane, show maximum 
absorption at 235 nm with molar extinction coefficients as found by our study: Ɛ235 (H2O) = 
7304 and Ɛ235 (CH2Cl2) = 6896 L.mol
-1
.cm
-1
.  This consistent with thiophene molecules 
absorb light in the UV region between 225 and 245 nm, and this absorption is ascribed to a π-
π* transition 13.  
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In the previous works concerning gamma induced polymerization of conducting 
polymers in aqueous solutions, it has been demonstrated that EDOT or pyrrole molecules 
dissolved in water were oxidized, under N2O, by HO
•
 radicals, into PEDOT and Ppy 
conducting polymers (CPs) 
3-4
. This was possible thanks to the relatively high redox potential 
of HO
•
 which amounts to E
0’
(HO
•
/H2O2) = 2.2 VSHE 
14
 and which is higher than that of 
EDOT/ Py monomers. Under N2O, the yield of EDOT/Py oxidation was found equal to the 
radiolytic yield of HO
•
 formation (GHO
•
 =5.6×10-7 mol.J-1) which means that PEDOT/Ppy 
polymerization is a step by step oxidation process. Therefore, polymerization of PTAA was 
studied in the samy way in aqueous solution at increasing doses, in order to follow the 
progressive formation of PTAA. Aqueous solutions containing 10 mM in TAA were 
irradiated under N2O at increasing doses up to 54 kGy and their absorption spectra were 
recorded as a function of the irradiation dose (Figure 4.1a). Gradually and up to 36 kGy, 
TAA disappearance represented by the absorption at 235 nm parallels the formation of species 
which absorb at 500 nm as illustrated on Figure 4.1a. According to literature, this absorption 
can be attributed to the radiation induced formation of PTAA oligomers and polymers and 
come from the π-π* transitions along the polymer chains 9, 15. These polymers formed by 
water radiolysis are called PTAAH2O. In regards to the continuous scattering whose intensity 
Figure 4.1 UV-Vis absorption spectra of (a) aqueous solutions containing 10 mM in TAA 
irradiated with increasing doses: 0, 16 kGy, 36 kGy and 54 kGy under N2O (b) DCM solutions 
containing 10 mM in TAA and irradiated under N2 atmosphere at increasing doses 0, 16, 36 and 
54 kGy. The reference was the pure solvents. Inserts: photographs of PTAA solutions in water 
and DCM after -irradiation at 36 kGy and UV-Vis absorption spectra of 10 mM in TAA in 
water and 10 mM in TAA in DCM diluted 10 times; Reference is pure solvents; l = 0.2 cm.  
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increases with irradiation dose (All the spectra are not represented in Figure 4.1a for clarity), 
this scattering should result from the presence of a dark yellow suspension in the medium as 
observed in Figure 4.1a. This suspension becomes denser and the solution appears more 
turbid as the irradiation dose increases. As it will be demonstrated later, this suspension 
corresponds to PTAAH2O polymers formed at high doses thanks to the HO
•
-induced oxidation 
process. 
In the same manner, we reported in Figure 4.1b, the UV-Vis absorption spectra of 
dichloromethane solution containing 10 mM in TAA irradiated under N2 at increasing doses 
up to 54 kGy. Contrary to TAA in water, it is infeasible to conceive of TAA consumption and 
formation of TAA oligomers due to the presence of stable products of the -radiolysis of 
dichloromethane which perturb TAA absorption between 230 and 400 nm 
16
. However, up to 
an irradiation dose of 36 kGy, remarkably, broad peak is being protruded between 490 and 
720 nm (Figure 4.1b) and that is concurrent with formation of suspended brownish clumps of 
PTAA in dichloromethane solution. These polymers formed by dichloromethane radiolysis 
are called PTAACH2Cl2 . As it will be demonstrated later, these absorption peaks and 
suspension correspond to PTAACH2Cl2  polymers formed thanks the oxidizing species 
produced from -irradiation of dichloromethane. Indeed, PTAA polymers usually display, in 
solution, characteristic peaks at approximately 400 to 500 nm which are ascribed to π-π* 
transitions along the polymer chains 
9, 15
, while the red-shift absorption band between 550 and 
750 nm  can be ascribed to different elongation of the PTAA's delocalized -electron chain 
sequence. The observed absorption band which progressively grows up at 940 nm can be 
attributed to polaron and/or bipolaron bands, which are characteristic of oxidized state of pre-
doped PTAA with chloride ions (The same result was obtained for PEDOT in DCM) 
17
. 
Likewise our study concerning PEDOT polymers in dichloromethane 
5
, the oxidative 
polymerization of TAA (10 mM) in dichloromethane can be proceeded with an irradiation 
dose of 36 kGy.  
This dose can be considered as the dose Dmax, which enabled quantitative polymerization 
of PTAA, as discussed previously. Furthermore, as stated at EDOT -induced polymerization 
in dichloromethane, exceeding the dose of 36 kGy and continuing the irradiation up to 54 
kGy, leads up to the degradation and the breaking down of the polymer chains. This can be 
seen on Figure 4.1a and 4.1b where the absorption spectra appears less intensive as irradiation 
dose increased above 36 kGy. Distinctly, the dose about 36 kGy seems the optimal irradiation 
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dose which enables quantitative polymerization of 10 mM in TAA in both corresponding 
solvents. 
By looking at the recorded UV-Vis absotption spectra in both solvents, in particular, 
those recorded for irradiation doses of 36 kGy, clearly seen, PTAA polymers in 
dichloromethane absorb at higher wavelengths and are featured with formation of polaron 
and/or bipolaron bands which are characteristic of oxidized state of PTAA. This is due to the 
considerable amount of hydrochloride acid produced from -irradiation of dichloromethane, 
yielding to different doping states of PTAA. As a consequence, the doped PTAA polymers 
with chloride ions show an absorption maximum at approximately 900 nm corresponding to 
the charge carrier band of the charged polymers 
18
. In principle, one can say that PTAA 
polymers induced by -irradiation of dichloromethane and by water are optimally produced at 
36 kGy. Furthermore, PTAA induced by dichloromethane radiolysis is optically more 
ascendant than PTAA induced by water radiolysis under our experimental conditions.  
 
4.2.2.  Chemical characterization and chain length determination of PTAAs  
The turbid solutions obtained after irradiation of 36 kGy were centrifuged at 13k rpm for 
15 min to recuperate a solid phase. The obtained solid powders were dried by laboratory oven 
at temperature 50 °C for 24 h (Scheme 4.2).  
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to check the molecular weight of PTAAs 
oligomeric/polymeric structures. For this purpose, solutions of 3 mg.L
-1  
of PTAAs were 
prepared in THF (Scheme 4.2). The molecular weights obtained with a polystyrene calibration 
and calculated from the SEC chromatograms are shown in Figure 4.2.  
The obtained data from SEC analysis is displayed in the inserted table of Figure 4.2.  
PTAAH2O has number average molecular weights (Mn) of 1350 g.mol
-1
 and has weight 
average molecular weight (Mw) of 1712 g.mol
-1
.  PTAACH2Cl2 has number average molecular 
weights (Mn) of 1320 g.mol
-1
 and has weight average molecular weight (Mw) of 1860 g.mol
-1
.
 
  
Maldi-TOF mass spectrometry was used to measure the degree of polymerization of 
PTAACH2Cl2 (thanks to its better solubility and prossccability in the matrix solution THF-
trans-2-[3-(4-t-butyl-phenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene] malononitrile (DCTB)). The 
maximum molecular weight of PTAACH2Cl2 , as determined by Maldi-TOF mass spectroscopy, 
is found to be 2840 g.mol
-1 
which corresponds to about 20 repeated units of 3HT monomers 
(Figure 4.3). Although it is possible to detect relatively high molecular weights, MALDI-
TOF spectrum shows also presence of oligomers of 11 units of TAA monomers (molar mass 
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of 1600 g.mol
-1
) in abundance. The results obtained with MALDI-TOF are in good agreement 
with the results that were obtained with SEC analysis. Indeed, for both PTAAH2O and 
PTAACH2Cl2, the measured mean size was found corresponding to oligomers with several 
TAA units around the molar mass of 1800 g.mol
-1
, these values show that on the average 
there are about 13 monomer units in each polymer chain. In this regards, SEC’s findings 
manifest no concrete influence on the molecular weight neither by the generated oxidizing 
radicals nor by solvents themselves.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 SEC chromatograms of 3 mg.mL
1
of PTAAs polymers 
synthesized by -induced polymerization in water or DCM under N2O or 
N2 at irradiation dose of 36 kGy. The polymers powders were dissolved in 
THF for SEC experiments. The initial concentration of TAA was 10 mM.  
Scheme 4.2 The post processing of PTAAs polymers after gamma-irradiation 
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Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was 
used to investigate the chemical nature of the obtained PTAAs. For this purpose, the turbid 
solutions obtained after irradiation of 36 kGy were centrifuged at 13k rpm for 15 min to 
recuperate a solid phase. The obtained solid powders were dried by laboratory oven at 
temperature 50 °C for 24 h. ATR-FTIR spectra of both powders, radiosynthesized at 36 kGy 
by water radiolysis (spectrum b) and by dichloromethane radiolysis (spectrum c), are 
presented in Figure 4.4 in the wave number region 4000-600 cm
-1
 together with the spectrum 
of pure non irradiated TAA powder (spectrum a). Table 4.1 shows the absorption modes and 
the positions of the representative peaks of TAA monomers and PEDOT PTAAH2O and 
PTAACH2Cl2 polymers 
Quantitative polymerization was confirmed by the decrease of the 734 cm
–1
 absorption 
band which is attributed to the =Cα-H out-of-plane deformation vibration of thiophene ring in 
TAA monomers 
19
. This peak is remarkable in the monomer spectrum and almost 
imperceptible in the polymers spectrum. Narrow peaks of low intensity are observed between 
3000 and 2550 cm
-1
 for both the monomer and the polymers, and are attributed to the aliphatic 
(C-H) stretching vibration mode of aliphatic C-H bonds 
19
. The absorption bands between 
3200-3000 cm
-1
 attributed to the stretching vibration of the (C-H) bond on the thiophene ring. 
Figure 4.3 Maldi-TOF mass spectrum of PTAACH2Cl2prepared in THF-DCTB 
matrix solution. PTAACH2Cl2 polymers synthesized by -induced polymerization 
in DCM under N2 at irradiation dose of 36 kGy. 
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The broad band between 3650 and 3100 cm
-1
 can be assigned to the (O-H) stretching 
vibration mode. 
7
 The (C=O) stretching vibration at 1690 cm
-1
 is related to the carboxylic 
group of the TAA monomer 
19
. This vibration is shifted to 1706 cm
-1
 for PTAAH2O polymers 
and to 1702 cm
-1
 for PTAACH2Cl2 (spectrum b and c). The presence of small shoulder at 1750 
cm
−1
 in case of PTAAH2O indicates that the carbonyl group is in a less associated state 
20
. 
Noteworthy, C=O stretching vibration of PTAACH2Cl2  exhibits a sharper peak, indicating that 
the polymer is fully protonated 
21
. This is ascribed to the presence of HCl which is generated 
by radiolysis of dichloromethane as stable product. Further consideration is the absence in the 
infrared spectra obtained after irradiation of the strong band of C-Cl bond between 600 and 
700 cm
-1
. This means that no chlorine atom is covalently bonded into the PTAACH2Cl2  
polymers. 
 In turn, a shoulder around 1620 cm
-1
 is observed in the IR spectrum of PTAAH2O which 
is related to the carboxylate anion saying that the carboxylic groups present in the partially. 
21
  
The shoulder around 1612 cm
-1
 and the small peak at 1546 are observed in the IR spectrum of 
Figure 4.4 ATR-FTIR spectra of  a) pure TAA monomers, b) 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 
and c) 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐. The polymers were synthesized by -induced 
polymerization in water or DCM under N2O or N2 atmosphere at an 
irradiation dose of 36 kGy. The initial concentration was 10 mM in TAA. 
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PTAACH2Cl2  can be ascribed to asymmetrical stretching vibrations mode of quinoid 
configuration. The absorption at 1336 and 1365 cm
-1
 are assigned to the (C–C) stretching 
vibration of the thiophene ring. The bands around 1213, 1160 and 1014 cm
-1
 are attributed to 
the C–O bending vibrations belonging to the side chain of the thiophene. The bands at 933, 
790 and 665 cm
-1
 are attributed to the C–S stretching vibration of the ring.22 The band at 835 
cm
-1
 is attributed to C-H out-of-plane deformation vibration of thiophene ring.15 As 
highlighted in IR spectra, absorption bands located between 1336 and 1425 cm
-1
 can be 
assigned to inter-ring stretching mode and symmetric stretching vibrations mode of C-C and 
C=C bonds, respectively. 
8, 19, 23
 
Functional group Position (cm-1) 
C=C (symmetric stretching mode) ≈1407 and 1427 
C=C (asymmetrical stretching vibrations mode of quinoid 
configuration in thiophene ring)   ≈1614 and 1546 
C-C (inter-ring stretching mode) ≈1336 and 1365 
C-O (bending vibration) ≈ 890, 1014, 1160 and 1214 
C-S-C (stretching vibrations) 665, 790, and 933 
=C-H (in-plane and out-of-plane deformation vibrations) 734 
C=O (stretching vibrations) ≈1627 and 1705 
O-H stretching vibration mode ≈ 3100 to 3600 
=C-H (out-of-plane deformation vibration) ≈835 
Table 4.1 ATR-FTIR absorption peaks of TAA, PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2  polymers 
As far as one can tell, the slight shifts in the recorded IR spectra of PTAAs descended 
evidently from the two distinct: hydrophilic aqueous medium and hydrophobic 
dichloromethane medium. Nevertheless, the infrared spectra obtained after irradiation reveal 
the typical bands of PTAA polymers and the careful interpretation of the data asserted the 
formation of PTAA polymers in both corresponding media.  
Contrarily to chemical method, radiation induced polymerization in water and DCM 
successfully leads to formation of PTAA polymers in one step. Furthermore, -radiolysis of 
aqueous solutions enabled us to polymerize TAA, contrarily to electrochemical method. Thus, 
these findings proved the simplicity and reliability of radiation induced methodology in both 
solvent when comparing to conventional methods.  
 
4.2.3.  Evaluation of thermal stability of PTAAs  
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used in order to detect and compare the thermo-
degradability of the two different radio-synthesized PTAAs. The TGA data for PTAAH2Oand 
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PTAACH2Cl2  are displayed in Figure 4.5. TGA curve exhibits about 8% initial weight loss 
observed up to 100 °C in the PTAAH2O which is possibly due to the evaporation of the 
absorbed water on the hygroscopic polymer. On the contrary PTAACH2Cl2  is quite stable up to 
that temperature. From the PTAACH2Cl2  thermogram, it can be clearly observed two 
pronounced falls occurring at 130°C and then at 250°C. First process between 130°C and 
250°C corresponds to the degradation of some PTAACH2Cl2  oligomers with relatively low 
molecular weight and second one corresponds to the decomposition of longer PTAAs. In 
regard to PTAAH2O, the thermogram curve exhibits, above 130 °C, a continuous weight loss. 
This latter was observed until 20% of the initial weight of the polymer was lost at 700 °C.  
The TGA findings suggest that PTAACH2Cl2 has better thermal stability at the initial stage 
of weight loss when comparing to PTAAH2O. This may be due to presence of longer 
PTAACH2Cl2polymers chains. 
This TGA analysis of radiosynthesized PTAAs somehow matches TGA data already 
reported in the literature concerning PTAAs produced by conventional methodologies 
24
. This 
Figure 4.5 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) graph of dried 
𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐 polymers powder. The polymers 
were synthesized by -induced polymerization in water or 
DCM under N2O orN2 atmosphere at irradiation doses of 36 
kGy. The initial concentration was 10 mM in TAA. 
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substandard behavior in comparison with PTAA polymers produced by conventional 
methodologies is due to relatively low molecular weight. 
 
4.2.4.  Structural and morphological characterizations of radio-synthesized PTAAs 
 
In order to compare and to check morphologies of PTAAs which were produced by the 
two different radiolysis routes (water and dichloromethane radiolysis). The morphological 
features of radio-synthesized PTAAs were scrutinized thanks to several microscopic 
techniques.  
 
4.2.4.1.Cryo-TEM observations 
First and foremost, PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2were characterized and investigated in 
solution by cryogenic-transmission electron micrograph (Cryo-TEM). For proper comparison, 
two solutions at concentration 3 mg.mL
-1 
were prepared in water and dichloromethane for the 
corresponding polymers PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2, respectively. The recorded cryo-TEM 
images of PTAACH2Cl2 and PTAAH2O are represented in Figure 4.6a and Figure 4.6b, 
respectively. Thanks to sample freezing, this technique enables in situ observation, into 
dichloromethane and aqueous solution, of radiosynthesized polymers, avoiding any phase 
transition and any aggregation which could result from drying procedures.  
The representative cryo-TEM image of PTAAH2O show the presence of low density 
globular structures forming polydisperse spherical nanoparticles with a diameter comprised 
between 300 and 800 nm as observed on Figure 4.6a. Given that no other low-density objects 
were observed during our cryo-TEM experiments, we deduce that these spherical 
nanoparticles are made up of PTAA polymers interacting by H-bonding into each spherical 
nano-particle. These observations are consistent with our previous results concerning the 
hydroxyl-induced radio-synthesis of PEDOT polymers in aqueous solutions.
1  
On the other hand, Figure 4.6b displays a zoom of one of the circular holes of the holey-
carbon grid loaded with a granular cluster corresponds to 1.2 μm and comprises of granular 
nanoparticles with nanometric size between 50 and 80 nm. These were observed in the whole 
sample indicating that PTAA nanoparticles are aggregated in DCM and not isolated as in the 
case of water. This would imply the existence of new interparticles interaction in addition to 
the intraparticular ones. These interactions should come from the H-bond between the -COOH 
groups of the polymers located in the nanoparticles. Such as interaction is possible in 
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dichloromethane while it is not foreseeable in water. These aggregates observed here 
correspond to self-assemblies of independent PTAAs nanoparticles.  
4.2.4.2.XRD analysis  
The samples were then dried in a laboratory oven at 50 °C for 24h after centrifugation 
procedure for further characterization by using X-ray diffraction. This aim was to analyze the 
structure and to check the crystallinity of PTAAs polymers synthesized by gamma-radiolysis 
of DCM and aqueous solutions. The typical XRD patterns are exhibited in Figure 4.7.  
The diffraction peaks at about 38°, 44°, 64° and 78° are originated from the aluminum 
support used in this work. As can be seen in the XRD diffractograms, both XRD patterns are 
closely identical and no particular feature form of both PTAAs polymers is detected, as they 
are probably being amorphous polymers. The amorphous nature of PTAAs is highlighted and 
confirmed from the broad diffraction peak at 2θ ~ 21,5° which corresponds to interlayer 
stacked chain-to-chain distance 
5
. All in all, both PTAAs diffracograms closely match those 
earlier reported in literature in the case of chemically synthesized PTAA polymers
25-26
.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Cryo-TEM images of : (a) 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 polymers self-assembled into spherical 
nanoparticles in water under N2O atmosphere after -irradiation at 36 kGy (b) PTAACH2Cl2 
polymers self-assembled in clustered nanoparticles in DCM solvent under N2 atmosphere 
after -irradiation at 36 kGy . The initial concentration in TAA was 10 mM.  
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4.2.4.3.SEM obeservations 
In solid state after the deposition procedure and the drying steps, SEM microscopy was 
used. SEM images were recorded after deposition of the dried PTAAH2O 
and PTAACH2Cl2 polymers powders onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts and gold 
coating are displayed on Figure 4.8. Note that without gold coating. Some of these images 
similar images were obtained but with lower resolution. In Figure 4.8a SEM image of 
PTAAH2O is presented. The image shows close-packed spherule beads with size range 
between 200 and 700 nm. These SEM observations agree well with the morphology of 
PTAAs previously observed in aqueous solution by Cryo-TEM (Figure 4.6a) without any 
significant change in the mean size and in the shape. Then, the packing of the particles and 
their flattening onto the substrate when deposited and dried do not seem to affect the 
nanostructuration of PTAAH2O polymers.  
SEM image of PTAACH2Cl2  is represented in Figure 4.8b. PTAACH2Cl2  appears outwardly 
as large aggregates of several micrometers. However, by looking very closely, it is possible to 
Figure 4.7 XRD diffractograms of dried 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐 
polymers powders. The polymers were synthesized by -induced 
polymerization in water or DCM under N2O or N2 atmosphere at an 
irradiation dose of 36 kGy. The initial concentration was 10 mM in 
TAA. The substrate used for XRD analysis was aluminium.  
In
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recognize tightly packed granular nanoparticles of several hundreds of nanometers. The 
particles observed by SEM after deposition, are slightly bigger than the globular 
nanostructures observed by cryo-TEM in solution. The flattening of the particles upon 
deposition onto the substrate and their aggregation upon drying due to phase transition should 
explain the increase and the polydispersity in size observed in Figure 4.8b.  
 
4.2.4.4.EDX spectroscopy 
During SEM obsevations and without gold coating, in situ Energy-Dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) was carried out in order to identify the chemical composition of the 
materials and to perform the elemental analysis in different areas of the deposited 
nanoparticles. EDX highlighted the presence of sulfur (in addition to carbon and oxygen) in 
the whole PTAACH2Cl2and PTAAH2O samples demonstrating that our materials are effectively 
made of PTAAs polymers. Particularly, EDX enabled the detection of chlorine atoms 
dispersed in PTAACH2Cl2 granular nanoparticles. This observation definitely demonstrates that 
differently to PTAAH2O synthesized by water radiolysis, radiosynthesized PTAACH2Cl2 are 
doped with chloride ions, in total agreement with our results obtained by UV-Vis absorption 
spectrophotometry and by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy.  
Figure 4.8 SEM images of dried 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐  polymers powders after 
deposition onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts and gold coating. The powders were 
obtained after solvent evaporation. The polymers were synthesized by -induced 
polymerization in water or DCM under N2O or N2 atmosphere at irradiation dose of 36 kGy. 
The initial concentration was 10 mM in TAA.  
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4.2.4.5.AFM observations 
AFM microscopy was used to get better morphological analysis and characterization for 
the two PTAAs powders obtained after -irradiation at the optimal dose. First, 
PTAACH2Cl2and PTAAH2O powders were solubilized in ethanol (3 mg.mL
-1
) and then a small 
drop of each ethanolic solution was deposited onto the upper surface of ZnSe prism and dried 
naturally at air. Each of the obtained films was then scanned by AFM (Figure 4.9). According 
to the AFM images of the samples recorded in tapping mode (Figure 4.9 a and b), the bottom 
dark areas having no thickness correspond to the substrate, while, the bright areas correspond 
to the topography of the samples. In Figure 4.9a the AFM topography of PTAAH2O is 
presented. Distinctly, the topography of PTAAH2O displayed as the bright areas correspond to 
the thicker regions made up of nano-spherules with equivalent size in the range 300-700 nm.   
The AFM topography of PTAACH2Cl2  presented in Figure 4.9b, shows markedly small 
granular nanoparticles of several tens of nanometers as well as aggregated granular clusters of 
800 to 1200 nm. The observed aggregated clusters are ascribed to the fact that 
dichloromethane not a good solvent of PTAACH2Cl2nanoparticles. It cannot stabilize them and 
cannot screen the interparticular H-bond interactions. Subsequently PTAACH2Cl2 nano-
granules get together to form large aggregations.  
Figure 4.9 AFM topographic images of (a 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and (b PTAACH2Cl2   polymers after deposition 
onto the CaF2 disk. The polymers were synthesized by -induced polymerization in water or DCM 
under N2O or N2 atmosphere at irradiation dose of 36 kGy. The initial concentration was 10 mM in 
TAA.The AFM is used in tapping mode. 
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The small PTAACH2Cl2  nano-granules and PTAAH2O nano-spherules which have been 
observed by AFM microscopy, are undoubtedly one and the same of those have been spotted 
by cryo-TEM.  
We can conclude, on the whole, that the microscopic findings are all in good agreement. 
According to the microscopic observations (cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM), -radiation induced 
polymerization of TAA either in dichloromethane or in aqueous solution lead successfully up 
to two different nanostructures. These dissimilarities are indeed raised from the influence of 
polarity and the dissociating power of the two solvents. In addition as highlighted by EDX 
PTAACH2Cl2  is found doped. In consequence of different polymeric morphologies and 
nanostructures as well as different doping states, the radio-synthesized PTAACH2Cl2and 
PTAAH2O effectively possess distinct optical properties as already found (see Figure 4.1). 
 Let’s now check the electrical properties and see if PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2 polymers 
also possess different electrical properties.    
4.2.5. PTAAs Electrochemical performances of radio-synthesized PTAAs 
PTAACH2Cl2 and PTAAH2O powders obtained after -irradiation and solvent evaporation 
were dissolved in DCM at a concentration of 10 mg.mL
-1
. Then, 100 µL of each solution were 
spin-coated on a clean glass substrate and the obtained films were doped with NOBF4 (20 
mM) in acetonitrile. After measuring the thickness of the films by a surface profiler, their 
conductivity was determined by four-point probe technique. The average electrical 
conductivities of  PTAACH2Cl2  and  PTAAH2O were found to be 1.6×10
-3 
S∙cm-1 and 0.6×10-3 
S∙cm-1, respectively. Remarkably, PTAACH2Cl2  has higher electrical conductivity, roughly 3 
times higher than PTAAH2O. This should result from the difference in the morphology and the 
doping state of PTAAs. It is worth noting that, the amount of hydrochloride acid produced 
from -irradiation of dichloromethane, yields to doping of PTAACH2Cl2 while  
 PTAAH2O remains undoped. Now, the electrical conductivities measured for PTAAH2O and 
PTAACH2Cl2  synthesized by -radiolysis show relatively higher conductivity in comparison 
with those already reported in literature for PTAA polymers produced by conventional 
synthetic methods 
27
. 
The electronic properties of PTAAH2O  and PTAACH2Cl2 were investigated to inspect their 
potential applications. The oxidation and reduction potentials of PTAAH2O and 
PTAACH2Cl2 were monitored under similar experimental conditions by using cyclic 
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voltammetry (CV) analysis (Figure 4.10). For this purpose, solutions of 3 mg.mL
-1
 
of PTAAH2O  and PTAACH2Cl2  previously synthesized by radiolysis were dissolved in THF. 
Then, about 1 mL of each solution was mixed with 5 mL of acetonitrile solution containing 
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) used as electrolyte at a concentration of 
0.1 M.  
The CV profiles show the main p-doping (oxidation) process occurs at onset potentials of 
+1.84 V ( PTAAH2O ) and +1.75 V (PTAACH2Cl2 ) while n-doping starts at -0.75 V 
( PTAAH2O ) and -0.71 V (PTAACH2Cl2 ). Knowing these potential values, one can calculate, 
from the equations given in legend of Figure 4.10, the HOMO/LUMO energy levels of 
radiosynthesized PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2 . Both the energy level of the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) were calculated, from the ionization potential and the electronic affinity, 
respectively.  EHOMO and ELUMO amount respectively to -6.24 eV and -3.65 eV (PTAAH2O) 
and -6.15 eV and -3.67 eV (PTAACH2Cl2), leading to an electrochemical band gap Egap of 2.59 
eV (PTAAH2O) and 2.48 eV (PTAACH2Cl2 ) as shown in Figure 4.10 (a and b). The 
HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the material were calculated by using the ferrocene 
Figure 4.10 Cyclic voltammetry of 3 mg.L
-1
 of 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐  dissolved in THF 
recorded in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M of TBAPF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV.S
-1
. The polymers 
were synthesized at a dose of 36 kGy in corresponding solvent containing 10 mM in TAA. 
Ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc
+
/Fc) redox potential was measured in order to calibrate the pseud 
reference electrode (0.4 V vs SEC in the present study). The HOMO/LUMO energetic levels of 
PTAA are calculated as follows: EHOMO (eV) from ionization potential = -4.8 – e(Eox-0.4) and ELUMO 
(eV) from electronic affinity = -4.8 – e(Ered-0.4) where e is the elementary charge. 
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ionization potential value as the standard. The corrected value of 4.8 eV vs vacuum of 
ferrocene is widely adopted. This value is based on the calculation obtained by Pommerehne 
et al.
28
 It is fairly obvious that the oxidation and reduction onsets of PTAAH2O and 
PTAACH2Cl2 provide matching values. The cyclic voltammetry findings suggest that both two 
polymers have the same electronic behavior and indeed, the results are consistent with SEC 
data since the two polymers roughly possess the same molecular weight and thus comparable 
electronic band gaps. Anyhow, the calculated electronics band gaps are closely matching 
results earlier reported in the literature for PTAA polymers which were synthesized by 
conventional chemical method by using FeCl3.
23, 29
 
On another hand, the optical band gaps measurement is important for applications such as 
solar cells and therefore, the cyclic voltammetry results were upheld by drawing on Tauc's 
plot, which was read it out from the recorded absorption spectra of PTAAH2O and 
 PTAACH2Cl2dissolved in THF, as depicted in insert of Figure 4.10 (a and b). The UV-Vis 
absorption spectrum of PTAAH2Oin THF does not retain the same spectral features as 
observed in absorption spectrum Figure 4.1a. From the spectrum of PTAACH2Cl2, it is 
possible to discern that PTAACH2Cl2in THF retains the same absorption peaks as those 
observed in insert of Figure 4.1b, especially, the one attributed to doping effect. In the 
context of Tauc's plot, based on Tauc equation represented below, (hυ)1/n is principally 
plotted as a function of photon energy (hυ): 
hυ)1/n = A(hυ-Egap)              (4.3) 
Where α, h, υ and Egap are respectively the absorption coefficient, Planck constant, light 
frequency, oprical band gap energy and A is a constant. The exponent n is 0.5 for direct 
allowed transitions, 1.5 for direct forbidden transitions, 2 for indirect allowed transitions, and 
3 for indirect forbidden transitions. Here, n=2 corresponding to the amorphous nature of the 
two polymers, which indicates an allowed indirect transitions. 
As a consequence, in our case if n=2  
(αhυ)1/2=A(hυ-Egap)           (4.4) 
(αhυ)1/2=Ahυ-AEgap                 (4.5) 
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Thus, optical band gaps Egap can be calculated from the linear relation of (αhυ)
1/2 
as a 
function of hυ  and are determined by linear fit extrapolations onto the x-axis. A plot of 
(αhυ)1/2 versus photon energy (hυ) gives the band gap energies of the PTAACH2Cl2and 
PTAAH2O by the intercept of the tangent to the x-axis, as shown in Figure 4.11 (a and b). The 
optical band gap energies of the (PTAAH2O) and (PTAACH2Cl2) were estimated to be 2.37 eV 
and 2.00 eV, respectively. We can observe that the optical band gap values are smaller than 
the electrochemical band gaps (2.59 and 2.48 eV respectively). Indeed, usually, the electronic 
band gaps are larger than the optical band gaps since the measurements by electrochemistry 
require additional energy because of Coulomb interactions.  
The calculated Egap of optical band gap PTAACH2Cl2 exhibits considerable difference in 
comparison with Egap of PTAAH2O. Here again, the pre-doping of PTAACH2Cl2 with chloride 
ions coming from dichloromethane radiolysis affords, as expected, lower Egap on PTAAH2O 
account. As a consequence, these materials can presumably be used in solar cells due to their 
appropriate and pertinent Egap values in the field. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Tauc-plot analysis of UV-Vis absorption spectra 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐  in 
THF solvent for optical band gap assessment indicating the indirect transition for (a) 
𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and (b) 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀 𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐
. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of PTAAs dissolved in THF 
are given in insert. Reference is THF. L= 0.2 cm 
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4.2.6. Scrutinizing the electrochromic applicability of 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 
Thanks to the interesting optical and electrical properties of PTAAs polymers we wanted 
to check their electrochromic properties. To probe these electrochromic properties, we first 
dissolved PTAACH2Cl2and PTAAH2O polymers powder in DMSO solvent at approximate 
concentration of 5 mg.L
-1 
(Figure 4.11, before doping). Later on, few mg of pure NOBF
4 
were 
(used as oxidant) added directly to DMSO solutions to chemically dope PTAA polymers. 
Thereafter, the solutions were vortexed, roughly for 2 min, before recording thier absorption 
spectra. The photographs of undoped and doped PTAA polymers are shown in Figure 4.12.  
 
In case of PTAAH2O , the initial colour of its solution in DMSO before doping with 
NOBF
4
 is orange. This colour is getting slightly brighter after adding the dopant. In the latter 
case, PTAACH2Cl2  solution in DMSO has violet colour and upon the addition of NOBF4 it 
becomes orange. The spectra of the corresponding solutions before and after doping are 
depicted in Figure 4.13.The UV-Vis spectrum of PTAAH2O in DMSO before doping exhibits a 
shoulder around 300 nm. Worthy of note, this recorded absorption spectrum in DMSO looks 
like the absorption spectrum recorded in THF (Figure 4.11a, insert). Nothing noteworthy, after 
doping PTAAH2O, a modest change is observed in absorption spectrum where the shoulder is 
discernible around 360 nm. Then, only a slight shift in the spectra is noted which is in 
agreement with the slight change in the color of the solution upon doping. By looking at UV-
Vis spectrum of PTAACH2Cl2 before the doping test, it is possible to observe a conspicuous 
absorption peak at 464 nm. The spectrum after NOBF
4
 addition shows a red-shift of the 
Figure 4.12 photographs of 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐇𝟐𝐎 and 𝐏𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐂𝐇𝟐𝐂𝐥𝟐dissolved in 
dimethysulphoxide (DMSO) at a concentration of 5 mg.mL
-1
 before and after doping 
with NOBF4 
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maximal absorption to 480 nm in addition to the appearance of broad absorption in the near 
infrared region. The change in the absorption spectrum is in this case more pronounced which 
is in agreement with the change in the color of the solution from violet to orange. 
 
 
Although the spectral and optical changes are perceptible, the responses upon chemical 
doping are still insignificant and ordinary for electrochromism. These outcomes can be 
ascribed to relatively low molecular weight and to mal-distribution of electron-poor and 
electron-rich units along the polymer backbone. However, the electrochomic characteristics 
can be ameliorated by trying to synthesize polymers with higher molecular weight. 
Additionally, using a small subset of building blocks and resort to copolymerization will be 
immensely helpful to enhance the electrochromic properties.      
 
4.3. Conclusion 
Current research aims to develop new synthesis strategies and new conducting polymers 
with tuned morphologies and properties. We recently, and for the first time in the literature, 
used γ-radiolysis as an original simple alternative way for synthesizing nanostructured 
conducting PPy and PEDOT polymers in aqueous solution at ambient temperature and in the 
absence of any external oxidizing species. In order to develop a new processable method to 
Figure 4.13 UV-Vis absorption spectra of 3 mg.mL
-1
of PTAAs polymers dissolved in DMSO 
before and after doping with NOBF4. The polymers were synthesized by -induced 
polymerization in water or in DCM under N2O or N2 at irradiation dose of 36 kGy. The initial 
concentration of TAA was 10 mM.  
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synthesize conducting polymers and also to overcome the low solubility issue, recently, our 
strategy based on radiation chemistry was extended to the preparation of conducting polymers 
into organic solvents. 
In order to carry forward the development of our methodology based on radiation 
induced polymerization, to control the optical properties of radio-synthesized materials and to 
tune polymers morphology, in the present chapter, we exhibited two original and simple 
synthesis routes based on gamma radiation induced polymerization of PTAA in aqueous 
solutions and in dichloromethane without using oxidizing agents or any prior esterification. 
Starting from TAA monomers dissolved in aqueous solution or in dichloromethane, the 
oxidative polymerization of PTAA was successfully induced by gamma irradiation at a dose 
of 36 kGy. Depending on the solvent, two different PTAA polymers were formed 
(namely PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2).  
Whereas, the spectroscopic analysis represented by UV-Vis and ART-FTIR spectroscopy 
manifested distinct chemical and optical properties for both polymers SEC analysis showed 
that solvent has no influence on the molecular weight of the radio-synthesized. Both polymers 
are found amorphous as highlighted by XRD. TGA analysis demonstrated good and 
convergent thermal stabilities. The morphological analysis of PTAAH2O and PTAACH2Cl2was 
carried out in solution by cryo-TEM and after deposition onto substrate by XRD, SEM and 
AFM. The microscopic observations revealed that -synthesized PTAAs have two different 
nano-structures. In dichloromethane, PTAACH2Cl2was characterized by polymeric granular 
nano-structures of several tens of nanometer, whereas nano-spherules of few hundred 
nanometers size are the characteristic structures of PTAAH2O in aqueous solutions.  
Cyclic voltammetry analysis and optical band gap calculations are favorable for any 
practical use. The electrical conductivity records are quite remarkable and even better than the 
electrical properties that have already been reported in literature highlighted the success of our 
radiation based synthesis leading to promising and usable polymers for practical applications. 
Ultimately, the optical and electrical features of  PTAACH2Cl2outperform those of PTAAH2O.  
Nevertheless, the electrochromic test was not totally satisfactory and the electrochromic 
response has to be improved and therefore the synthesis of polymers having neat 
nanostructure with longer polymer chains is foreseeable to get better electrical and 
electrochromic properties. Let’s take into account the fact that dichloromethane and water are 
immiscible solvents. This study on PTAA polymers posits the use of CH2Cl2/H2O or 
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H2O/CH2Cl2 microemulsions polymerization through gamma radiolysis with the view to 
having controlled morphology. 
 In another regard, this comparative study showed besides the influence of employed 
solvent and the versatility of both developed methodologies (in water and in organic solvent). 
In the next chapter we will introduce the synthesis of new conducting polymer, namely P3HT. 
Thus, the main objective of the next chapter is to synthesize P3HT polymer starting from 3HT 
monomers. Knowing that 3HT is insoluble in water, we will study only the polymerization in 
DCM solvent. Moreover, we will study the polymerization in DCM under different 
atmospheres in order to vary the oxidizing species and the yield of polymerization. We will 
also check the influence of the generated radicals on the morphology, the stability and on the 
optical and electrical properties. 
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In general, thiophene monomers themselves have high oxidation potential (2 VSCE).
1-3
 
However, introducing an alkyl group substituent at 3-position in the thiophene ring 
decreases its oxidation potential (i.e. the oxidation potential of 3-methylthiophene, PC1T, is 
1.8 VSCE).
2, 4
 Note that, the oxidation potential is almost constant when the length of the alky 
side chain increases (between 1.82 VSCE to 1.85 VSCE for alky side chain contains 1 to 18 
carbon atoms).
4
 In comparison with PEDOT that has relatively low oxidation potential (1.4 
VSCE)
5
, to polymerize 3-hexylthiophene (3HT) that has oxidation potential ~ 1.84 VSCE  
(Figure 5.1a), for instance, we need to generate oxidizing species which possess higher 
oxidation potential than those needed for EDOT oxidation. Thus, in this chapter I will 
investigate the generation of different oxidizing species produced from dichloromethane 
radiolysis under different atmosphere to induce the oxidative polymerization of 3HT.    
 
 
Figure 5.1 Chemical structures of: a) 3-hexylthiophene (3HT), b) poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and 
c) the regiochemistry patterns of P3HT  
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The interest in Poly 3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) (Figure 5.1b) is originated from the fact that 
P3HT is considered as the best candidate for organic photovoltaic devices, due to its 
remarkable optical and conductive properties.
6-7
 P3HT exhibits also good thermal stability, 
high processability, synthetic versatility and the susceptibility to tune and change its 
properties and morphology through simple ring modifications.
8
 The spectroscopic and 
physical properties of poly (alkythiophenes) are sensitive to solvent, environmental changes 
and molecular weight. In fact the substitution at position allows the polymerization to occur 
at the C-2 and C-5 positions of the ring (see Figure 5.1a), which is crucial for the extension 
of conjugation and hence conduction.
2
 Moreover, presenting substituent at this position 
reduces mislinking that can occur via coupling reactions at the position, which also inhibits 
conduction. The conductivity is effectively affected by two factors, namely stereoregularity ( 
i.e. the degree of -’ links in the polymer) and the planarity of the system.9 Hence, the 
incorporation of alkyl substituents results in asymmetric thiophene monomers. Random 
polymerization methods can produce up to 4 different bonding arrangements, namely head-to-
head (HH), head-to-tail (HT), tail-to-tail (TT) and the mixture of all three (Figure 5.1c).
2, 10
 
The polymers which have mixed pattern are called regiorandom while the polymers with 
coupling HT are referred as to regioregular. In fact, decreasing the torsional strain between 
thiophene rings by eliminating the unfavorable regiorandom polymers (HH and TT isomers) 
allows the chain to adopt low energy, planar configuration. As a consequence, red shift is 
observed in case of regioregular configuration due to increase of the conjugation along the 
polymer while blue shift is obtained in case of regiorandom pattern, which causes decreasing 
in the conjugation.
9
 It is worth to note that, P3HT polymers with regioregular pattern can be 
consisted of 40 units and more, whereas the conjugation length for regiorandom P3HT 
polymers is short (i.e. the conjugation length for irregular poly(dodecylthiophene) was only 7 
thiophenes in length).
2
 Furthermore, the conductivity of random poly (alkythiophenes) 
decreases with increasing the chain length. By contrary, the conductivity of regioregular HT- 
poly (alkythiophenes) increases with increasing the chain length, which were found to 
undergo supermolecular ordering. The supermolecular ordering was not found to occur in 
irregular poly (alkythiophenes).
11
 The conductivity of highly ordered of thin film of 
regioregular poly (3-methylthiophene) was found about 2000 S.cm
-1
, regiorandom pattern has 
conductivity about 10
-4
 S.cm
-1 
order of magnitude.
2
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P3HT is basically synthesized through oxidation reaction induced polymerization and thus 
the oxidative polymerization can be induced by formation of cations of the monomers.
12
 In 
this context, ionizing radiation induced polymerization by -rays or X-rays without using 
oxidizing agents appears to be alternative and easy way to produce conducting polymers.
5
 The 
cations can be generated by ionizing radiation under various conditions.
13
 This could be 
possible by the ionizing radiation of aerated and/or deaerated solutions of dichloromethane; 
since all the generated radicals are well known as strong oxidizing agents towards organic 
materials.
14
 In this regard, numerous studies were reported in the use of irradiated 
dichloromethane solutions for one electron oxidation.
15-16
 Indeed, in the previous chapters, the 
oxidative polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene, EDOT and 3-thiophene acetic acid, 
3TAA, were successfully induced by the ionizing radiation of deaerated solutions of 
dichloromethane. And besides, it is worthy to note that, attempts have been previously 
performed, by taking the same approach, to initiate the oxidative polymerization of 3-
octylthiophene (3OT) in other organic solvents such as chloroform, hexane and neat monomer 
solution.
13
 
 In another regard, radiolytic method was well exploited the LCP’s my group to 
synthesized nanostructured conducting polymers in aqueous solutions.
5
 Effectively, 
nanostructured PEDOT materials were obtained by EDOT oxidation using either hydroxyl 
radical (HO
•
) 
5, 17
, azide radical (N3
•
)
17
 or sulfate radicals (SO4
•-
)
18
 and even by EDOT 
reduction thanks to the use of hydrated electron (eaq
-
) generated by water radiolysis.
19
 
Interestingly, morphology of PEDOT polymers was found dependent on the nature of the 
initiating radiolytic species: while HO
•
 and eaq
-
 lead to spherical nanoparticles, N3
•
 leads to 
fibrillar structures.
17
 However, the use of those radicals is no longer achievable due to the fact 
that 3HT monomers are completely insoluble in the aqueous solutions. As an alternative 
approach, the synthesis of P3HT has been made possible through dichloromethane radiolysis 
by means of dichlorometheyl, chloromethyl and their corresponding peroxyl radicals. 
In this chapter, we endeavor to present an easy and original method to polymerize 3HT 
into P3HT in dichloromethane solvent without using oxidizing agents under different 
conditions: oxygen free solution, air saturated solution and oxygen saturated solution 
(Scheme 5.1). Under these atmospheres, three different polymers have been synthesized so-
called “P3HTN2”, “P3HTair” and “P3HTO2”. The produced materials were examined by 
several analytical techniques. The synthesis conditions by -radiolysis of dichloromethane 
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under different atmosphere were discussed. Later, based on the findings, detailed study was 
carried out on P3HT polymers which were polymerized by dichloromethyl, chloromethyl 
(P3HTN2) and their corresponding peroxyl radicals (P3HT𝑎𝑖𝑟 and P3HTO2). In addition, the 
morphological structure and the electrical properties of P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 were checked by 
several techniques. 
 
5.1. Experimental: 
5.1.1. Solution preparation: 
Dichloromethane solutions containing 10 mM in 3HT monomers were prepared at ambient 
temperature. Note that the used concentration is lower than 3HT solubility in dichloromethane 
at 25°C (which is over than 50 mM as found by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy study 
(results are not shown)). This concentration remains also much lower than dichloromethane 
molecules concentration (15.6 M). This enables one to neglect the direct effect of ionizing 
radiation on 3HT monomers. Dichloromethane solutions were kept under air or degassed with 
N2 and O2, respectively, for 20 min, sealed in glass ampoules. The solutions were then 
irradiated with a 
60
Co -source with increasing doses up to 140 kGy at a dose rate of 3.65 
kGy.h
-1
.  
5.1.2. Radiolysis method: 
Radiolysis under N2. Under these experimental conditions, the possible oxidizing species 
that are generated can be solvated electrons in addition to Cl
•
 and solvent radical cations 
which quickly lead to dichloromethyl (
•
CHCl2) and chloromethyl (
•
CH2Cl) radicals.
14-15, 20
 
Those oxidizing species are known to generate radical cations of many organic compounds
15, 
21
 and even thiophenes and oligothiophenes (Th
•+
).
20
 Thus, thanks to these species it will be 
Scheme 5.1 Radiation-induced polymerization of poly(3-hexylthiophene) under 
different atmospheres 
CH2Cl2 under N2 
Or CH2Cl2 under O2 / air 
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possible to initiate the oxidative polymerization of 3HT. However, the oxidation potential of 
3HT is higher than that of EDOT and TAA (see chapter 4 and 5) and therefore it is 
predictable that the irradiation dose needed for quantitative polymerization of 10 mM in 3HT 
is higher than 36 kGy. In this context, to verify this dose, dose effect study was carried out to 
evaluate the required irradiation dose for quantitative preparation. In this context, solutions of 
dichloromethane containing 10 mM in 3HT were prepared under N2 by degassing the samples 
for 20 min in sealed glass ampoules at ambient temperature. The solutions were then 
irradiated at doses ranging from 15 to 140 kGy, with -rays. 
Radiolysis under air and O2.  In aerated and O2 saturated solutions of dichloromethane, the 
produced dichloromethyl and chloromethyl radicals are rapidly scavenged by the molecular 
oxygen (O2) to produce the corresponding peroxyl radicals: CH2ClO2
•
 and CHCl2O2
•
.
20
 As 
shown in several studies in literature, peroxyl radicals possess higher oxidizing power with 
the respect to original carbon centered radicals and are effectively capable to oxidize the 
organic compounds.
15, 20
 As said in chapter 4, the radiolytic yield of EDOT oxidation by 
dichloromethyl and chloromethyl peroxyl radicals under air and O2 is much higher than Gox = 
4.1×10-7 mol∙J-1. Indeed the radiolytic yield of oxidation (Gox) under air was calculated by 
Alfassi et al. and found to be Gox = 7.7×10
-7
 mol∙J-1 for several organic compounds 15. This 
yield was also obtained in case of EDOT during our dose effect study in chapter 4. Therefore, 
to verify and to determine the radiolytic yield of 3HT oxidation by dichloromethyl and 
chloromethyl peroxyl radicals that are produced by dichloromethane under air and O2, dose 
effect study was carried out. To do so, solutions of dichloromethane containing 10 mM in 
3HT were prepared under air or saturated with O2. The samples prepared under O2 were 
degassed for 20 min in sealed glass ampoules at ambient temperature. The solutions were then 
irradiated up to doses between 15 and 65 kGy, with -rays. 
5.2. Results and discussion: 
5.2.1. Dose effect study and spectral analysis of irradiated solutions: 
Normally, thiophene molecules absorb light in the UV region between 225 nm and 245 
nm, and this absorption is ascribed to π-π* transition.22  The absorption spectrum of 10 mM in 
3HT is displayed in insert of Figure 5.2. The study of the variation of 3HT absorption as a 
function of its concentration in dichloromethane enabled us to find that 3HT is soluble up to 
50 mM. Also thanks to Beer-Lambert law (results are not shown) the extinction coefficients 
were found to be ε238= 5570 L.mol
-1
.cm
-1
. As stated in our previous study
5
, thanks to the 
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calculated extinction coefficients, one can consider that the variation in EDOT concentration 
with the irradiation dose enables us to deduce the initial radiolytic yield of EDOT 
consumption. This approach is at variance with dichloromethane radiolysis. This is due to the 
fact that there are stable and transient products which are generated during gamma radiation 
of Dichloromethane. These products are dimers of (1,1-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, 
1,1,2-trichloroethane and 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane) which come from DCM radiolysis and 
which absorb light in the wavelength range 230-400 nm 
23
, at which, an overlap with the 
absorption of 3HT occurs.  
Nevertheless, we successfully were able to calculate the approximate irradiation dose 
needed to achieve the complete oxidative polymerization of TAA and EDOT monomers into 
PTAA and PEDOT polymers in dichloromethane solution.
24
 That was possible by detecting 
the formation of PTAA and PEDOT polymers by following their UV-Vis absorption as a 
function of the absorbed dose. Hence, with this aim the progressive formation of P3HT 
polymers were followed by the evolution of the UV-visible absorption spectra of the prepared 
solutions of dichloromethane under N2, air and O2 in presence of 10 mM in 3HT and 
irradiated to dose range of 15 to 140 kGy. 
5.2.1.1. P3HTN2: 
In order to follow the progressive formation of P3HTN2 polymers, dichloromethane 
solution containing 10 mM in 3HT was irradiated under N2 at increasing doses up to 140 kGy 
and its absorption spectrum was recorded as a function of the absorbed dose and after 
concentrating the irradiated solution 10 times (Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b). From Figure 
5.1a, it is possible to see that the irradiated solutions got colored with pale yellow right after 
gamma irradiation. This color parallelly darkens with proceeding the irradiation with doses up 
to 75 kGy. However, when resuming the irradiation and exceeding the absorbed dose up to 
140 kGy, the yellow solutions turn pale again.  
In return for this, the recorded UV-vis absorption spectra is showing red-shifted compared 
to the non-irradiated solution. The red shift is progressively increasing up to 75 kGy with the 
concomitant appearance of a peak around 750 nm. The observed red shift is attributed to the 
formation of P3HTN2 polymers. This red-shift is ascribed to the π-π* transition along the 
polymer chains.
13
 Whereas the observed peak at approximately 750 nm is ascribed to polaron 
and/or bipolaron bands, originating from the oxidized state of doped P3HT polymers with 
chloride ions (which are produced by DCM radiolysis). 
24-25
 However, delivering overdose to 
the samples up to 140 kGy leads up to degradation and breaking down of the polymer chains. 
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The state of over oxidation and polymer degradation are already monitored in our previous 
chapters which is evidently due to deliver high dose to the irradiated solutions.   
The dose effect study on the synthesis of P3HT polymers in dichloromethane under N2 is 
at variance with those which were performed earlier on PEDOT and PTAA polymers. The 
findings suggest that the oxidative polymerization of 3HT in dichloromethane under N2 can be 
proceeded with high irradiation dose which amounts roughly to 75 kGy. In other words, the 
oxidizing potential of the corresponding chloromethyl radicals are not sufficient to proceed 
with 3HT polymerization at 36 kGy. As previously mentioned, the presumed initial radiolytic 
yield of 3HT oxidation into P3HT polymers in deareated dichloromethane is much lower than  
4.2 ×10
-7
 mol.J
-1
 and therefore 36 kGy of irradiation doses are not fairly enough to proceed 
with complete polymerization of 10 mM in 3HT under these conditions. This is consonant 
with the fact that 3HT monomers have relatively higher oxidation potential than some of the 
generated oxidizing species in dichloromethane and thus makes their oxidation harder.
4, 26
 As 
a consequence to this issue, using air or oxygen saturated solutions of dichloromethane could 
immensely facilitate the oxidation of 3HT. 
 
Figure 5.2 Dose effect study of 3HT in DCM under N2 atmosphere: a) UV-Vis absorption spectra 
of DCM solutions containing 10 mM in 3HT and irradiated under N2 atmosphere at increasing 
doses from 0 to 140 kGy. The reference was DCM. l = 0.2 cm. Insert UV-Vis absorption spectra 
of DCM solutions containing 10 mM in 3HT after 10 times dilution b) Photographs of DCM 
solutions before and after irradiation at increasing doses. The solutions were concentrated 10 
times after irradiation.  
a b 
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5.2.1.2. P3HT𝑎𝑖𝑟 and P3HTO2: 
In the same manner, the dose effect study was performed on P3HTair and P3HTO2. In both 
cases, 10 mM in 3HT were prepared in dichloromethane under air or saturated with O2. The 
solutions were then irradiated at increasing doses up to 65 kGy (Figure 5.3a and Figure 
5.3b). The progressive formation of P3HTair and P3HTO2 polymers were followed by the 
evolution of the UV-visible absorption spectra of dichloromethane solutions under air or 
under O2 containing 10 mM in 3HT irradiated to dose range of 15 to 55 kGy, as shown in 
Figure 5.3c and Figure 5.3d. As what has been observed in P3HTN2, it is remarkably 
possible to see that a shoulder and a peak are being protruded at 460 and 920 nm. The 
shoulder at 460 nm is evidently attributed to formation of P3HTair and P3HTO2 polymers 
originating from the π-π* transitions along the polymer chains.13 Whereas the observed peaks 
at approximately 920 nm is attributed to polaron and/or bipolaron bands, which are 
characteristic of formation of doped polymers with chloride ions (generated by DCM 
radiolysis).
24-25
   
From the recorded spectra, one can note that delivering irradiation doses between 15 and 
35 kGy leads to the gradual appearance of a shoulder at 475 nm and of a peak at 920 nm in 
the absorption spectra of P3HTO2. This gradual increase in the absorption spectra remains in 
case of P3HTair up to 55kGy. The observed spectral features are clearly more prominent than 
those observed in case of P3HTN2. The doping band which corresponds to the formation of 
P3HT polymers in oxidized state are shifted to 920 nm. As it will be demonstrated later by 
SEC analysis, this red-shift is attributed to formation of P3HT polymers possessing higher 
molecular weight. In addition, the red shift also might be originated from formation of P3HT 
with (HT) pattern. This red shift is commonly observed in case of regioregular configuration 
due to the increase of the conjugation along the polymer, while blue shift is obtained in case 
of regiorandom pattern, which causes decreasing in the conjugation. The resulted decreasing 
comes from the twisting of the thiophene ring and from the lower number of π-π* interactions 
along the polymers.
2, 27
 On the other hand, those spectral features are fading away by 
exceeding the irradiation dose of 35 kGy in case of P3HTO2 and of 55 kGy in case of 
P3HTair. This is indubitably the indication of detrimental effect of delivering overdose to 
P3HT polymers.  
The dose effect study on 3HT polymerization under the corresponding atmospheres is 
highlighting the influence of presence of oxygen in irradiated dichloromethane solutions. It is 
known that the chlorosubstituted methyl radicals react with O2 to produce the corresponding 
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peroxyl radicals.
15, 20
 Indeed, the formation of peroxyl radicals: CH2ClO2
•
 and CHCl2O2
•
 is the 
reason behind the decreasing of the irradiation doses that are needed to initiate and complete 
the polymerization of 3HT. Certainly, the use of oxygen saturated solution of dichloromethane 
during radiolysis leads to the total conversion of chloromethyl radicals to the corresponding 
peroxyl radicals.
20
 However, the concentration of the oxygen in air saturated solution is less 
than of the solution saturated with O2. As a consequence, the radiolytic yield of peroxyl 
radicals formation in dichloromethane oxygen saturated solutions is absolutely higher than 
those of aerated ones. These explain the fluctuation of spectral findings with the respect to 
irradiation dose which is needed to proceed with the oxidative polymerization in 
dichloromethane under different atmospheres.  
a b 
c d 
Figure 5.3 Dose effect study of 3HT in DCM under air and O2 atmospheres: a) UV-Vis absorption 
spectra of aerated DCM solutions containing 10 mM in 3HT and irradiated directly at increasing 
doses from 0 to 65 kGy b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of DCM solutions containing 10 mM in 3HT 
and irradiated under O2 atmosphere at increasing doses from 0 to 65 kGy. The reference was DCM. 
In both cases l=0.2 cm. c and d) Photographs of DCM solutions before and after irradiation at 
increasing doses under air (c) and under O2 (d).  
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As far as, we can discern that halogenated alkyl peroxyl radicals boost up the oxidative 
polymerization and therefore facilitate the formation of P3HT polymers. The oxidation by the 
original carbon centered radicals is difficult to achieve unless we deliver high irradiation dose. 
The irradiation of dichloromethane under air is intermediate between the two extreme 
conditions: O2-saturation and deareated solutions. Nevertheless, the spectral features seem to 
be similar in all cases (under N2, air and O2). In principle, one can say that P3HTN2, 
P3HTair and P3HTO2  polymers induced by -irradiation of dichloromethane are produced at 
irradiation doses which amounts to 75, 55 and 35 kGy, respectively. Introducing oxygen to 
dichloromethane solution reduces the irradiation dose needed for quantitative polymerization. 
In the following characterizations, we will only consider the following two conditions: -
induced synthesis of P3HTN2via chloromethyl radicals at 75 kGy and -induced synthesis of 
P3HTO2via chloromethyl peroxyl radicals at 35 kGy. The aerated conditions will not be 
considered in the next characterizations 
5.2.2. Molecular weight analysis of polymers from irradiated solutions: 
As we could see from the spectral analysis of the irradiated solutions, the notable shoulders 
and redshifts are ascribed to formation of P3HTN2and P3HTO2  polymers. To estimate the 
molecular weights and to check whether the halogenated alkyl peroxy radicals have any 
influence on the elongation of the polymer chain lengths, SEC analysis was used. For the 
comparison, SEC was performed on the polymers which were produced at the irradiation dose 
enabling quantitative polymerization (75 kGy for P3HTN2 and 35 kGy for P3HTO2). In order 
to do so, the glutinous solid parts (≈ 10 mg) that were obtained after solvent evaporation 
from P3HTN2  and P3HTO2 were dissolved in 1mL THF (scheme 5.2).  
The obtained SEC chromatograms are shown in Figure 5.4 and the molar masses of P3HT 
polymers (obtained with a polystyrene calibration), at Mp, are reported in the insert of Figure 
5.4. From the chromatogram of P3HTN2, it is possible to extrapolate the molar mass of 1785 
P3HTN2/ P3HTO2 
Scheme 5.2 The post processing of P3HT polymers after gamma irradiation 
P3HTN2/ P3HTO2 
P3HTN2/ P3HTO2 
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g.mol
-1
, which corresponds to ≈10 units of 3HT per polymer chain. This molecular weight 
implies that the polymerization of 3HT under N2 produces regiorandom P3HT polymers. This 
degree of polymerization was already reported in literature for regio-irregular poly(3-
alkythiophenes) (HH and TT isomers shown in Figure 5.1).
27
  In turn, the molar mass at Mp of 
P3HTO2  can be found at 3130 g.mol
-1 
and corresponds to about 18 units of 3HT per polymer 
chain. As it will be demonstrated by ATR-FTIR, P3HTO2  polymers are functionalized with 
carbonyl and hydroxyl groups.  However, those groups are not taken into account in SEC 
calculations since the number of groups and their exact position on 3HT monomers is not 
known at the present study. However, it is clearly to note from SEC analysis that P3HTO2  has 
higher molecular weight than P3HTN2. In this regards, SEC’s findings demonstrate that -
induced oxidative polymerization of 3HT in dichloromethane under O2 atmosphere not only 
reduce the needed irradiation dose but also relatively increases the molecular weight. The 
likelihood of this slight increase is the halogenated alkyl peroxy radicals, which affords high 
oxidation potential and makes 3HT polymerization feasible with lower irradiation doses. In 
addition, the polymerization of 3HT under O2 seemingly induces production of P3HT 
polymers with regioregular pattern. In our previous work, it has been shown that there is no 
concrete influence of used solvent on the molecular weight. However, this study on 3HT 
Figure 5.4 SEC chromatograms of THF solution containing 10 mg.mL
-1
of 
P3HTs polymers which were synthesized by -induced polymerization in 
DCM under N2 or O2 atmospheres at irradiation dose of 75 and 35 kGy, 
respectively. The initial concentration of 3HT was 10 mM.  
P3HTN2 
P3HTO2 
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manifests that the oxidizing power of chloromethyl peroxyl radicals gives rise to elongation of 
P3HT polymer chain. 
5.2.3. Chemical characterization of P3HTN2  and P3HTO2 polymers: 
ATR-FTIR was used to assert the successful formation of P3HTN2  and P3HTO2  polymers 
and also to verify the oxidative polymerization in dichloromethane solutions under different 
atmospheres: N2 or O2. The irradiated solutions were first dried naturally under hood. After 
solvent removal, the remaining dark solid part in case of P3HTO2(synthesized at 35 kGy under 
O2) and P3HTN2  (synthesized at 75 kGy under N2) which look like glutinous, were 
characterized after deposition and squeezed on the ATR support of the FTIR 
spectrophotometer by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. The spectra were recorded for both P3HTN2 
and P3HTO2 polymers together with 3HT monomers within a wavenumber region from 600 to 
4000 cm
-1 
as shown in Figure 5.5.  
Table 5.1 displays the absorption modes and the positions of the representative peaks of 
3HT monomers, P3HTN2  and P3HTO2polymers. The bands at 767 and 833 cm
-1
 are attributed 
to the =C-H out-of-plane stretching vibrations of pure 3HT.
28-29
 These peaks are remarkable 
Figure 5.5 ATR-FTIR spectra of pure 3HT monomers, P3HTN2 and 
P3HTO2  polymers. The polymers were synthesized by -induced 
polymerization of 3HT in DCM under N2 or O2 atmospheres at an irradiation 
dose of 75 or 35 kGy. The initial concentration was 10 mM in 3HT. 
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in the monomer spectrum and barely noticeable in the polymers spectrum confirming the 
quantitative polymerization of 3HT monomers. Of major importance, the vibration modes of 
the aliphatic moieties of hexyl side chain of 3HT units are observed for all samples. The 
asymmetric stretching vibration mode for -CH3 and –CH2- are detected at 2960 cm
−1
 and 
2929 cm
−1
, respectively, and the symmetric -C-H stretching vibration in -CH2- is detected at 
2852 cm
−1
.
29
 In addition, the symmetric C=C ring stretching vibration mode is observable for 
all recorded spectra around 1452 cm
-1
.
28-29
 The peaks that are assigned to asymmetrical 
stretching vibrations mode of quinoid configuration in thiophene ring are noticeable around 
1542 and 1656 cm
−1
.The peaks at 633, 678 790, and 933 cm
−1 
are associated with the 
absorption of C-S-C bonds of the thiophene ring.
29
 The peak at 723 cm
-1 
is the characteristic 
absorption on the in-planeand out-of-plane rocking vibration of -(CH2)n-..
29-31
 The peak at 
835 cm-1 is the bending vibration of the C-H bond.30 In the spectrum of P3HTN2, the peak at 
1710 cm
-1
 is the signature of carbonyl group (C=O)
28
, which is presumably formed due to the 
presence of traces of oxygen.  
Functional group Position (cm-1) 
C=C (symmetric stretching mode) ≈1450  
C=C (asymmetrical stretching vibrations mode of quinoid 
configuration in thiophene ring)   ≈1656 and 1542 
C-O (bending vibration) ≈ 870, 1079, 1160 and 1260 
C-S-C (stretching vibrations) 633, 678, 790, and 933 
=C-H (in-plane and out-of-plane deformation vibrations) 767 
C=O (stretching vibrations) ≈1706 
O-H stretching vibration mode ≈ 3100 to 3600 
=C-H (out-of-plane deformation vibration) ≈833 
-(CH
2
)
n
- (in-planeand and out-of-plane rocking vibration) ≈ 720 
Table 5.1 ATR-FTIR absorption peaks of 3HT and P3HT polymers 
It is worthy to note that the recorded IR spectra do not show any peak associated to C-Cl 
bond. This proves that no chlorine atom is covalently bonded onto the P3HTN2and 
P3HTO2  polymer chains. The observed peaks in the IR spectra of 3HT monomers and 
P3HTN2  polymers are in good agreement with the literature.
29, 31
 However, compared to the 
spectrum of P3HTN2, the spectrum of P3HTO2, highlights other characteristic peaks. The 
remarkable peak at 1706 cm
-1
 is ascribed to C=O stretching mode of the carboxylic acid 
group moieties.
28
 The broad band at 3440 cm
-1
 is the vibration mode of –O-H group. The 
prominent peaks at 870, 1079, 1160 and 1260 cm
-1
 are attributed to –C-O stretching mode.28 
Other than those peaks that are associated with –O-H and C=O groups, all the other peaks in 
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the spectrum of P3HTO2 are matching the observed peaks in the spectrum of P3HTN2. This 
noticeable difference between P3HTN2and P3HTO2  polymers is explained by the difference 
that exists between generated oxidizing species: CH2Cl
•
/ CHCl2
•
 on one hand and 
CH2ClO2
•
/CHCl2O2
•
 on the other hand. These data imply that chloromethyl peroxyl radicals 
have not only an influence on the increase in the molecular weight and in the facilitating the 
polymerization mechanism but also have a clear influence on the chemical structure of the 
polymers. All in all, ATR-FTIR observations reveal the successful synthesis of P3HT 
polymers by both applied environmental conditions and besides chloromethyl peroxyl radicals 
lead to the functionalization of P3HT polymers with carboxylic groups. The synthesis of 
functionalized P3HT polymers with carboxylic acid groups was reported already in literature 
by chemical route.
28
   
5.2.4. Structural Characterization of P3HTN2  and P3HTO2polymers:  
Earlier in previous studies, we reported the influence of using different oxidizing species 
(HO
•
/N3
•
/ SO4
•-
) on PEDOTs morphology through our radiolytic methodology in aqueous 
solutions.
17
 The influence of the generated couple of oxidizing species: CH2Cl
•
/ CHCl2
•
 and 
CH2ClO2
•
/CHCl2O2
•
 on the morphology of P3HT polymers will be here. In the current study, 
morphology of the P3HTN2 and P3HTO2  which were produced by dichloromethane radiolysis 
under N2 or O2 at the appropriate irradiation dose, were analyzed by SEM, AFM and Cryo-
TEM microscopies.  
 
5.2.4.1.Cryo-TEM observations 
After the post-treatment and solvent removal, Cryo-TEM microscope was used to check 
the morphology of P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 polymers in solution prepared in dichloromethane. 
As done before in SEC experiment (see scheme 5.2), the remaining dark solid part in case of 
P3HTO2(synthesized at 35 kGy under O2) and P3HTN2  (synthesized at 75 kGy under N2) 
which look like glutinous, that were obtained after solvent evaporation from P3HTN2  and 
P3HTO2 were dissolved in 10 mL DCM. The recorded cryo-TEM images of P3HTN2  and 
P3HTO2  are displayed in Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b, respectively.  
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Thanks to sample freezing, this technique enables in situ observation, into dichloromethane 
solution, of radiosynthesized polymers, avoiding any phase transition and any aggregation 
which could result from drying procedures. Figure 5.6a and b display a zoom of one of the 
circular holes of the holey-carbon grid coated with P3HTN2  and P3HTO2   polymers in the 
DCM solvent. As seen in cryo-TEM image in Figure 5.6a, the hole is fully coated with 
P3HTN2 compacted blocks contrasting objects. The P3HTN2  close aggregated blocks are 
heterogeneous in size with diameters comprised between 100 nm and 1.5 m. These compact 
blocks correspond to self-assemblies of independent amorphous P3HTN2 chain polymers. 
Such polymeric structure should be originated from the fact that P3HT polymers are 
hydrophobic and aggregate thanks to vander waals and -stacking interactions. In Figure 
5.6b is possible to see the cryo-TEM image of P3HTO2  in which the carbon hole is fully 
coated with aggregated clusters of nano-spheres. The P3HTO2  aggregated nano-spheres are 
heterogeneous in size with diameters comprised between 100 nm and 500 nm. Apparently, 
P3HTO2  polymers chains interact with each other and form hydrogen-bond. These hydrogen-
bonds should come from the carboxylic acids groups formed during DCM radiolysis under O2 
atmosphere.  
 
5.2.4.2. SEM observations and EDX analysis 
SEM images recorded after deposition of dried P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 polymers powders 
onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts and after gold coating are displayed on Figure 
5.7. The representative SEM image of  P3HTN2  is exhibited in Figure 5.7a. The image shows 
Figure 5.6 Cryo-TEM images of : (a) P3HTN2   polymers self-assembled in aggregated 
blocks in DCM solvent under N2 atmosphere after -irradiation at 75 kGy (b) P3HTO2   
polymers self-assembled in aggregated nano-spheres in DCM solvent under O2 atmosphere 
after -irradiation at 35 kGy . The initial concentration in 3HT was 10 mM.  
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compacted blocks and large aggregation of  P3HTN2. These aggregations are ascribed to the 
fact that P3HT polymers are hydrophobic and self-assemble thanks to vander waals and -
stacking interactions. By contrast, SEM image of P3HTO2is presented in Figure 5.7c which 
shows markedly aggregated clusters of spheres of several hundreds of nanometers. This 
aggregation behavior seems to be the consequence of hydrogen-bond interactions between 
P3HTO2  polymers which are in case of O2 atmosphere functionalized with carboxylic acids 
groups. The elemental composition of the compacted blocks of  P3HTN2  and the aggregated 
spheres of P3HTO2  were also analyzed by energy dispersive X-Ray (EDX) within selected 
regions without gold coating. EDX analysis for P3HTN2  and P3HTO2  shows substantially 
presence of sulfur and carbon atoms (result not shown) in the whole samples, demonstrating 
that our materials are effectively made of P3HT polymers. Evidently, EDX data highlighted 
as well the presence of oxygen atoms in P3HTO2. In addition, EDX enabled the detection of 
chlorine atoms dispersed in P3HTN2and P3HTO2. This observation definitely proves that 
radiosynthesized P3HT are both doped with chloride ions, in total agreement with our results 
obtained by UV-Vis absorption spectrophotometry (absorption at 900 nm) and by ATR-FTIR 
spectroscopy. 
5.2.4.3. AFM observations   
AFM microscopy was used to check the topographical morphology of P3HTN2  and 
P3HTO2 polymers and to verify that they constitute respectively compacted blocks and 
aggregated spheres. In order to do so, few drops of ethanolic solution of P3HTN2  and 
P3HTO2(3 mg.mL
-1
) were dropped on mica sheet and dried naturally. Later on, they were 
characterized by typical atomic force microscope (AFM). According to the AFM images of 
the samples recorded in tapping mode (Figure 5.7), the bottom dark areas having no thickness 
correspond to the substrate, while, the bright areas, correspond to the topography of the 
samples. The topography of P3HTN2shown in Figure 5.7b displayed as the bright area 
corresponds to the thicker regions made up of close aggregated blocks in total agreement with 
cryo-TEM and SEM results (Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.7a). The topography images 
nevertheless reveal here the presence of big particles with average size 1 to 5 µm. The AFM 
topography of P3HTO2, presented in Figure 5.7d, shows markedly spheroidal nanoparticles of 
several hundreds of nanometers. This observation is also consistent with the recorded cryo-
TEM and SEM (Figure 5.6b  and Figure 5.7b) images and it matches the observed size and 
shape.   
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According to the microscopic observations (Cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM), radiation 
induced polymerization of 3HT in dichloromethane under N2 or O2 leads successfully up to 
two different structures: aggregated blocks and spheroidal nanoparticles. These dissimilarities 
are indeed originated from existing different oxidizing species: CH2Cl
•
/ CHCl2
•
 and 
CH2ClO2
•
/CHCl2O2
•
. As a consequence of presence of oxygen, carboxylic groups are formed 
and infixed along the polymer chains forming so-called P3HTO2. This was confirmed by 
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. Subsequently, carboxylic groups evidently enable hydrogen bonds 
interactions between the polymer chains. This definitely leads to P3HTO2 globular 
nanostructures with possessing hydrophilic properties. By contrast, P3HTN2  polymers are free 
from any functional group and for that reason they get together to form aggregated blocks by 
Vander Waals and -stacking interactions. 
Figure 5.7 Morphological characterizations of P3HTN2 and P3HTO2  by SEM and AFM 
microscopies. a) and c) are SEM images of dried P3HTN2and P3HTO2  polymers powder after 
deposition onto carbon tape adhered to aluminum mounts and after gold coating. b) and d) AFM 
topographic images of P3HTN2and P3HTO2   polymers after deposition onto the CaF2 disk. The 
AFM is used in tapping mode. The polymers were synthesized by -induced polymerization in 
DCM under under N2 or O2 atmospheres at irradiation doses of 75 or 35 kGy. The initial 
concentration was 10 mM in 3HT.  
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5.2.5. Physico-chemical properties of P3HTN2  and P3HTO2 polymers:   
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used in order to check and to compare the 
physico-chemical properties and thermo-degradability of the two different radio-synthesized 
P3HT polymers. The TGA thermograms for P3HTN2   and P3HTO2   are shown in Figure 5.8. 
TGA thermosgram of P3HTN2  exhibits two continuous decompositions. The first 
decomposition is observed up to 110 °C and corresponding to 10 % of initial weight loss. This 
weight loss can be attributed to evaporation of some unreacted 3HT monomers and dimers. 
The second decomposition is observed from 110 °C until a complete degradation at 700 °C. 
This weight loss is caused by loss of P3HTN2 oligomers characterized by relatively low 
molecular weight. 
In case of P3HTO2, the weight loss exhibits three stages of decomposition. From 30 to 155 
°C, P3HTO2 is quite stable. Up to that temperature, P3HT𝑂2 shows only 8% of initial weight 
loss which is attributed to evaporation of solvent residual and some unreacted 3HT 
monomers. The second decomposition is observed from 155 °C to 255 °C, which may be 
caused by the degradation of the oligomers of low molecular weight of P3HTO2. The third 
Figure 5.8 Thermogravimetric (TGA) graph of dried P3HTN2  and P3HTO2  polymers 
powder. The polymers were synthesized by -induced polymerization of 3HT in DCM 
under N2 or O2 atmospheres at an irradiation dose of 75 or 35 kGy. The initial 
concentration was 10 mM in 3HT. 
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decomposition stage is observed in the range 270-520 °C; this weight loss may be caused by 
the loss of P3HT𝑂2polymers characterized by relatively high molecular weight. 
The TGA findings indicate that P3HTO2 has generally better thermal stability and 
particularly at the initial stage of weight loss when comparing to P3HTN2. This is evidently 
due to the higher molecular weight and presence of longer polymer chains possessed by 
P3HTO2 as shown by SEC analysis earlier. 
However, this TGA analysis is different in comparison with what have already been 
reported in the literature concerning P3HT polymers synthesized by conventional 
methodologies.
32
 This substandard behavior in comparison with P3HT polymers produced by 
conventional methodologies is due to the relatively low molecular weight of the 
radiosynthesized P3HT. 
 
5.2.6.  Examination of electrochemical electrical properties of P3HT polymers:   
In order to investigate the electronic properties of P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 polymers for future 
application opportunity in organic solar cells, it is of great importance to perform conductivity 
test, optical band gaps calculations via Tauc’s plot and cyclic voltammetry. 
 
5.2.6.1.Conductivity measurements: 
To measure the electrical conductivity, P3HTN2  and P3HTO2  polymers obtained after -
irradiation and solvent evaporation were dissolved in DCM at a concentration of 10 mg.mL
-1
. 
Then, 100 µL of the solutions were spin-coated on clean glass substrate and the obtained films 
were both doped with NOBF4 (20 mM) in acetonitrile. After measuring the thickness of the 
films by a surface profiler, their conductivity was determined by four-point probe technique. 
The average electrical conductivity was calculated for P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 and found as 
0.2×10
-3 S∙cm-1 and 0.7×10-3 S∙cm-1, respectively. In comparison, P3HTO2  possesses higher 
conductivity than P3HTN2  pretty much 3 times more. The results are consistent with SEC data 
since P3HTO2 has higher molecular weight and thus higher conductivity. However, the 
calculated electrical conductivity which has been reported  for P3HT polymers chemically 
synthesized by FeCl3 and doped with I2 and possessing high molecular weight (Mw = 111200 
g.mole
-1
), is 0.34 S∙cm-1.33 Although the measurements are inconsistent with the reported one 
in literature, P3HTN2  and P3HTO2  possessing high conductivity when comparing to their 
molecular weights. 
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5.2.6.2.Cyclic voltammetry analysis and electrical band gap calculations: 
In order to further check the electronic properties of radio-synthesized P3HTN2 and 
P3HTO2 polymers with a view to incorporate these polymers into organic photovoltaics cells 
(OPVs), it is necessary to estimate the energy level of the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) from the ionization potential, the energy level of the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) from the electronic affinity, as well as the electronic band gap by cyclic 
voltammetry (CV). The electrochemical behavior of P3HT polymers and their characteristic 
oxidation and reduction peaks are presented in Figure 5.9.  
The CV profiles show the main p-doping (oxidation) process occurring at onset potential 
of +1.44 V for both P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 while n-doping starts at −1.05 V for P3HTN2 and at 
−0.45 V for P3HTO2. Knowing these potential values, one can calculate, from the equations 
given in Scheme 5.3, the HOMO/LUMO energy levels of radio-synthesized P3HTN2 
and  P3HTO2: EHOMO amounts to −5.87 eV for both while ELUMO amounts respectively to  
−3.38 eV  for P3HTN2 and −3.98 eV for P3HTO2.These energy values lead to an 
electrochemical band gap of 2.49 V for P3HTN2 and of 1.89 V for P3HTO2 as illustrated in 
a 
Figure 5.9. Cyclic voltammetry of 3 mg.L
-1
 of P3HTN2 and P3HTO2  recorded in acetonitrile 
containing 0.1 M of TBAPF6 at a scan rate of 100 mV.s
-1
. The polymers were synthesized in DCM at 
dose 75 kGy for P3HTN2 or 35 kGy for P3HTO2. Ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc
+
/Fc) redox potential was 
measured in order to calibrate the pseud reference electrode (0.37 V vs SCE in the present study).  
b 
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scheme 6.3. The HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the material are calculated by using the 
ferrocene ionization potential value as the standard. The corrected value of 4.8 eV vs vacuum 
of ferrocene is widely adopted. This value is based on the calculation obtained by 
Pommerehne et al.
34
 The calculations demonstrate that P3HTO2  affords higher Egap than 
P3HTN2. Nevertheless, the obtained energy band gaps are relatively matching with earlier 
reported works are related to P3HT synthesis by conventional methods.
35
 
 
5.2.6.3.Optical band gaps calculations: 
Optical band gap is one more parameter which is important for applications such as in 
solar cells. We therefore used Tauc's plot, which can be directly obtained from the recorded 
absorption spectra. Here, we considered the UV-Vis absorption spectra earlier obtained at the 
appropriate irradiation dose for quantitative polymerization: 75 kGy for P3HTN2  and 35 kGy 
for P3HTO2 (see Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.3b). Both P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 have amorphous 
structures. Accordingly, the indirect optical band gap Egap was determined by extrapolating 
the straight-line portion of the plot of (αhυ)1/2 versus (hυ) to the energy axis from UV-Vis 
absorption spectra as shown in Figures 5.10 (a and b). The optical band gap energies of 
P3HTN2 and P3HTO2 were estimated to be 2.30 eV and 1.68 eV, respectively. As already 
explained, the electronic band gap is larger than the optical band gap, as well known that the 
measurement by electrochemistry requires additional energy because of Coulomb 
interactions. 
The calculations show that Egap(optical) of P3HTO2 exhibits a considerable difference 
(0.62) in comparison with Egap (optical) of P3HTN2. Notably, this value is consistent with the 
difference that was obtained by electrical band gaps. This difference can be understood since 
Scheme 5.3 The calculated HOMO/LUMO energetic levels of P3HTN2and P3HTO2  by using the 
indicated empirical equations and their electronic band gaps (Egap (electrical)) that are obtained 
from the energy difference of E(HOMO) and E(LUMO) 
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P3HTO2  possess higher molecular weight and distinct optical properties as demonstrated 
earlier. The obtained results from electrical conductivity measurements, cyclic voltammetry 
and optical band gaps calculations are promising and favorable for practical applications. In 
particular, they can presumably be used in solar cells due to their appropriate and pertinent 
Egap values in the field.  
5.3. Conclusion  
In this chapter, starting from hydrophobic 3HT monomers, the aim was to prepare P3HT 
conducting polymers by radiation induced polymerization method. In this context, recently 
new strategy has been elaborated by taking into account the fact that dichloromethane is able 
to dissolve a wide range of organic compounds as well as irradiated dichloromethane is a 
good oxidizing system. In previous chapters, -induced oxidative polymerization in 
dichloromethane was successfully employed to polymerize EDOT into PEDOT polymers and 
TAA into PTAA. This methodology enabled us to overcome issues such as low processability 
and insolubility in aqueous solutions of monomers such as 3HT. For this purpose, the 
polymerization was controlled and optimized under different environmental conditions by 
varying the: atmosphere (N2 or O2) in order to estimate the appropriate irradiation dose for 
quantitative polymerization of 3HT.  
a 
Figure 5.10 Tauc’s-plot analysis of UV-Vis absorption spectra P3HTN2 and 
P3HTO2  synthesized in DCM solvent under N2 at 75 kGy or under O2 at 35 kGy for optical 
band gap assessment indicating the indirect transitions for a) P3HTN2and b) P3HTO2 . The UV-
Vis absorption spectra are given in insert 
b 
2.30 eV 
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In case of EDOT and TAA monomers, it was evident that the oxidative polymerization in 
deaerated solutions of dichloromethane proceeds favourably with the generated primary 
radicals and the two neutral chloromethyl and dichloromethyl radicals at irradiation dose of 
35 kGy. That was possible since solvent radical cations possess high ionizing potential and 
enable feasibly the initiation of oxidative polymerization of EDOT and TAA. The neutral 
chloromethyl radicals can behave as oxidizing agents, but their redox potentials are too low to 
initiate the oxidative polymerization since 3HT possesses higher oxidation potential than 
EDOT and TAA. Nevertheless, it is well known that the chlorosubstituted methyl radicals 
react at diffusional rate with O2 to produce the corresponding peroxyl radicals making the 
oxidizing power of which is higher with respect to the original carbon centred radicals 
feasible the oxidation of oligothiophenes such as 3HT.
20
 
With this in mind, starting from 3HT monomers dissolved in dichloromethane solution, the 
oxidative polymerization of P3HT was successfully induced by gamma irradiation under three 
environments: air, oxygen and nitrogen saturated solutions of dichloromethane. Under these 
conditions, three polymers were formed and so-called: “P3HTN2”, “P3HTair” and “P3HTO2”. 
The formation of these polymers was confirmed by UV-Vis and ATR-FTIR absorption 
spectroscopies. Dose effect study was carried out for all polymers. P3HTN2  needs 
approximately an irradiation dose of 75 kGy to proceed with the quantitative oxidative 
polymerization in dichloromethane, while P3HTair and P3HTO2 need irradiation doses of 55 
kGy and 35 kGy, respectively. The case of air-saturated solution represents the intermediate 
case between nitrogen and oxygen saturated solutions. For that reason we focused on the two 
extreme conditions: N2 and O2 atmospheres. Eventually, we can say that introducing oxygen 
in the irradiated dichloromethane was evident approach to boost up the oxidative 
polymerization through the production of CH2ClO2
•
/CHCl2O2
•
.   
Detailed comparative studies for the electrical and optical properties were carried out 
between the two radio-synthesized P3HTN2  and P3HTO2 polymers. UV-Vis absorption spectra 
reveal that P3HTO2  has distinct optical properties than P3HTN2. Dopeding of P3HTN2  and 
P3HTO2with chloride ions was also detected. The spectral behaviors were explained by SEC 
analysis which demonstrated that P3HTO2  polymers have higher molecular weight. ATR-
FTIR spectra and EDX highlighted the presence of –COOH groups in P3HTO2polymers. TGA 
analysis demonstrated that P3HTO2  polymers have better thermal stability than P3HTN2 
polymers 
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Morphological analysis of P3HTN2and P3HTO2 was carried out in dichloromethane 
solution and after deposition onto substrate by cryo-TEM, SEM and AFM. The microscopic 
observations demonstrated that -synthesized P3HT polymers have two different structures: 
aggregated blocks in case of P3HTN2 and spheroidal nanoparticles in case of P3HTO2.  
The cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis was used to evaluate HOMO and LUMO energy 
levels and then to calculate the electronic band gap. A lower electronic band gap was found 
for P3HTO2  (~1.89 eV) in comparison with that of P3HTN2  (~2.49 eV). Tauc’s plots were also 
used to determine the optical band gap. Consistently to the findings of electronic band gaps, 
the optical band gap for P3HTO2  (1.68 eV) is lower than the optical band gap for 
P3HTN2  (2.30 eV). Definitely, P3HTO2 shows higher optical band gap than that of P3HTN2. 
Finally, the electrical conductivity records are quite remarkable and somewhat comparable 
with those are already reported in literature. Thus, we can claim that we succeeded in the 
synthesis of promising and usable P3HT polymers for practical applications.  
Interestingly, radiation-induced polymerization in dichloromethane under O2 offers 
producing polymers functionalized with carboxylic groups. This would improve the adhesion 
properties of radio-synthesized P3HT and therefore this gives P3HT polymers the advantage 
to be fixed onto certain materials such as TiO2 or certain surfaces such as ITO substrates.  
According to obtained findings, controlling the morphology and increasing the molecular 
weight of radio-synthesized polymers could enhance their optical and electrical properties. 
Additionally, using a small subset of building blocks and resort to co-polymerization will be 
immensely helpful to achieve the desired properties. The fact that dichloromethane and water 
are immiscible solvents, offers the possibility to use of microemulsion polymerization through 
gamma radiolysis with the view of having a controlled morphology. 
Lastly, the use of radiation induced polymerization offers production of different types of 
conducting polymers, different nanostructurations and different optical and electrical 
properties. In the previous 4 chapters, all the synthesized CPs possess very interesting 
features, no matter if they are synthesized in aqueous or in dichloromethane solutions. 
Therefore in the next chapter we will incorporate our radiosynthesized CPs in photovoltaics, 
we will test their power conversion efficiency and we will compare their performances with 
some standard materials.  
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Photovoltaics cells have met a board interest among the people and have become widely 
distributed and desirable. This sophisticated technology is clean, silent and is considered as a 
green source of energy because it is a friend of the environment. In addition, the solar cells 
can be constructed to any size depending on energy requirements. The solar cells require 
materials which first absorb the sunlight, and secondly materials which assure the electrons 
movement. These materials are represented by semiconductors in forms of donor- acceptor (p-
n) types. Thus, based on the materials, photovoltaic cells can be found in several forms: 
organic, inorganic and hybrid organic-inorganic (perovskite) cells. The principle of working is 
generally that when the sunlight hits the surface of the solar penal, the outermost electrons of 
the atoms of particular semiconductor such as silicon get excitation. That process will be 
followed by electron-hole pair generation, then charge separation and as a consequence, 
occurrence of an electric current. 
1-2
 
 In industry, manufacturing of inorganic photovoltaic cells (IPVs) (Figure 6.1a)
3
 is 
predominant compared with organic photovoltaics cells (OPVs) (Figure 6.1b), due to the 
chemical and thermal stability of IPVs, their long life time and importantly, their high Power 
Conversion Efficiencies (PCEs). However, IPVs are costly and consume energy through many 
steps of purification. Organic solar cells based on semiconductor polymers have attracted a 
great attention as a potential and promising source of renewable energy due to their low cost 
production, flexibility and easy to commercialize.
4 This type of photovoltaics has some issues 
such as their inefficiency and low stability that is represented by photochemical degradation.  
However, intensive researches have been made in order to increase their power conversion 
efficiencies (PCEs). The in-between those two types, the hybrid organic-inorganic metal 
halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) emerge to be promising due to their remarkable efficiency 
(Figure 6.1c).
5-6
 PSCs have become a research “hot spot” for many solar cell researchers.  
The perovskite materials show various advantages such as long carrier diffusion lengths, 
widely-tunable band gap with great light absorption potential. The low-cost fabrication 
techniques together with the high efficiency make PSCs comparable with Si-based solar 
cells.
5, 7
 But the drawbacks such as device instability, J-V hysteresis and lead toxicity reduce 
the further improvement and the future commercialization of PSCs.
6
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PSCs usually consist of: transparent anode, metallic cathode, conducting layer or hole-
transport layer (HTL) and light-absorbing layer or active layer.
6
 Generally, a thin layer of ITO 
(Indium tin oxide) or FTO (Fluorine-doped tin oxide) coated on the top of small piece of glass 
is used as anode while a film of gold or aluminum placed on the top of the device is used as 
cathode. ITO/FTO is transparent and resistant to many different types of common solvents, so 
almost any type of materials of the upcoming layer can be used to deposit on ITO/FTO 
substrate. The light-absorbing layer in PSCs is a perovskite structured compound. The 
perovskite materials have been demonstrated with largely tunable band gap (e.g., 
CH3NH3PbX3 has a band gap from 1.5 eV to 2.3 eV)
8
 and great light absorption coefficient 
(higher than 10
4
 cm
−1
)
9-10
, which is similar to other thin film solar cell materials such as 
Figure 6.1 Displays of some schematic types of solar cells showing the main components which 
are involved in their structure: a) Inorganic photovoltaic cell model (IPV) , b) Organic photovoltaic 
cell (OPV) fabricated in previous work, c) Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite cell (PSC) 
fabricated in this work. 
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CdTe
11
 and copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS).
12
 Its low-cost and convenient fabrication 
techniques also serve as the possible advantages over silicon-based devices that require 
complicated and costly high-vacuum deposition methods.
6
 Besides perovskite materials which 
are used for light harvesting, the hole-transport materials (HTM) are very important.
7, 13
 HTM 
are used as contacts and for electron and hole extraction. An ideal hole-transport material 
(HTM) must fulfil some general requirements for efficient operation in PSCs.
7
 First, the 
HOMO energy level of the HTM must be compatible with the valence band energy of the 
perovskite to provide a suitable driving force for the charge transfer. Furthermore, the LUMO 
level of the HTM must be significantly higher than that of the perovskite absorber to exhibit 
electron-blocking properties. The HTM should also have sufficient hole mobility, as well as 
excellent thermal, morphological, and photochemical stabilities, and good hydrophobic 
properties to protect the perovskite material from moisture deposit on the ITO layer.
13
 HTM 
layer helps the active layer by inducing crystallization of the p-type semiconducting phase and 
refines the surface of the anode so that there is a flatter contact between the semiconducting 
layer and the substrate. Consequently, the hole-transport layer improves the fill factor (FF) 
which, in conjunction with open circuit voltage (VOC) and short-circuit current density (JSC), 
determines the maximum power from a solar cell. The HTM layer also increases the short-
circuit current density (JSC). The most common HTM material for PSCs is Spiro-OMeTAD. 
This compound has been successfully adapted to PSCs, with power conversion efficiencies of 
over 22%.
7
 However, its complicated steps of synthesis are an obstacle to its large-scale 
production. Therefore, finding an alternative HTM that can offer high efficiency performance 
in PSCs and synthesis simplicity will be immensely substantial.
5, 7, 13
 
Polymeric HTMs have paramount importance in the field due to their extraordinary 
properties. Besides the polymeric materials can be easily synthesized, they have important 
advantages in terms of processability, thermal and mechanical stability, and higher intrinsic 
hole mobility.
14-16
 Among the different types of conducting polymers, thiophene and its 
derivatives are effectively advantageous to be used as HTMs in PSCs.
7 This is originated from 
the fact that the presence of sulfur atoms in S-containing heterocyclic building blocks might 
give better HTM/perovskite interactions.
17-18
  
The objective of the use of radiation chemistry in the field of synthesis of conducting 
polymers is the fabrication innovating conductive material applicable in photovoltaics. In this 
context, the radio-produced conducting polymers appear to be suitable as HTM and fulfil the 
requirements. Based on the outcomes of cyclic voltammetry analysis and optical band gaps 
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estimations, few tests have been carried out toward our endeavors to incorporate the radio-
synthesized polymers in photovoltaics. 
Thus in this chapter, some of radio-synthesized polymers will be used as new HTM 
layers to fabricate PSCs. Later the fabricated devices will be evaluated through J-V 
characteristic curves and then their fill factor and power conversion efficiency will be 
estimated. Lastly, the obtained values will be compared with Spiro-OMeTAD and with similar 
materials that are reported in literature. 
   
4.4. Experimental 
 
4.4.1. Samples preparation for PSCs fabrication  
For this experiment, the following radio-synthesized conducting polymers were selected 
for PSCs devices fabrication to be used as HTM:  
 PEDOTCH2Cl2 polymers synthesized by dichloromethane radiolysis under N2 
atmosphere at irradiation dose of 35 kGy 
 PTAAH2O polymers synthesized in aqueous solution under N2O atmosphere and 
irradiated at irradiation dose of 35 kGy  
 PTAACH2Cl2  polymers synthesized by dichloromethane radiolysis under N2 atmosphere 
at irradiation dose of 35 kGy 
 P3HTN2  polymers synthesized by dichloromethane radiolysis under N2 atmosphere at 
irradiation dose of 75 kGy 
 P3HTO2  polymers synthesized by dichloromethane radiolysis under N2 atmosphere at 
irradiation dose of 35 kGy 
In all experiments, Spiro-OMeTAD is used as standard HTM for comparison 
These radio-synthesized CPs were directly incorporated in PSCs devices after drying 
procedure. To test the radio-synthesized conducting polymers and to check their performance 
as HTM materials, the corresponding polymers were dissolved in an adequate solvent that 
was selected according to a solubility test (see chapter1, table 1.5).  
The radio-synthesized conducting polymers solutions were prepared at concentration of 
10 mg.mL
-1
. A solution of Spiro-OMeTAD was prepared by dissolving 72 mg in 1 mL in 
DCM or in THF.  Then all the HTMs were doped under identical conditions in the PSC 
devices. In this purpose, 17.5 µL of bis(tri-fluoro-methyl- sulfonyl) imide lithium salt solution 
(Li-TFSI) solution (520 mg in 1 mL ACN) were added to HTMs solutions. Later the 
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components of PSCs were spin coated layer by layer. Figure 6.2 displays the physical 
appearance of some of PSCs devices after spin coating of HTM layer. The procedure of the 
elaboration of the PSCs is described in details in chapter 1.   
 
4.4.2. Current-Voltage (J-V) characteristic curves 
The J-V characteristic curves represent the relation between the current flowing through 
an electronic device and the applied voltage across its terminals. This curve is used to 
determine the important parameters which enable us to calculate the fill factor and the 
efficiency of the device. Figure 6.3 shows the typical J-V and all the parameters which are 
needed to perform the device calculation. 
Figure 6.3 J-V Characteristic curve of a solar cell showing all the 
characteristic parameters under illumination and in the dark 
Figure 6.2 Photographical images for some of fabricated PSCs by utilizing the 
radiosynthesized conducting polymers and Spiro-MeOTAD as HTM layers. The device 
components are FTO/TiO2cp/TiO2pr/Perovskite/Spiro-MeOTAD or radiosynthesized 
conducting polymers. The Perovskite layer is CH3NH3PbI3. 
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Where Isc is the short circuit current which is defined as the current through the solar cell 
when the voltage across the solar cell is zero (I = JSC at V=0). While VOC is the open circuit 
voltage, which is the voltage when the current equals to zero (V (at J=0) = VOC). Pmax is the 
maximum power from the solar cell. Jm and Vm are the current and the voltage at Pmax. From 
the previous parameters, the fill factor (FF) which is considered as a measure of the quality of 
the solar cell, being calculated by comparing the maximum power to the theoretical power 
(PT) as following: 
 
FF =
PMAX
PT
=
Jm×Vm
𝐽𝑆𝐶×𝑉𝑂𝐶
× 100%      (6.1) 
 
The efficiency (η) of the devices is commonly used as a parameter to examine the 
performance and compare it with other devices. The efficiency is defined by the ratio of 
energy output from the solar cell to input energy (Pin) from the sun. In fact there are many 
factors which can affect the efficiency of the device such as the temperature of the solar cell, 
preparation conditions and the spectrum and intensity of the incident sunlight. 
 
Efficiency (η) =
PMAX
Pin
=
𝐽𝑆𝐶×𝑉𝑂𝐶
Pin
× FF%       (6.2) 
 
 
4.5. Results and discussion 
 
4.5.1. Preliminary test for checking the efficiency and photo-activity of radio-
synthesized polymers in hybrid PSCs: 
Before to begin with PSCs fabrication and then to record J-V characteristic curves, the 
solubility of our radiosynthesized polymers was verified in several solvents. The solubility 
and processability of PSCs components has key role in PSCs performance.
6
 Accordingly, it is 
important to comment on the findings that were obtained from these experiments.  
 
6.2.1.1.Solubility test: 
In general, due to the poor processability and low solubility of conducting polymers in 
common solvent, their numbers of applications are limited. This lack of processability is 
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related to the rigidity of the polymer chain, which is a direct consequence of the high level of 
conjugation of the polymer that in turn affects the molecular conductivity.
19
 Having high 
solubility and good processability is important parameter in the construction of photovoltaics, 
most notably to prepare homogeneous film at fixed thickness. It is worthy to mention, to 
obtain good film with desired thickness; the concentration of polymer solution should be 
prepared more than 10 mg.mL
-1
. In this regard, it is well known that chlorinated solvents are 
commonly used to solubilize conducting polymers and thereafter, to prepare thin film. 
Therefore, to proceed with the fabrication of photovoltaic cells, a solubility test for  
PEDOTCH2Cl2 , PTAACH2Cl2 , PTAAH2O, P3HTN2  and P3HTO2 was performed at the corresponding 
concentration in several chlorinated organic solvent and besides THF and DMSO, as depicted 
in solubility’s table in chapter 1 (Table 1.5) 
Figure 6.4 displays few photographical images of the radio-synthesized conducting 
polymers at a concentration of 10 mg.mL
-1
 in the adequate solvents. The findings show that 
both PTAACH2Cl2 , PTAAH2O and PEDOTCH2Cl2  polymers possess very poor processability in 
most of the chlorinated solvents.  However, PTAACH2Cl2 , PTAAH2O  have very good solubility 
in DMSO and THF. Interestingly, P3HTN2 , P3HTO2  evidently show the best processability 
among the radiosynthesized polymers. As can be seen in table 1.5 P3HTN2 , P3HTO2are 
soluble in almost all of the tested solvents.  
 
The findings suggest that solubility of our radio-synthesized polymers show poor 
processability in common organic solvents and consequently restricted applications. The poor 
Figure 6.4 photographical images of the of radio-synthesized 
conducting polymers dessolved in an adequate solvents (DCM or THF. 
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processability could be ascribed to som aggregations and some cross linkings in some cases 
during polymerization. As a consequence, the photo-activity measurements proceeded 
throughout fabrication of two sets of PSCs devices. The first set, PEDOTCH2Cl2, P3HTN2 , 
P3HTO2  and Spiro-OMeTAD in DCM. The second set PTAACH2Cl2 , PTAAH2O  and Spiro-
OMeTAD in THF. 
 
6.2.1.2.Photo-activity measurements of hybrid PSCs: 
The as-prepared radio-synthesized conducting polymers were tested as HTMs in PSC 
devices, by using CH3NH3PbI3 as the absorber material. Figure 6.5 presents a schematic view 
for the fabricated device and shows all the incorporated components in the elaboration 
process. Our devices were composed of a thin compact TiO2 layer, a mesoporous TiO2 layer 
filled and capped with the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, a HTM layer and finally a thermally 
evaporated Au layer. According to our electrochemistry results that are represented by 
electrical conductivity, electronic and optical band gaps estimations, the radio-synthesized 
conducting polymers were usable as HTMs. Thus, the current-voltage (J-V) curves were 
plotted to characterize the fabricated OPVs devices. The fill factors (FF) and the power 
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) were calculated based on the equations (6.1) and (6.2).  
4.5.1.1. J-V characteristic curves of PEDOT, P3HTN2 , P3HTO2  and Spiro-OMeTAD in 
DCM:  
The best current density–voltage (J–V) curves for the various HTMs are shown in Figure 
6.6. Best and average J–V curve parameters under one sun illumination, as well as their 
standard deviations, are shown in Table 6.1. 
Figure 6.5  PSC device structure incorporating different components. 
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Devices JSC
 V
OC
 FF PCE (%) Average SD 
Spiro-OMeTAD 
1 11.649 0.910 0.661 7.010 
5.99 0.97 2 11.814 0.930 0.463 5.084 
3 13.406 0.920 0.477 5.883 
PEDOT in DCM 
1 2.9527 0.510 0.207 0.312 
0.21 0.15 
2 7.748 0.050 0.261 0.101 
P3HTN2 in DCM 
1 - - - - 
- - 
2 - - - - 
P3HTO2 in DCM 
1 3.697 0.220 0.240 0.195 
0.14 0.07 
2 2.091 0.180 0.244 0.092 
Table 6.1 Photovoltaic characteristics of PSCs that contain radio-synthesized conducting polymers or 
Spiro-OMeTAD in DCM as HTMs 
Figure 6.6 shows the J–V characteristics of PSCs on glass substrates that utilized 
PEDOT, P3HTN2, P3HTO2 as well as Spiro-OMeTAD as the HTM layer under AM 1.5 G 
illumination at an intensity of 100 mW.cm
-2
.  
Figure 6.6 J–V characteristics of PSCs that contain PEDOT, P3HTN2, P3HTO2 or Spiro-
OMeTAD in DCM as HTM layers under forward or reverse bias 
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The statistical data for the PSCs are summarized in Table 6.1. The J-V curves 
corresponding to P3HTN2  polymers did not show any photo-activity. This can be attributed to 
their low electrical conductivity and poor optical properties. However, the PSC containing 
PEDOT, P3HTO2 as a HTM layers exhibited poor photovoltaic performance with an average 
efficiency of 0.2% and 0.14%, respectively. The low efficiency of these PSCs resulte from 
their low JSC (PEDOT: 5.35 mA.cm
-2
/ P3HTO2:2.89 mA.cm
-2
) and FF (PEDOT: 
0.23/P3HTO2:0.242) values. By utilizing Spiro-OMeTAD as the HTM layer, the JSC and FF 
values are improved and consequently, a relatively high efficiency of 5.99% was obtained 
when comparing with PEDOT and P3HTO2. 
When comparing the measured parameters from the Spiro-OMeTAD and the 
radiosynthesized polymers (PEDOT, P3HTN2  and P3HTO2) we can note that the fabricated 
devices have very low performances, which can be ascribed to the preparation conditions, 
cleaning steps and the incident light intensity. Moreover, the photo-activity is very sensitive to 
the photovoltaics (PVs) temperature. In another hand, the performance is also affected by the 
used materials (hole-transport layer, solvents, FTO/ITO substrates, etc.). In addition, there are 
many factor effects on the performance like the molecular weight of radio-synthesized 
polymers, the configuration pattern, morphologies, physical state, etc. 
4.5.1.2. J-V characteristic curves of PTAACH2Cl2 , PTAAH2O  and Spiro-OMeTAD in 
THF:  
In the same way as before, the two polymeric HTMs (PTAACH2Cl2 , PTAAH2O) as well as 
Spiro-OMeTAD have been implemented in PSCs after doping with Li-TFSI. The I-V curves 
recorded under dark and simulated sunlight. The curves parameters are gathered in Table 6.2 
and the best J-V curves of the record cells are disclosed in Figure 6.7. The fill factors (FF) 
and the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) were calculated based on the equations (6.1) 
and (6.2).  
The best Spiro-OMeTAD cell delivered 0.59 %. In case of radio-synthesized PTAA 
polymers, the efficiency was found lower. The PTAACH2Cl2 cell delivered a PCE of 0.2 % 
while PTAAH2O cell delivered only 0.03 %. As can be observed for the obtained data, the 
PSCs based on PTAACH2Cl2  has better performance and higher PCE in comparison to PSCs 
based on PTAAH2O. Indeed, as we could see in chapter 4, PTAACH2Cl2showed better optical 
and electrical properties that are represented by relatively higher conductivity and lower 
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optical and electrical band gaps. These properties altogether make PTAACH2Cl2  as HTM better 
than PTAAH2O.  
Devices JSC
 V
OC
 FF PCE (%) Average SD 
Spiro-OMeTAD 
1 4.297 0.490 0.232 0.489 
0.59 0.14 2 - - - - 
3 3.867 0.590 0.302 0.690 
PTAAH2O in THF 
1 - - - - 
0.03 0.03 2 1.400 0.140 0.255 0.050 
3 1.589 0.030 0.234 0.011 
PTAACH2Cl2 in THF 
1 1.224 0.580 0.401 0.285 
0.20 0.07 2 0.599 0.530 0.482 0.153 
3 1.001 0.440 0.366 0.161 
Table 6.2 Photovoltaic characteristics of PSCs that contain radio-synthesized conducting polymers or 
Spiro-OMeTAD in THF as HTMs 
Figure 6.7 J–V characteristics of PSCs that contain PTAACH2Cl2, PTAAH2O or Spiro-OMeTAD in 
THF as HTM layers under forward or reverse bias 
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By contrast, it has been reported in literature the fabrication of PSCs that incorporates 
components similar to our CPs for the fabricated PSCs.
20
 The fabricated PSCs devices 
incorporated two polymeric HTMs: PTAA and P3HT polymers. Those polymers were 
chemically synthesized with high degree of polymerization and high yield of regioregularity. 
The PTAA cell delivered a PCE of 7.38% while P3HT cell delivered 5.85 %.
20
 We can note 
that all the fabricated devices have very low performances including those containing spiro-
OMeTAD. This low performance can be ascribed to the preparation conditions, cleaning steps 
and the incident light intensity and therefore, it is needed to control and optimize the 
fabrication condition. However, the low molecular weight and the low yield of regioregularity 
of the radio-sythesized polymers affect the performance of PSCs. 
4.6. Conclusions 
Conducting polymers have potential applications in many fields and one of the most 
promising applications is photovoltaics. Our endeavor to radio-synthesized conducting 
polymers for highly efficient solar cells has been made through in this chapter. To proceed 
with this endeavor, the radio-synthesized conducting polymers have been well characterized 
in terms of physical, optical and electrical properties. The obtained results revealed that the 
radio-synthesized polymers possess remarkable electrical and optical properties. Moreover, 
they are promisingly usable for practical applications.  
Thus, in a further step of this work, the radio-synthesized polymers were used as novel 
HTMs for elaboration of some hybrid organic-inorganic solar cells, namely, perovskite solar 
cells (PSCs). For comparison purpose, Spiro-OMeTAD was used as standard HTM. Before 
beginning the elaboration procedure, the solubility of powder of radio-synthesized conducting 
polymers was studied in several organic solvents. The PSCs devices were subsequently 
fabricated by using the adequate solvent. After PSCs fabrication, we measured the produced 
photocurrent and voltage from the PSCs devices which were fabricated by radio-synthesized 
conducting polymers and Spiro-OMeTAD. J-V curves were plotted to determine the 
characteristic parameters. The fill factor (FF) and PCEs were calculated. The measurements 
showed that the photovoltaic effects are very small, even for Spiro-OMeTAD. The obtained 
conversion efficiencies are negligible for PTAAH2O and P3HTN2, since the yield is lower than 
0.1%. The low performance of these radio-synthesized polymers could be ascribed to the poor 
absorption in the visible region of the UV-Vis spectrum, low molecular weight and small 
electronic band gap and due to the fabricated device itself.  
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Although, the studied Photovoltaic properties in this chapter are not enough satisfactory, 
this experiment highlighted the distinct performance between the radio-synthesized polymers. 
For example, as shown in chapter 5, the use of water radiolysis leads to PTAAH2O while the 
use of dichloromethane radiolysis leads to PTAACH2Cl2 . Evidently, these two polymers 
exhibited different optical and electrical properties. Thus, the higher PCE value that obtained 
in case of PTAACH2Cl2was construed in accordance to their better properties in comparison 
with those of PTAAH2O. Similar findings have been observed in case of P3HTN2  and P3HTO2. 
The PSCs devices that were fabricated in presence of P3HTO2  polymers led to 0.242 % PCE 
while P3HTN2  polymers did not show any photoactivity. As demonstrated in chapter 6, 
P3HTO2 in comparison with P3HTN2, has better electrical conductivity, higher molecular 
weight and smaller electronic and optical band gaps and therefore P3HTO2 presents positive 
results in photoactivity tests.   
Finally, the findings suggest proceeding with further investigations to improve the 
performance of the radiosyntheiszed conducting polymers in the PVs devices through 
optimizing the synthesis conditions. In particular, controlling the morphology and increasing 
the molecular weight of the radio-synthesized polymers could enhance their optical and 
electrical properties. In addition, optimizing fabrication of PSCs will definitely enhance the 
performance (thickness of the component layer, using different architectures, etc.) 
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Current research aims to develop new conducting polymers (CPs) and new synthesis 
strategies with the aim to control and improve the optical and electrical properties of these 
materials. In this context, our auspicious endeavor to develop a promising methodology based 
on radiation chemistry to synthesize conducting polymers for highly efficient solar cells and 
other practical applications is being developing and evolving. The merit of radiation 
methodology is that the polymerization can be performed at ambient temperature and 
pressure. Also, the oxidation takes places thanks to solvent radiolysis products, in the absence 
of my external chemical initiators. 
The radiolytic method was developed by Samy Remita‘s team (Laboratoire de Chimie 
Physique, LCP) and this new method opens a novel approach for the synthesis of CPs. Based 
on the radiolytic method, synthesis of different kinds of CPs has been carried out by the way 
of -rays as well as accelerated electrons and the effect of synthetic conditions on the 
polymerization has been investigated. Moreover, with pulse radiolysis study, a step-by-step 
mechanism has been demonstrated for the polymerization of organic conjugated monomers. 
Furthermore, the synthetic conditions have been varied by using different atmospheres (N2O, 
N2, O2 or air) or by using additive reagents and chemicals (NaN3, K2S2O8, isopropanol or tert-
butanol) or by simply adjusting the pH of the medium. Indeed, all the new synthetic routes 
based on oxidation or reduction of organic monomers have been successfully led to 
production of CPs and CPs nanocomposites. Thus, the versatility of radiolytic methodology 
has been proved to be a potential alternative method.  
It is worth noting that upon my arrival to Samy Remita‘s team, I involved and 
participated in the ongoing studies, in particular the works which were related to the synthesis 
of CPs in very acidic medium and synthesis of CPs nanocomposites. Nevertheless, the radio-
synthesized conducting polymers produced in the previous works had some limitations which 
restrict their applications due to the poor processability which is attributed to the rigidity and 
inter-chain interactions of the polymer chains or to the crosslinking that may occur during -
irradiation. Moreover, the optical and electrical properties of the radio-synthesized conducting 
polymers that were obtained in aqueous media under different experimental conditions needed 
to be improved. In addition, their molecular weight was low. On the other hand, radiation-
induced polymerization in aqueous solution cannot always be used due to poor processability, 
low solubility and even sometimes insolubility of some of organic monomers. 
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In this thesis, in order to develop a new synthetic and processable method for conducting 
polymers production, to control the optical properties of radio-synthesized materials, to tune 
polymers morphology, to increase their molecular weight and to overcome the low solubility 
and low processability issues, we extended our methodology based on radiation chemistry 
through a new synthetic approach in order to polymerize the organic monomers in organic 
solvents by exploiting the oxidizing species in situ produced from -radiolysis of the used 
solvent. 
In the very beginning of the present work, we looked for solvents which enable the good 
solubilization of organic monomers in general and 3HT in particular. Water in presence of 
conjugated SDS surfactants, ethanol, CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solvents were used. In order to 
synthesize P3HT polymers, different solutions were prepared with all these solvents at 
different concentrations in 3HT monomers. These solutions were irradiated under different 
atmospheres, at different doses and dose rates. While radiolysis of water (with SDS) and 
ethanol did not lead to polymers, irradiation of CCl4, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 solutions enabled the 
preparation of P3HT polymers which were characterized in solution by UV-Vis absorption 
spectroscopy and cyro-TEM microscopy, and after deposition by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 
and SEM microscopy. Although, the good results obtained thanks to CCl4 radiolysis, we did 
not proceed with further investigations due to its toxicity. Thus, the investigations have been 
procceded with CHCl3 and CH2Cl2. However, the results and data that came out from CH2Cl2 
were more encouraging and promising than those obtained with CHCl3. As a consequence, the 
development of new synthetic and processable radiolytic route for conducting polymers 
production in CH2Cl2 has been proceeded. 
As seen in chapter 2, our strategy based on radiation chemistry was extended to the 
preparation of conducting polymers into organic solvents. In particular, starting from EDOT 
monomers dissolved in dichloromethane solvent and under N2 atmosphere, we elaborated and 
optimized the synthesis by gamma-rays of PEDOT polymers. The polymers were found (by 
ATR-FTIR and EDX) naturally doped with chloride anions generated in the medium through 
dichloromethane radiolysis. As demonstrated by dose effect study, the dose of 36 kGy is the 
optimal irradiation dose which enables quantitative polymerization of 10 mM in EDOT and as 
a consequence, the yield of EDOT oxidation in dichloromethane, under N2 atmosphere, was 
found to be 4.12 × 10−7 mol.J-1. Above this irradiation dose, an overoxidation was 
systematically was observed by ATR-FTIR and SEC analysis, which leads to the degradation 
of PEDOT polymer chains. Radiation induced oxidative polymerization of EDOT monomers 
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in dichloromethane was studied under other atmospheres (air and O2). Additionally, several 
attempts were tried out to increase the molecular weight of PEDOT polymers synthesized in 
dichloromethane under N2 atmosphere at 36 kGy.  
The morphology of PEDOT polymers synthesized in dichloromethane under N2 
atmosphere and at an irradiation dose of 36 kGy was checked in solution and after deposition. 
All used characterizations techniques indicated the production of amorphous PEDOT 
polymers doped with chloride ions and highlighted the self-assembly of these polymers into 
polydisperse globular particles (size comprised between 100 nm and 1.5 µm). PEDOT 
polymers synthesized in dichloromethane under N2 atmosphere and at an irradiation dose of 
36 kGy were found to be characterized by good thermal stability and by interesting electronic 
properties. 
The versatility, reliability and simplicity of our original synthetic method based on -
irradiation of dichloromethane and aqueous solutions were successfully exhibited in chapter 
4. Starting from TAA monomers dissolved either in dichloromethane or in aqueous solution, 
the oxidative polymerization of PTAA was successfully induced by gamma irradiation at 
doses of 36 kGy. Depending on the solvent, two different PTAA polymers were formed 
successfully (namely PTAACH2Cl2 and PTAAH2O). It is important to note that normally, by 
using chemical method PTAA is synthesized only after carrying out an esterification reaction 
to protect the carboxylic acid moiety of the monomers from the oxidative decomposition. On 
another hand, the electro-polymerization of PTAA is not realizable since TAA has limited 
solubility in conventional aqueous media and also its oxidation potential is higher than that of 
water decomposition. The merit of our work based on radiation chemistry is that PTAA 
polymers have been formed directly without using oxidizing agents or any prior esterification 
thanks to both radiolytic routes: dichloromethane and water radiolysis. All the 
characterization techniques as well as data analysis manifested forming distinct chemical and 
optical properties for PTAACH2Cl2and PTAAH2O polymers. Nevertheless, SEC analysis 
highlighted the absence of solvent influence on the molecular weight. Also TGA analysis 
highlighted good and convergent thermal stabilities. Notably, the electrochemistry 
experiments showed that PTAACH2Cl2and PTAAH2O polymers are both favorable for practical 
use. 
Ultimately, the development of radition induced synthesis of conducting polymers in 
dichloromethane moved forward to the synthesis of P3HT polymers. The aim was to generate 
oxidizing species that insure the oxidative polymerization of 3HT monomers. Thus, in chapter 
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5 the synthesis of P3HT has been made possible through dichloromethane radiolysis by means 
of dichloromethyl, chloromethyl and their corresponding peroxyl radicals. The neutral 
chloromethyl radicals can behave as oxidizing agents, but their redox potentials are too low to 
ensure quantitative oxidative polymerization since 3HT possess higher oxidation potential. By 
contrast, dichloromethyl and chloromethyl peroxyl radicals are possessing oxidizing power 
higher than the original carbon centred radicals. Those radicals enabled us to easily form 
conducting polymers of P3HT. Dichloromethyl, chloromethyl and their corresponding 
peroxyl radicals were secured by preparing dichloromethane solutions and then irradiating 
them under N2, air or O2 atmospheres. Under these atmospheres, three different polymers 
were produced and so-called “P3HTN2”, “P3HTair” and “P3HTO2”. The formation of these 
polymers was confirmed by UV-Vis and ATR-FTIR absorption spectroscopies. Dose effect 
study was carried out for all polymers. P3HTN2  needs approximately irradiation dose of 75 
kGy to proceed with the oxidative polymerization in dichloromethane, while P3HTair and 
P3HTO2 need irradiation dose of 55 kGy and 35 kGy, respectively. The case of air saturated 
solution represents the intermediate case between nitrogen and oxygen saturated solutions. 
For that reason we focused on two conditions: N2 and O2 atmospheres. 
 UV-Vis and ATR-FTIR absorption spectroscopies revealed that P3HTO2 has distinct 
optical properties than P3HTN2. The spectral behaviors were explained by SEC analysis that 
showed the higher molecular weight of P3HTO2. Interestingly, carboxylic acid groups were 
detected in ATR-FTIR spectrum of P3HTO2  polymers. Furthermore, EDX analysis confirmed 
the presence of oxygen in P3HTO2 . Morphological analysis of P3HTN2and P3HTO2 was 
carried out after deposition onto substrate by SEM and AFM. The microscopic observations 
demonstrated that -synthesized P3HT have two different nano-structures: aggregated blocks 
(P3HTN2) and spheroidal nanoparticles (P3HTO2). P3HT polymers were also characterized by 
interesting electrical properties. P3HTO2 showed higher energy band gap (optical and 
electronic) than that of P3HTN2. Finally, the electrical conductivity records were quite 
remarkable and somewhat comparable with those already reported in literature.  
Due to the remarkable electrical and optical properties that were obtained for all radio-
synthesized conducting polymers, we lastly and most importantly decided to incorporate these 
materials in hybrid organic and inorganic perovskite solar cells (PSCs). According to our 
cyclic voltammetry analysis and optical and electronic band gaps, the radio-synthesized 
conducting polymers were suitable for application as HTMs. Thus, chapter 6 was dedicated to 
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the use of radio-synthesized conducting polymers in practical application, namely PSCs 
fabrication. For this purpose, we studied the solubility of our radio-synthesized polymers in 
some common organic solvents that are usually used in preparation of PSCs. After finding an 
adequate solvent, we elaborated PSCs. After PSCs fabrication, we measured the produced 
photocurrent and voltage. J-V curves were plotted to determine the characteristic parameters. 
The measurements showed that the photovoltaic effects are very small, even for Spiro-
OMeTAD used as standard. The low performance of the radio-synthesized polymers could be 
ascribed to their low molecular weight, electrical conductivity and also due to the fabricated 
device itself. 
In the end, the present study bears witness to the potential of such a new radiation-based 
methodology and gives us a glimpse of future promising industrial applications in the field of 
conducting polymers synthesis. The versatility of this methodology has been proved to be a 
potential alternative method. However, there are also few questions that worth further 
investigations to improve the performance of the radio-synthesized polymers in photovoltaics. 
In order to control the morphology and producing conducting polymers with different 
nanostructures possessing high molecular weight, micro-emulsion polymerization would be 
immensely helpful for that purpose. The fact that dichloromethane and water are immiscible 
solvents, offers the use of micro-emulsion polymerization through gamma radiolysis with the 
view of having a controlled morphology. This is an ongoing project in which I took part and I 
participated in. Indeed, radiation-induced polymerization was used for the first time to 
polymerize 3-hexylthiophene (3HT) and 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) into micro-
emulsions in order to control the morphology of these polymers. Two kinds of micro-
emulsions (water in DCM (w/o) and DCM in water (o/w)) were used. The idea of using 
micro-emulsions is to polymerize a water soluble monomer (i.e. PEDOT) in the aqueous 
phase of micro-emulsions and water insoluble monomer (i.e. 3HT) in the organic phase. We 
successfully studied the preparation conditions of both micro-emulsions and revere micro-
emulsions. Figure 1 shows one example of an observation made in the case of reverse micro-
emulsions (w/o) by using Cryo-TEM.  
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As can be seen, the less contrasted spherical particles represents the reverse micelles that 
contain water. These spherical particles are dispersed in a more contrasting medium that 
represents the oil phase (DCM). The ongoing work is aiming to find the proper conditions to 
control the shape and the size of the micelles (i.e. tubes, spheres, rods, etc) and thus 
synthesizing nanostructured conducting polymers with controlled morphology and enhanced 
chain length. The use of radiation induced synthesis of conducting polymers within micro-
emulsions will be immensely helpful to improve the optical and electrical properties of 
conducting polymers and consequently enhance the photo conversion yields in organic 
photovoltaic devices  
Furthermore, in order to improve the processability and the solubility, to adjust the 
hydrophilicity, to enhance the electronic properties, the use of copolymerization will be 
advantageous to our radiation based methodology. 
 This project has been recently launched and I took a part of it. Therefore we decided to 
extend our methodology to the preparation in water or in organic solvents of new conducting 
materials by the way of radiation induced copolymerization. Figure 2 shows some 
copolymers of pyrrole with other organic monomers which we already radio-synthesized in 
water and dichloromethane.  
Figure 1 Cryo-TEM image of a reverse microemulsion before irradiation 
Figure 2 Chemical structures of several copolymers that are made of pyrrole with other monomers we 
recently synthesized by -radiolysis 
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Radiation induced copolymerization would be promising approach for tuning PPy 
physicochemical properties and also improving of PPy processability and stability. This was 
evident in case of copolymerization of PPy/PTAA in aqueous solution under N2O atmosphere. 
Indeed, radiation induced copolymerization of Py:TAA enabled us to gain better optical 
properties than the individual homo polymers as can be seen in Figure 3.  
As can be seen in Figure 3a the color of copolymer is quite different from those of homo-
polymers. Furthermore, it is possible to observe a red-shift in the absorption of coplymer with 
new transition at higher wavelength as exhibited in Figure 3b. From these preliminary data 
and findings, we can say that the radio-synthesized copolymers seems to be promising for an 
application opportunity in electrochromic devices. 
Further investigations for development and implementation of radiation based 
methodology are proceeded with preparation of radio-synthesized conducting copolymers for 
electrochromic applications. In fact, using a small subset of building blocks and resort to co-
polymerization is immensely helpful in order to achieve the desired electrochromic features. 
The purpose of the work is to adjust and enhance the electrochromic features of the 
copolymers by varying the chemical nature of organic monomers. 
 
Figure 3 Radiation induced polymerization of Py and TAA in presence of 10 mM of each 
and copolymerization of Py:TAA in presence of (5mM:5mM) in aqueous solutions under 
N2O at irradiation dose 36 kGy: a) photographical images of polymers and copolymers 
after g-irradiation, b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of polymers and copolymers after g-
irradiation. Path length 2 mm. Reference: water. 
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 Synthèse de thèse de doctorat 
Synthèse de thèse de doctorat 
Discipline: Chimie 
Extension de la procédure radiolytique à la préparation de polymères conducteurs 
dans des solvants organiques: synthèse, caractérisation et applications 
 
Le travail porte sur l’étude de nouvelles voies de synthèse radioinduite de polymères 
conducteurs en vue de l’optimisation des méthodes d’obtention aux regards des propriétés 
optiques et conductrices recherchées. L’étude est construite autour de deux objectifs 
principaux : initialement, comprendre, d’un point de vue fondamental, l’ensemble des 
mécanismes physico-chimiques et chimiques conduisant aux propriétés attendues ; 
Deuxièmement, parvenir à une parfaite maîtrise de l’ensemble des procédés, de la préparation 
des échantillons aux méthodes de caractérisation, en passant par les irradiations. 
Le manuscrit présenté comporte 236 pages, divisées en six chapitres enrichis de 350 
références bibliographiques; et il pourrait être résumé dans le Schéma 1.  
Schéma 1. les grandes lignes de la thèse 
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 Synthèse de thèse de doctorat 
L’introduction rappelle les caractéristiques physiques principales des polymères 
conducteurs, ainsi que les principes de la conductivité électrique et du dopage de matériaux 
caractérisés par une structure de bande bien définie. Les applications et les principales 
approches de synthèse sont évoquées, avant une présentation structurée des différents 
chapitres. 
Le chapitre 1 est consacré aux matériels, instruments et méthodes de synthèse. Il 
commence par une description détaillée des solvants et réactifs qui seront utilisés plus tard 
dans l’étude. Une partie importante concerne la description des moyens et protocoles 
d’irradiation gamma. Elle est suivie par la description des méthodes de préparation des 
échantillons obtenus en vue des mesures de conductivité électrique. Pour terminer, sont 
détaillées plus d’une dizaine de méthodes de caractérisation.  
Le chapitre 2 est consacré à une description exhaustive des travaux et résultats antérieurs 
obtenus par l’équipe, sur lesquels se fonde cette nouvelle étude. Ces travaux concernaient la 
synthèse du poly (3,4- éthylènedioxythiophène) (PEDOT) en solutions aqueuses, par 
faisceaux d’électrons et gamma, et du 3,4- éthylènedioxythiophène (EDOT) en radiolyse 
gamma. Il est rappelé que les composés obtenus sous irradiation possèdent des propriétés 
optiques et électriques semblables à celle des mêmes milieux obtenus par des méthodes 
industrielles, mais avec l’avantage d’un contrôle bien meilleur de la synthèse. 
Le chapitre 3 est consacré à la présentation d’une nouvelle voie de synthèse du PEDOT, 
faisant appel au dichlorométhane, dans lequel les monomères EDOT sont davantage solubles. 
Les résultats et la discussion portent sur de nombreux paramètres : effets de doses sous 
atmosphères variées (N2, air, O2). Cette nouvelle stratégie de synthèse donne d’excellents 
résultats, attestés par de nombreuses caractérisations faites au laboratoire. Ce chapitre, et les 
méthodes qui y sont développées, ouvre une voie particulièrement originale à de nouvelles 
études, telles qu’elles seront décrites dans la suite. 
Le chapitre 4 porte sur la synthèse induite par le rayonnement gamma à 36 kGy du poly (3-
thiophene acetic acid) (PTAA) dont les monomères sont solubles dans l’eau et le 
dichlorométhane. Selon le solvant choisi, deux types de polymères amorphes, de poids 
moléculaires semblables, sont obtenus, aux propriétés chimiques et optiques distinctes, 
résultant de nanostructures distinctes et de tailles différentes d’un ordre de grandeur. Les 
mesures conductimétriques font apparaître des propriétés électriques supérieures à celle 
mentionnées jusqu’à présent dans les travaux d’autres équipes. Au-delà de ces points, un 
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important résultat de ce chapitre concerne la mise en évidence de l’effet du solvant sur le 
contrôle de la morphologie du produit obtenu, à l’échelle de la dizaine à la centaine de 
nanomètres. 
Le chapitre 5 est consacré à l’étude de la synthèse radioinduite du poly (3-hexylthiophène) 
(P3HT) dans le dichlorométhane, sous différentes atmosphères. Dans ce chapitre, l’auteur tire 
avantage des nombreux résultats déjà obtenus afin de pouvoir effectuer une polymérisation 
maitrisée du 3HT, insoluble dans l’eau, dans le dichlorométhane. La polymérisation 
fonctionne bien sous irradiation gamma et sous atmosphères O2 et N2, donnant naissance à 
deux types de structures bien distinctes, selon la nature du gaz présent et la quantité de dose 
déposée. Les propriétés optiques et conductrices sont différentes et, là encore, les 
morphologies des structures nanométriques sont impliquées. Les données physiques 
mesurées, relatives aux gaps et aux conductivités, sont semblables à celles connues dans les 
matériaux obtenus par méthodes non radiolytique, ce qui, une fois de plus, valide les 
méthodes choisies. 
Le sixième et dernier chapitre constitue une analyse comparative des nombreuses 
propriétés optiques et physiques mises en évidence sur tous les polymères étudiés dans ce 
travail, au regard d’applications industrielles possibles, notamment pour la production 
d’énergie photovoltaïque. Il s’avère que les futures études devront s’attacher à mieux 
contrôler les morphologies, d’où découlent les propriétés de production (gap) et de transport 
de charges (conductivité) au sein du matériau. Mais ceci est mieux réalisable bien mieux par 
voie de synthèse radiolytique que par toute autre méthode. 
Une conclusion synthétise les principaux résultats originaux obtenus et propose de 
nouvelles perspectives de recherche en insistant sur la nécessité d’étendre les études à 
davantage de matériaux 
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Résumé : Dans le présent travail, nous avons 
étendu aux solvants organiques notre 
méthodologie radiolytique de synthèse de 
polymères conducteurs (PCs), initialement 
développée en solutions aqueuses.   Dans ce 
contexte, la polymérisation des PCs a été étudiée 
par radiolyse gamma dans différents solvants 
organiques et sous différentes conditions 
expérimentales. La synthèse radio-induite a, en 
particulier, été optimisée dans le dichlorométhane 
grâce à la variation et à l’ajustement de différents 
paramètres : atmosphère, dose, débit de dose, 
concentration des monomères, etc. Cette synthèse 
a ainsi pu mener à la préparation de différents 
types de polymères conducteurs : poly (3,4-
éthylènedioxythiophène) (PEDOT),  poly (3-
thiophène acétique acide) (PTAA) et poly (3-
hexylthiophène) (P3HT). Ces derniers ont été 
totalement caractérises en solutions ou après 
dépôt par des techniques analytiques, 
spectroscopiques et microscopiques 
complémentaires. Nous avons en particulier 
démontré la simplicité et la versatilité de la 
polymérisation radio-induite de TAA que ce soit 
dans le dichlorométhane ou dans l’eau, et avons 
mis en évidence quelques différences notables 
entre ces deux voies de synthèse. 
Nous avons, par ailleurs, évalué l’influence de la 
nature des espèces radiolytiques oxydantes 
générées dans le dichlorométhane, via la variation 
de l’atmosphère de travail (N2, air ou O2), sur les 
propriétés des polymères conducteurs radio-
synthétises, en particulier dans le cas de P3HT. 
Parmi les nombreuses propriétés physiques 
chimiques que nous avons sondées dans le cas de 
tous nos polymères conducteurs radio- synthétises 
les propriétés électroniques et électrochimiques 
ont fait l’objet d’une attention particulière. Nos 
matériaux ont alors été incorporés au sien de 
cellules solaires à pérovskite hybrides organiques-
inorganique (PSCs) et y ont été utilisés comme 
matériaux de transport de trous (HTMs). Notre 
nouvelle stratégie radiolytique de synthèse décrite 
et étende dans le présent manuscrit, ouvre sans 
aucun doute la voie à la préparation de nouveaux 
PCs nanostructurés, de morphologie contrôlée et 
aux propriétés augmentées : par exemple grâce à 
l’utilisation d’une polymérisation en 
microémulsions ou par le développement d’une 
copolymérisation raisonnée. 
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Abstract: The extension of our original 
radiolytic methodology to the use of organic 
solvents was an important alternative approach 
to radiation-induced polymerization of 
conducting polymers (CPs) in aqueous 
solutions. The polymerization of CPs was 
studied by using  -radiolysis of several organic 
solvents under different environmental 
conditions. The optimization of the synthesis 
conditions of CPs was then conducted into 
dichloromethane solvent. After optimization of 
the synthesis conditions (atmosphere, dose, 
dose rate, concentration of organic monomers, 
etc.), the use of dichloromethane radiolysis was 
successfully employed to synthesize various 
types of conducting polymers: Poly (3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), Poly (3-
thiophene acetic acid) (PTAA) and Poly (3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT). The radio-
synthesized polymers were fully characterized 
in solution and after deposition by 
complementary analytical, spectroscopic and 
microscopic techniques. Also, the simplicity 
and versatility of radiation induced 
polymerization of 3-thiophene acetic acid in 
dichloromethane and in aqueous solutions was 
demonstrated. 
The differences between the two radiolysis 
routes were highlighted. Furthermore, the 
influence of generating different oxidizing 
species under different atmospheres (N2, air or 
O2) upon -irradiation of dichloromethane 
solutions containing organic monomers was 
also studied in particular in case of P3HT. The 
electronic and electrochemical properties were 
checked for all radio-synthesized CPs. 
Accordingly, these polymers were then 
incorporated in hybrid organic and inorganic 
perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and used as hole 
transport materials (HTMs). Our new radiolytic 
strategy described and extended in this 
manuscript opens the way for the preparation 
of new nanostructured CPs with controlled 
morphology and enhanced properties by using 
microemulsion polymerization and also for the 
preparation of processable conjugated materials 
through copolymerization.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
